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ST ART-STOP PRINTING TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS. 
( Co11tin11-ed .) 

A. E. STONE, :\.R.C.Sc. 

(ii.) THE MuRKRlll\I TELETYPE No. 2.\. 

T
H!S is an i1

.

11 pr0Yed form of th: i\Iorl
_
.;:rum 

1 eletype, usi ng tlH· same 5 unit tel eg raph 
code iJul with typt> bars instead of a type

whet·I. Tlw working s1wc>d is (io words a m i nute, 
and the reljllirt'd charat'ler is printed on a paper 
tape ll\· causing· tlw corrt'sponding typehar to 
strike �harpf_,. an ink(•d rihhon as in ;111 ordinary 
t yrwwritt'r. 

VUJ.. XXI. 

A general Yiew of tlw instrument is shown in 
Fig·. I, while the interior :1rrangc111ents are shown 
in· Fig. 2. It has a single shunt wound motor 
of T / 2oth H.P. for dri,·ing both the Receiving 
;111J tlw Transmitting portions of the instrument. 

Transmitter (:/utch Mechanism.-The actual 
trnnsmitting mechanism is the sanH� as that of 
tlw No. TA, machine, but the clutch mechanism 
for dr iving the Transmitter Cam Spindle is 
c·ntirt·lr d ifferent . fn tlw TPIPtvpe No. IA, when 
a kt'\' is hr>lcl down, tlw cam sp

.
indlt> rotatf's cnn-

1in11;111sly :1nd tlw rt• b ti\-( '. ch:1r;wh'r is rept•att'd sn 

Fu;. 2.-T1-:1.i-:n·1·..: '\o. !.I. l"oVER 1<EMOV1m. 
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long as the key is kept depressed. In the No. 2A 

machine, however, the character is transmitted 
once only, no matter how long the corresponding 
key is held down. The Clutch mechanism to 
effect this is shown in Fig·. 3. The DriYing 
Ratchet is fixed to a shaft which is driven con
tinuously by tlw motor. The Driven Ratchet 
engages with the spindle carrying the trans
mntmg contact cams. The Clutch Spring tends 
to urge the DriYen Ratchet into engagement with 
the Driving Ratchet, but normally is prevented 
from so doing bv tlH'. Clutch Lever CL, tbr� upper 
end of which, .under the action of spring; S2, 
bears against the Throw Out Cam forming part 
of the Driven Ratchet . Each Key Lever, 111 
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and CL to return. to their normal unoperated 
positions under the action of spring S2 quite 
independently of the time that the key is held 
down. Consequently the upper end of CL in 
bearing against the Throw Out Cam just bt>fon· 
t lw Drin·n Ratchet compleks ont> revolut ion, 
forces tlw latter from tlw Driving Ratchet and 
brings the Cam Spindle to rest at the end of tlH' 
revolution. 

Printer Selecting Jfcchanism. - The Main 
Shaft, Fig·s. 4 and 5, rotates continuously and 
carries on its upper r·nd a Cam Slee\'e \Yhich it 
drivt•s bv m eans of a frict ion Clutch. This con
sists of two frlt washers F\\', the upper one of 
which is hdd between ;1 Retaining· Disc RD, 

LOCK LOOP LAM 
/ 

// 

0 

FIG. 3.-KEY LEVER, SELECTORS AND CLUTCH. 

addition to moving the Selector Bars as explained 
in the case of the IA Teletype, depresses a 
Universal Bar UB, which causes the Trip Off 
Pawl, TOP, to move forward and engage with 
the Clutch Lever Pawl, CLP. The latter is 
therefore turned slightly on its axis, causing the 
upper end of CL to move away from the Throw 
Out Cam, thereby allowing the Clutch Spring to 
move the Driven Ratchet into engagement with 
the Driving Ratchet and the Cam Spindle to be 
rotated. As TOP moves forward in the direction 
of the arrow X, it bears against the screw E2 
which forces it down, thus disengaging it from 
CLP, at about the same instant that the Cam 
Spindle is set in motion. This allows both CLP 

fixed to the main shaft, and the Cam Sleeve Disc 
CSD. The lower felt washer is held between 
another Cam Sleeve Disc CSD and the Driving 
Disc DD, which is keyed to the main shaft but 
is capable of sliding along it. The Clutch 
Spring S provides the necessary pressure be
tween the components of the Clutch. 

There is a single receiving electromagnet, as 
in the Teletype No. TA, having its armature 
normally attracted when signalling is not taking 
place. In these circumstances the Cam Sleeve, 
see Fig. 4, is held stationary because the Stop 
Arm SA fixed to it, buts against the Stop Pawl 
SP which is locked in position by the Stop Pawl 
Latch SPL. \Vhen the " Star( " impulse de-
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energises the electromagnet, the armature is 
pulled away from the cores, and the plunger P, 

acting on the lever BCL, trips the Stop Pawl 
Latch SPL. This releases the Stop Pawl and 
allows the Cam Sleeve to be drivt�n bv the Main 
shaft. \Vhen the " Stop " signal rt'-enf'rg·ises 
the electromag·net, the armature is attracted and 
spring SPLS n•stores SPL, BCL and P. Spring· 
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SPS pulls SP back to its normal position where 
its projection Y is held by SPL. The Cam 
Sleeve is tlwrefore stopped at the end of t'ach 
revolution by SA coming against SP. 

The armature of the electromagnet, Figs. 4 and 
5, has an extension A.E which carries projections 
.\ <ind 8. Mounted on the Carn Sleeve are 

st�ven cams, of which fivf', SC, are for setting· 
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F1::. 4.-PR1NTE1' SF.LF.CTINC MECHANISM. 
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five Code Bars; one, LC, is a locking cam, and 
the other, No. 6, in Fig. 5, is for tripping a 
clutch to set the printing mechanism in motion. 
Associated with each Selector Cam SC is a 
Selector Lever SL, a Sword SD and a T Lever, 
by means of which the corresponding Code Bar 
is set. 

The Cam Sleeve starts to rotate immediatt'ly 
the " Start " impulse arrives; then after a short 
interval of time the first Selecting Cam SCr acts 
on its Selector Lever SL causing it to move in 
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an anticlockwise direction, c<irrying· with it, its 
associated Sword SD. lf the impulse following 
the Start signal is a marking unit, the armature 
of the electromagnet will be attracted and pro
jection B of its extension .\E will he moved into 
the path of the lug D of SD. Accordingly, as 
SD is carried forward by SL, D will come 
against B and SD will turn about X as a pivot 
in a clockwise jirection, so that its lower end will 
move to the left hand side of its T-lever. As 

soon as SCr clears the end of its SL, spring 
SLS causes SL to return to its normal position, 
communicating a downward thrust to SD which 
turns the T lever and moves Code Bar i to the 
right. If the next impulse is a spacing unit, the 
armature will be pulled away from the cores of 
the electromagnet by its spring and the resulting 
displacement of AE will position projection i\ 
in the path of lug C of SD. Cam SC2 now acts 
on its Selector Lever SL and this, in moving the 
associated Sword forward, causes its lower end 

SA 
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to rnm·e to tlH• rig·ht hand side of the corrpspond
ing T-len·r. Th(• subseqrn·nt restoration of SL 
causPs Code Bar 2 to move to tlH� lPft, or, if it is 
already to the left, vvill allow it to remain there. 
The other three code bars are positioned 
similarly, each being controlled by its own 
sword and levers. It should be noted that tlw 
five selector cams are staggered and act on tlwir 
selector levers in succession. 

The Locking Cam LC, Fig·. 4, is provided to 
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hold the armature exl<·nsion riµ;id during the 
iwriod when a sword is striking one of its pro
jections . LC has lln· notches, the relative 
positions of \\'hich correspond to the hig�hest 
parts of tlw live selector cams. The toothed 
project ion of the lever LL presses on the rim of 
LC and enters the notches consecuti\·ely as the 
cam rotates. ,\ t these times th,� pointed <·nd 
eng·ages with a Locking \\' edge L \\' llxed to 
.\E, holding .\E rigidly eitlwr to the ri ght ur tu 
tlH· kft when ;1 sword is abnut lo strike it. 

/>ri11li11g J\lt'clwnism. - Each cod<· bar is 
notclwd along its front t·dg·e in a definik manner, 
arrang·ed d i fferently from the others. \Vhen the 
bars are in their normal sp<1cing positions to the 
ldt, there is no set of notches in the five liars 
that is in alignment. This is shown in Fig. 6, 

CODE 
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F1G. 6.-CoDE B.rns. 

in which it will be seen that for the transn�rse 
position indicated by the line U, there are 
notches only in bars 4 and 5. If, however, bars 
I, 2 and 3 are moved slightly to the right (mark
ing position), then a set of notches will he in 
alig·nment at this position. Si111 ih1rly for posi
tion H, bars 3 and Swill have to be moved to the 
right to produce a set of aligned notches. 
The code for the letter U is I, 2, 3 marking 
units, and 4, 5, spacing· units; for the letter H it 
it 3, 5, marking units, and I, 2, 4, spacing units. 

The lines U, L, I-I, 0, 1, <'le., actually represent 
levl'rs which can fall forward into the notches 
\\'hen they are aligned and the arrangement con
stitutes a device for selecting any particular lever 
according to the incoming code combination. 

The print ing mechanism is sho\\n in Fig. 5. 
Th<' l\lain Bail Cam MBC and the Driven 
Ratchet an� mounted on a sleeve through which 
tlH� continuously rotating main shaft passes 
fr<'ely. The l\lain Clutch Spring tl'nds to move 

tlw Dri\·<·n Ratchet into engagement with the 
Driving· Ratchet fixed to the Main Shaft, but is 
pren·nted normally from doing this by the end 
of the Clutch Throw-out Lever, CTL, which 
hears against the Throw-out Cam. 

lrnnwdiately the code hars have been set and 
j ust before the Cam Sleeve comes to rest, cam 6 
trips CTL allowing the two Ratchet Wheels to 
<;ngag·e and to rotate the earn l\IBC. The shape 
uf this cam allows spring iVIBLS to act on the 
le\ ·er l\lBL, tending to raise it and keeping it in 
contact with '.\IBC, through the Operating Arm 
0.\ and the roller .'.\IBR. Thus MBL moves 
according to the contour of the cam MBC. The 
free end of XI BL engages with the Main Bail 
Plunger XlBP which is fixed to the Main Bail 
:\I B. In front of the code bars are a number of 
Pull Bars PB each of which is connected to a 
particular Typebar TB. MB normally holds 
these pull bars away from the edges of the code 
bars. The initial upward motion of :\[B allows 
l he pull bars which is connected to the typebar 
of the selected character to be pulled into the 
aligned notches in the Code Bars by the spring 
PBS. As '.\IB continues its upward movement 
it engages with a projection on PB and thus 
carries it upwards also. Consequently the rack 
on the lower end of PB causes the typebar to 
turn about its pivot and its free end carrying the 
type to move smartly downwards, striking the 
ink ribbon and printing the desired character on 
the paper tape. >rear the end of its upward 
stroke PB meets the Trip Off Bail TOB, which 
throws it out of engagement with l\IB, allowing 
it tu be returned lo its normal position by the 
spring PBS. lllB on returning to its normal 
position holds the pull bars a\rny from the code 
bars, which may then be moved for the next 
selection. 

c\ctual printing occurs after the selection for 
the next character has been stored up on the 
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swords when the printer is working at its maxi
mum speed. The selection is transferred to the 
code bars after the previously selected pull bar 
has been moved out of the notches. 

Tape Feed Mechanism. - The paper tape 
passes from a roll mounted on the side of the 
instrument and through a Tape Guide TG, Fig. 
8, over a rubber platen. The latter is rotated 
by the platen shaft which carries a toothed wheel 
\V 3 gearing with a pinion on the Tape Feed 
Roller TFR. 

The feed mechanism is slim, n in Fig. 7. The 
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For speed checking purposes, the distant 
operator depresses a key which sends five spac
ing impulses and it is not necessary that the 
tape should be fed forward in these circum
stances. It is therefore arranged that the corre
sponding pull bar in its upward travel shall 
engage with the Spacer Locking Bail SLB and 
pull it upwards. This allows spring S3 to move 
the Locking Pawl SLP into the path of the toe 
of SOL <luring the downward travel of MBP, 
thus preventing SOL from moving· and feeding 
forward SR \V and the platen. During the next 
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Fw. 7.-T\PE FEED ,'.\focuANJsM. 

,\lain Hail Plunger :\IBP in its upward nwve
ll1l'nt acts on the roller attached to lever SOL, 
thus moving the Feed Pcnd SFP <lmYnwards. 
On the return of l\fBP the spring S, which con
trols SOL, causes SFP to move upwards and to 
turn the Ratclwt \Vlwe<l SR\V one tooth in a 
clock\,·ise direction. SR \V is fixed on the 
spacer shaft ,,·hich gears with the platen shaft 
as shown. ;\ccor<lingly the platen is rotated, 
and as \V3 gears with the Feed Roll the tape is 
fed forward one space immediately after printing 
has been effected. 

cycle of operations , if another charact\'r is being 
recein�d, SOL is moYed far enough away from 
SLP to disengage from it as }.IBP mm·es up
wards. Spring S2 then rt>storcs SLB and SLP 
to normal, and spacing is accomplished in the 

usual wa\' when �TDP descends. 
Shifl �frcchanism (see Fig. 8).-Each typebar 

carries two characters, tlw lower being the 
Primary, for letters, and the uppt>r the Second
ary, for figures, etc. The platen is held in the 
position shown, for printing letters, by the 
Carriage Locking Pawl, CLP, which engages 
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with tlw Carriage Locking T0<�, CLT, fixed to 
tlw platen carriage. If it is desired to print 
Secondary characters, the distant operator sends 
the " Figure Shift" signal, which selects the 
Figure Shift pull bar of the Printer. \Vhen this 
pull bar mon•s upwards it lifts CLP and allcrns 
spring; CRS to pull tht� platen to the left in the 
tig;un', \\·hich is towards the front of tlw machine. 
.\ 11 printing following· this operation will be of 
Secondary characters until the distant operator 
s<'nds the " Lt>tter Shift" sig·nal. This selects 
the Letter Shift pull bar \\ hich, \\hen it is pulled 
upwards, turns tlw Shift Rocker SR, thus 1110\·
ing· the l'lat('n to tlw right, in \\hich position it 
is locked hy CL!' engaging with CLT. 

/iz/� Hibbo11 Fecd.�.\s in the case of a typt>
\\Titn the ink ribbon is fed from one spool to 

anotlwr as the nw.chine operates. 
The R ihbon Fe(·d Shaft, R FS, Fic;·s. 9 and JI), 

can be rotated and also be mon•d endwise to 

Fie;. 9. 

occupy on<· or utlwr of two positions. lt carries 
the R;!lchet \\'heel R FR, and i 11 one position 
gears \\·ith the left hand Ribbon Spool Shaft, 
whilst in the other it gears with the right hand 
Ribbon Spool Shaft. The lewr RFL, Fig. 9, 
rnm·es the pa \\·l R FI' forn·ard each time the l\Iain 
Bail !'lunger �I BP ascends. Spring S, attached 
to H.FI,, causes RFP to rnm·<· backwards and 
eng·ag·e with the (('eth of RFR as l\lBJ' descends, 
tints turning the Spool Shaft RSS by means of 
the lwn�l g·earing. 

R FS is shown, in Fig. 10, in gear with the 
right liand Ribbon Spool Shaft, feeding the 
ribbon from tlw lt>ft hand spo()l to the right. 
\\'hen the left hand spool bec()111cs nearly cx

haust<'d, a rin·t tixed to the ribbon moves lever 
.\ downwards, tlrns causing the lcmer end of the 
pa \\'l 1'1 to lw nmwd to the rig·ht into the path 
of the h;iil RRB. \\'h<'n :\IBP moves down
\\arcls, l{RB engag·es \\'ith 1'1 and the motion 

FtG. 10. 
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imparted tu tile pivoted lever LRL thrusts RFS 
to the left. This movement disengages the bevel 
wheels on the right and engag·es those on the left 
of RFS, thus driving the left hand Spool Shaft 
instead of the right hand Spool Shaft. The 
direction of !lie feed is reversed again by sit11ilar 

mechanism whl'n tile rivet at the right hand end 
uf the ribbon actuates lt'ver B. 

The (;overnor llS('d for maintaining ste;1dy and 
uniform speed, and tile circuit connections, are 
exactly the same as fur the Teletype J\'"u. I.\. 

(To /Je conli11ned.) 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

TELEPHONES AND WIRE MILEAGES, THE PROPERTY OF AND MAINTAINED BY 
THE POST OFFICE IN EACH ENGINEERING DISTRICT AS AT 31sT MARCH, 1928. 

No. of 
Telephones 

owned and 
maintained 

by the 
Post Office. 

579,919 
73,040 
77,205 
60,138 
93,826 
74,684 
57,011 

100,650 
153,882 

90,562 
62,466 
4b,030 
20,932 
63,652 
85,840 

---·--

I ,639,837 

1,605,601 

Telegraph. 

536 
2,125 
4,344 
6,090 
8,755 
4,791 
4,671 
8,024 
1,528 
6,1q5 
3,53q 
2,51 I 
4.686 
5,472 
7,332 

70,599 

70,769 

Overhead Wire Mileages. 

Trunk. I Exchange. 

IE . . I , 'ngrneenng 1 

' District I
, 

lJ nderground \\"ire .\1 ileages . 

Spare. Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. 

---- -------------'----·-- ·! ----

4,059 51,8 19 164 London. 
21,536 63,9bh l ,531 s. Eastern 
30,485 53,9!0 2,655 s. Western 
37,649 57,158 4,759 Eastern 
44,917 57,317 J,498 N. Mid. 
29,416 69,671 4,150 s. Mid. 
29,387 51044-t 2,771 s. Wales 
26,433 48,8b3 4,182 I N. Wales 
16,489 42,865 2,502 is. Lanes. 
30,784 46,298 3,J03 N. East. 
23,843 37,052 2,187 N. West. 

16,100 24,445 2,547 Northern 
8,313 13,703 492 Ireland N. 

25,373 J6,584 l,461 1 Scot. East 
24,155 42,695 l)l.l ', Scot. West 

--··-- ---··---

368,939 697,790 36,915 Totals 
1------ -----

Figures as 
366,530 690,50_; :17,957 1927. 

I at 31st Dec. 

23,936 bb,027 
3,904 45,640 

IQ,JS2 l 1,257 
22,41X 35,470 
24,637 51 ,421> 
1 3,2q8 22,JJO 
6, 120 25,qb2 

13t43 l 41,101 
13,422 77,584 
I 1,324 44,590 

8,110 32,7,�h 
4,687 14,776 

133 2,J06 
3,664 12,212 .,, "' 

I 
,,.,,. . . 

------- -----

I 180,552 507,932 

[ ___ 

176,404 I 4<J8,94o 

2, I 82 ,q42 
184,712 
139,272 
101,514 
237,05q 
168,532 
I 14,617 
2584,4 
459,024 

154,908 
154,908 
102,655 

37,276 
I 44,J<J8 
217,421 

------

4,719,708 

------

4,(Jo4,oq2 

ro6,78:; 
13,78:; 
59,018 
74,26s 

I Iq,6z6 
88,843 
7i ,551 
ho,868 
46,327 
67,518 
37, 16.1 
5 I, I �)O 

1,208 
47,674 
34,8s7 

--·-·- · · -

880,678 

876,33<) 
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BISHOPSGATE AUTO. EXCHANGE. 

B 
ISIIOPSCATE Exchange, in Little Pearl 

Street off Commercial Street, was the 
second London local automatic exchange 

to he opened for traffic. 1,300 subscribers were 
transferred on i\1arcl1 3rd and a further 3,600 on 
l\larch rnth. 

The e4uipnwnt is similar to that installed at 
llolborn, but unlike Holborn building, which 
holds both Tandem and Holborn, there is only 
one Exchange in the building. 

The telephone equipment was m:1nufactured 
and installed by the Automatic Telephone i\lanu
facturing Co. Ltd., of Liverpool. 

The plant is of Strowger type, \\'ith equipment 
for 8,ooo lines, and ultimate capacity fur 10,000 
lines. The plant includes:-

I<JS directors on r4 boards. 
4773 selectors on 32 boards. 

5() senders on 7 racks. 
<JClO C.C.I. relay sets on 8 racks. 

78 coders on 2 boards. 
36 line switch units, ordinar.\· type. 
45 ,, ,, ,, P.B.X. ,, 

1000 junction relay sets. 
The plant is located on two floors; the first 

floor contains the main frame, test desk, 70 line 
switch units, power plant, batteries. The second 
floor contains 11 line switch units and all selector 
boards, coders, senders, ju net ion relay gruu ps, 
etc. 

The power plant includes two 25-cell (50 volt) 
8,ooo amperehour batteries (at 9 hr. rate) made 
by the Chloride Electrical Storage Company : 
and a 7-cell Counter E.l\I.F. battery to carry 94 

amperes. Messrs. Newton Bros. (Derby), Ltd., 

supplied the two charging machines, each set 
comprising a 48ov D.C. motor direct coupled to 
a r ,600 ampere 57 volt D.C. generator. The 
power board allows for either set to charge either 
battery or to supply current to the exchange 'Via 

a choke coil in parallel with a batterv. 
The distribution of power to the v�rious bmirds 

and racks is done from three feeder fuse bo;1rds. 
One is located at the power board : one is located 
on the 2nd flour centrally placed as regards 
selector boards, and the third is located on the 
2nd floor near the junction apparatus. 

There is a separate P.B.X. fuse panel, with 
capacity for 800 fuses, placed near that portion 
of the main frame where the Prot. H.C. & F. for 
P .B.X. power leads are located. The manual 
fuseboard, on which P.B.X. fuses usuallv are 
placed, is on the 2nd floor. It was .rnore 
economical to take the 3ov P.B.X. supply lead 
direct to the fuse panel and have very short 
switchboard cabling to protectors than to carry 
the 3ov lead upstairs and have long switchboard 
cabling down to the main frame. 

Fig. I shows part of the first floor. The meter 
rack is made in two parallel racks, the nearer one 
having capacity for 300 meters per bay and the 
farther one having capacity for 600 meters per 
bay. The routine test strips for subscribers' 
meters arc clearly shown at right hand of each 
bay. Beyond the meter racks are line switch 
units. It will be noticed that the main girders 
are not totally enclosed in concrete. The height 
of the building \\aS reduced a few inches by 
adopting this course, as the depth of the concrete 
to cover rivet heads was dispensed with. 
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Tlw manual switchboard on the fourth floor 
has J suites as seen in Fig. 2. 

There are JS/\ positions: 1S B positions in the 
suill' by the wall and / B positions in the centre 
of t lw room. The su pt'rYisors desk is st>en by 
tlw pillar: the met!•r cabinet contains (a) the .\ 
operators' position melt'rs workt>d from a peg· 
rnunt key when required on ;\ positions: (b) the 
B operators' positiun meters worked auto
nwticalh· from the Pos. apparatus in the auto . 
room, and (c) meters on incoming junctions 
;1ssociah·d \\·ith the k(•y S('n<ler positions worked 

a11tu111atirally \\·hen tlw r..I•·ase magnet of l'IH· 
selectors on these incoming· junctions is ener
g-ised. .\lelers an· prm·id('d al the rate of one 
per half shelf (i.e., capacity 10 S\\·itd1es) of 20 

selectors . 
Th!' circuits and apparatus used at Bishopsgalc 

;ire the S<llJH' as US(•d at Ilolborn and the dis
position of apparatus on racks is the sanw. 

In order I o test the plant con tin uousl y, \'a rious 
automatic routiners haw• been provided. T n 
tliemselves, thes(' routiners are fairly complicated 
mechanisms and contain a considerable quantity 

of apparatus: for instance, the din'.dor routiner 
contains : -

88 re1ays. 
21 rotary line switches. 
I.) lamp jacks each for 20 lamps. 

1 fuse panel capacity 22 fus•·s. 
1 o mi nor switches. 
10 strips of lamp jacks ( rn per strip). 
JO tag blocks. 

(i tag strips. 
q mountings each of 6 lever k\·\·s. 

Routirwrs are also provid('d fur testing auto
matically, Coders, 1st L'u<lt· Selerturs, SC'nders, 
C.C.I. repeaters and lune. Rr•la\· Sets. Tlw 
times taken b\· these ru.utine tester� are app roxi
mate! v as follows : -

Dirl'clor l?ouli11cr tak('s appruximatdy 1 � 
rnins. for each Director. If thC' Forced Re
lease lest is cancelled, this is re<lul'ed lo 50 

sees. Due to the busying- ahead fraturc. 
tiler(' is no waiting tinw for the Director to 
become disengaged. 

First Code Selector Routi11cr takes approxi-
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mah· h · 2 mins. for 1•ad1 Select.or. If the two 
Forced H<'h·ase t1·sts are cann·l h·d, the tirnl' 
is decreased to .+o sees. Tht> an'.rage \\· :til

ing· tinw of 1} mins. in busy 1wriod of day is 
not included in the test times. 

('ruler l?ouli11cr takt>s app roximall·ly JO st>cs. 
for each Coder, plus an•rage \\·ailing tinlt.' 
of() s1·cs. in busy period of day. 

C.C.I. l?cpca/cr Rou/i11cr takes app roximate] _,. 
20 s1·cs. for each Repeater , plus the ayerage 
\\ailing period for the Re1water to beconw 

dis1•ngag1·d. This \\·ill ,·ar:· according to llH· 

time of d; 1 \· that thl' !Psi is niade and 111;i\· lw 

o.(io seconds. 
Sender l?ouli11er takes approximately 20 s•·cs. 

to test 1·ach Sen1kr, plus avcrag;e \\·ailing 
tinw of (i s1·cs. in hus \· hour. 

Keysc•1uler " H" J>ositio11 .lf'f'ura/11s J1111c. 
Hclay Set l?outi11cr takes apprnximately J;'i 

sees. to test each Junction R1·la:· Set. B11sy 
Relay Sets are passed \\·itlwut being lt•sted 
and without an." alarm being gin·n. 

TIH· \\Till·r is ind t·bted to tlw .\utomatic Tde
plwne Company for tlw photog·raphs. 

LONDON AUTOMATIC SYSTEM. 

II . .\luiffDIJ-:J{, E.-in-C.'s Utlic\'. 

u 
(>to tlw presf'nt an article has not appeared 

in this Juurn;tl in con1iectiun with tlH· 
man ua I sen·ict•s for Trunks, Tull, T<'lc

gr;1111s and Directory Enquiry , \\·hich han: been 
adopted as a standard b:· the British Pust ( Htic<' 
for I )irf'rlor areas. 

It is not proposed tu explain t IH: use of thC'se 
s1·r\'ices as tht•\· are ,,·1·ll-known, but it will be 
realized that it is nt·cpssan· for sonw code or 
numlwrs to be dialled In· automatic subscribers 
or operators to gain access to them 1•ia the auto

matic s\\·itching· plant. 

Tlire<' letterl'd l'<>Lks as lulluws ;ire tlwrl'furl' 
dialkd : -

Trunks 
Toll 
T1·l< 'gram 
I )i n·<·ton· 

TRl'. 
TOI, 
TEL 
DIR 

It will lw notin·d tli;it tlw cod<· t'O!T<·sponds tn 
tlH· lirst tlir1·<· lt'ltt·rs of tlw S<'n·in· n·quin·d. so 
that tlH· subscribers should nut <'xperienn· any 
diftirnlt.\· in n·memlwring them. 

. 

To route the calls 1•ia tlw ault>lliatic switching 
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pl;111t, it is rn·cessciry to translate the codes dialled 
into their numerical equivalents of the level of 
the ('ode Selt'ctor Switch from which the\· are 
routed; for <'Xample, at Holbnrn ;\utolllati�· Ex
chang·(· and Tand('lll Exchangl', t lw code trans
bt ions ar<' as fulluws :-

Service 

TRll 
TOL 
TEL 
DTR 

Holborn I __ Tandem 

38 02 
32 04 

312 or 

503 03 

It will lw realised of course that the routing 
can take place 11ia any level of rst, 2nd or 3rd 
code switches, and that they would not neces
sarily be the same levels in all exchanges. 

The traffic facilities to be g·iv('n on these four 
services vary somewhat. and the following· 
schedule clearly indicates the scn·icc require
ments in this respect:-

Service 

TRU 

TOL 

TEL 

DIR 
I 

Cirrnils to which 
automatic subscrib-

ers have access. 

Non-metering 
Non-holding 
Non-metering, hold-

ing, flashing-in by 
subscrib<:!rs. 

Metering, non-
holding. 

Non-metering, hold-
ing, flashing-in by 
subscribers. 

Circuil to which 
op!'rators have access. 

Standard Supervision. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

To obtain the foregoing facilitie-;, it has been 
necessary to design special circuits for the relay 
sets inserted in the respective junctions. The 
diagram number referring to the relay sets will 
be seen on the routing diagrams reproduced with 
this article. 

:\ttention is drawn to the fact that when� 
standard supervision is desired, it is not possible 
to give non-metering conditions, therefore, 
separate groups of circuits hm·e to be provided. 

The following shows the different groups of 
circuits that have been provided in the London 
Automatic System tu meet all the varying con
ditions. 

Trunks-

(i) ,\ uto11 1atic suliscribers. 
(ii) i\ utomatic manual board. 

(iii) ,\lanual excl1ang·es which cin-ulatl' their 
traffic '"i'ia Tandem. 

(i\·) ,\utu111atic sub.-;cribers 1•ia Tandem. 

l'o 11-

( i) ,\ utumatic subscriliers. 

(ii) ,\ utomatic manual lioard. 

(iii) l\hnual ('Xchang·l's which circulate their 
TOL traffic 1•ia Tandem. 

Te/egrams-

(i) ,\ utomatic subscriliers 
Auturnatic manual 

board 

(ii) ,\ utomatic subscribers 
. \ utumatic 

board 
manual 

Manual exchanges 

/Jircclory-

}Commun grnu p. 

) Common group 
I for traffic 
r circulated 
J 'Via Tande111. 

.\utomatic manual 
Common group 

(i) ,\utornatic subscribers } 
via Tandem. 

board 

(ii) l\Ianual exchanges via Tandem. 

Owing tu circuit complexities it was decided 
that separate groups should be provided for auto
matic subscribers and auto. manual board tu Toll 
and Trunk respectively. With regard to the 
direct circuits from the auto-manual boards to 
Tull and Trunk exchanges, in order to obtain 
standard supervision it has been necessary to 
insert a relay set in each circuit, owing to the dry 
loop condition which exists in the cord circuit 
(diagram A.T. 812) on the automatic manual 
boards fitted within the 5 miles area. Outside 
the 5 miles area, the cord circuit (diagram A.T. 
1704) fitted on the manual board provides for 
standard supervision. It has also been decided, 
\Vith regard to Toll calls from auto.-manual 
boards, that the control of the call shall be placed 
with the A operator at the auto.-manual board; 
therefore, these circuits terminate on the through 
clearing positions in the Toll Exchange. The 
calls originated by an automatic subscriber will 
be controlled by the Toll operator, and in this 
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case the circuits terminate on a control position 
at Toll. 

It will be seen that it is necessary to provide 
these different combinations of circuits to cater 
for the four services in the London Area. 

RocnNc OF CALLS. 

From a perusal of the diagrams showing tlw 
routing and circuit diagram numbers referring 
to the equipment concerned in a through call 
from any source, it will be seen that for the 
manual exchange end Diagram C.B . <)04 has 
been quoted. This must be taken as typical 
only. 

The method adopted by the distant manual 
exchange desiring to obtain Trunks, Toll, Tele
g·ram or Directory Enquiry is as follows : -

The distant A operator passes the demand over 
an order wire to the Tandem B operator for 
Trunk, Toll , Telegram or Directory as the case 
may be. The key sender B position opt'rator at 
Tandem then keys up the three letter code 
demanded, the call then being routed by the 
sender i•ia the Tandem first and second . Code 
selector switches and rela:· set (if concerned) to 
the respective service. 

In the case of a subscriber, the dt'sirt'd code is 
dialled into the Director switch in the automatic 
f�xchange. The call is tht�n routed (after tlw 
Director has carrit'd out the translation), 7.•ia the 
first, second or third code selector S\vitclws in tlw 
orig·inating· exchange to the respective service, or 
7•ia tlw first code switch in the originating ex
change, to the incoming first Tandem switches in 
Tandem exchange, \vhere the call is tlwn routed 
direct from the second code selector Je,·els. 

Should the auto-manual board require anv of 
the four services, the operator can gain ac.-cess 
to Toll or Trunk by plugging· into the corre
sponding· outgoing junction multiple, or, in the 
case of Telegrams and Directory , by dialling the 
code required 1•ia the first code manual selector 
switches. This gives access to Telegrams and 
Din"ctory 1•ia the same group of circuits to which 
the subscribers have access. For further particu
l:1rs of tlie routing· sclwnie n"ferenn· should lw 
made to the standard trunking· diagT:1ms rd<·1-ring· 
to t•ach exchange. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS. 

\Vith regard to the circuit diagrnm numlH'rs 

quoted, it is not proposed to explain the circuit 
operations in detail (as this vmuld take too much 
valuable space), but to indicate only the salient 
features of the relav sets that are inserted in the 
junctions, between the Automatic or Tandem 
exchanges to the four services. The circuits at 
the originating end follow standard practice; 
therefore, no circuit description 1s necessary as 
these are well known. 

FIG. 1.-TRUNKS. 

TRUNKS. 

Calls ro1ited via Tandem from Manual ExchanJ.;c. 

Relay Set Diagram A.T. H)38 is inserted for 
the purpose of giving standard supervision to the 
distant operator. It also provides for guarding 
the P bank contact after the manual exchang·e 
operator has cleared, until the trunk operator 
cle:1rs; this feature is prm·idt•d to prt•vt·nt fo!low
ing·-on calls from being lost. 

Calls routed 71ia Tandem from :I 11/omatic Su/J
scrihcrs. 

The Relay Set .\.T. r7.17, Fig-. 2, is prm·i(kd 
in the circuit between tlw outg«>ing ln·d at 
Tandem exchange, and the Trunk exchangt•. 
Its function is to provide holding· facilities for 
the Tandem selectur switches until released lw 
the calling subscriber and also to guard the P 

wire hank contact aftt�r the subscriber has clt•an·d 
until the Trunk operator clears the <"tmnection. 

Calls routed from .ln!o-Jlanual Hoard. 

In this case, the Relay Set .\.T. ](J37 is in
st·rtt�d to prm·ide standard supen·ision to t lw 
auto-manual board :\ operator, and also to main
tain the visual engaged signal lamp on the auto
manual board after the .\ operator has clearec\, 
until the connection is clean�d by the Trunk 
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operator. It should be noted that a Relay Set 
A.T. 1937 is only necessary in the junction 
circuits from the auto-manual board within the 
tin� mil(,S area, owing· to the " dry loop" con
dition of the calling cord circuit. Outside the 
fiw· miles area, tlw cord circuits are designed to 
g·ive either \\'f't or dry loop conditions, therefort' 
relay sets an· not rwn,ssary under tht>se con
ditions. 

Fir,. 2.-Tnu .. 

Tou,. 
Calls rouled i11a Tandem from Manual Ex

changes. 

No relay set is necessary in these circuits, as 
the calling equipment and cord circuit at the Toll 
exchange provide for standard superYision being 
givt>n to the distant A operator. 

Calls routed from Auto-.�.fanual Board. 

The conditions quoted under tht> same head
ing for Trunks apply to this circuit. 

Calls routed via Tandem from Automatic Sitb
scribers. 

The Relay Set 1\ .T. HJ04 caters for the same 
conditions as those under the similar ]wading for 
Trunks. 

Calls rouled direct. from Automatic "Exchanges 
from Automatic Subscribers. 

;\ relay set is not necessary in this case .. as the 
second or third code selector switches are held 
by the forward t>arth from the first code selector 
switch. 

It should lw stated that holding conditions are 

provided in the latter two groups so that the sub
scribers can Aash in the Toll operator without 
brt>aking· down tlw train of automatic switclws. 

F1n. 3.--TELEUIHMS. 

TELE(;RAMS. 

Tl 1/01 fi<J2A (�11,'"'i&fP' 
CorrJCct TL /109 
TL847A U.H1"9l'lf't 

c�c .. M,,,- 260/ 

Calls routed either from an Automatic Ex
change or 7.Jia Tandem Exchange use a common 
g-roup of circuits in t•ach case because registration 
of the subscriber's meter and also standard super
vision is desired on these calls. Both these con
ditions are obtainable, due to the reversal which 
is brought about in the relay set when the tele
gram operator answers. Relay Set A.T. 1900 
provides for the reversal, and also g·uards the 
" P " bank contact against intrusion after the 
calling subscriber has cleared, until the telegram 
operator clears. 

� rz..':"'i of!!£GE. 1· 
I 

'.c-+--+-- t•rV:JdtSw 

I ·�-..�� '/:5.s� A TBIZ 

I 

_ry . Ar 1845 C�lmgCfpt •• -�Modfi>r22vW'....-.r><>y . I c 8 576 Co,·.J c�r 

, .. w.s., I 

I 

A.TB/2 , a.J'•, El!Z C258 

c�·- ·. _LI. ..�T.· --,,5 -. ----�11_ !.i!'f,.w_ .... 

. A-: E'32 � § Codes ... 
K�;.5;.::,e' � r-g:;;:r:;:_.ns�r{ 

FIG. 4.-DIRECTORY. 

DIRECTORY ENQUIRY. 

Calls rouLed from .1uloma!ic Subsc ribers and 
A ulo-J.fa n ual Boards direct or i•ia Tandem. 

Relay Set ,\.T. 1904 in this case provides hold
ing facilities which enables the calling sub
scribers to flash in. 1 t should be stated that full 
standard supervision is not given on the calls 
routed from the auto-manual board, owing to the 
fact that the group of circuits used are the same 
as those us<·d by the automatic subscribPrs, and 
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standard supervision and non-registration cannot 
be given on the same group of circuits. The 
reason for using the common group is, that th<' 
traffic from the auto-manual board will lw ven· 
small indt'ed, :1nd would not, thert'fore, justify 
a separatt' group of costJy junctions !wing pro
vided for this purpose. 

Calls muled "<'Ill Ta11d1'111 from Jlanua/ E.-..:
changes. 

J\ relay set is not required in these circuits, as 
tlw junction rt'lay group of tlw key sendt'r 8 

Pquipment provides the hold fonyard condition, 

which enables the Tandem first and second Code 
selector switches to be held in the operated con
dition, also, the answering equipnwnt at Direc
tory providt's for standard supervision to he 
gi,·en to the originating ,\ op('rator. 

Ti1t' n11111lwrs quuterl on the circuit diag·rams 
rt'fer to the particular apparatus concerned, from 
which full circuit conditions can be obtained. 

It is thought that the foregoing remarks, to
gether with the routing diagrams, will enable 
those interested, to obtain a knowledge of tilt' 
somewhat complt'x trunking· sclwrne required 
for these four services. 

MECHANICAL ORDER-WIRE OPERATION. 

1\ \IETHOD OF HANDLINC TRAFFIC FROM J\I.\Nll:\L TO AUTOM.\TIC 

EXCHANGES. 

D. J\. CHRisTT.\'.'l (of Siemens Bros & Co., Ltd.). 

PRESENT METHODS OF OPERATION. 

T
HE use of an order-wire for handling the 

traffic between two manual exchanges is 
well known and has for long proved the 

most efficient and economical method of manual 
to manual operation. The outstanding advan
tages that the order-wire method of operation 
provides are speed of operation, particularly with 
respect to the time taken by the '' A '' operator 
to handle the call, and simplicity in the junction 
circuit arrangements necessary. The short time 
taken by the '' A '' operator to handle a call is 
chiefly due to the junction assignment being 
given from the '' B '' end, thereby relieving the 
" .\" operator from the necessity of searching for 
a free junction. The simplicity of the junction 
<ircuit arrangement is due to the use of the 
order-wire for initiating the call, only the clearing 
signal being controlled over the junction. 

\Vhen the incoming exchange is converted to 
automatic working a new set of conditions is 
obvioush· met, and at present one of the two 
following methods of operation is usuallv 
adopted. Dials are provided on the " A " posi
t ions :ind the" ,\ " operators have to St>arch for 

a free junction and dial the necessary trains of 
impulses to set the automatic switches. This 
method may be looked on as adopting automatic 
principles of operation at the manual exchange, 
in that a search is made followed by transmission 
of impulses: it is obviously uneconomical in 
" A " operators' time and is quite unsuitable 
where the junction traffic is heavy. The alterna
tive method is to retain the services of " B " 

operators at the automatic exchange and provide 
cordless " B " positions there. This method 
may be looked on as adopting manual principles 
of operation at the automatic exchange and while 
maintaining the efficiency of the " A " opera
tors, it incurs considerable expense at the " B " 

end. 

Fl'NDA�IEKTAL CO'.'ISIDERATIOKS INVOLVED IN 
THE PROBLE;\L 

On consideration it will be realised that the 
completion of a manual to automatic call com
prises two operations which are to a great extent 
distinct, and that several methods of operation 
are in each case available. These operations anJ 
the possible methods of accomplishment an� 

indicated in the following table:-
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(r) The Selection of the Junction. 
(a) Click tests made by the " A " opera

tor, with or \vithout group engaged 
test. 

(/J) Visual engaged signals. 
(c) I ndivi<lual jacks for each operator with 

junctions automatically selected hy 
junction finders. 

(d) Demand and assignment, as for ex
ample , over an order-\vire to a " B " 

operator. 

( 2) The Transmission of the Num/Jer Required 
(a) Dialling. 
(b) Digit-key Strip. 
(c) Verbal communications with a " B " 

operator. 

assigned junction. Simultaneously the " B " 

operator connects the assigned junction to the 
required number in the multiple. .Mechanical 
Order-\vire Operation is based on precisely the 
same principles but employs what may be termed 
a mechanical or automatic " B " operator at the 
automatic exchange. The mechanical-operator, 
sometimes termed a decoder-sender, consists of 
a selector type S\Vitch and an associated control
ling circuit consisting of relays and preselectors. 
l\lanifestl y, such an apparatus unit can not 
respond to a verbal request from the '' A '' opera
tor, nor can it verbally assign a free junction: 
the " A " operator is therefore provided with a 
dig·it-key strip by which the required numlwr can 
lw signalled and a visual number indicator on 

I 
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EXCHANGE EXCHANGE 
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ELEMENTARY DIAGRAM 

SHOWING PRINCIPLE OF MECHANICAL ORDER -WIRE OPERATION 

The deYelopment of any sclwnw for kmdling 
manual to automatic traffic is main]\· a matter of 
com bining tlw particular methods clrnst,n for 
tlwse two operations. Tlw arrangements ;1hm1t 
to lw dt'Scrilwd combirw methods (d) and (/J). 

THE .\
1
1\l'Tio� oF 0RllER-\V11rn \\'()RKI'Jt; T<i 

.\ l 'TO�I.\T!C C< J'JlllT!O'JS. 

In manual order-wire operation, the " .\ " 

orwrator depresses the particular onkr-wire key: 
passes the req u in,d numlwr to the " B " opera
tor \'erbally : receives a junction assignm ent also 
verball_\·: and connects the calling· cord to the 

which tlw ;1ssignnwnt can he received. .\ dia
µ;rammatic represr,ntation of tlH· condition so for 
rnnsidered is shmvn in Fig. I. 

Considering this diag-ram, it will lw set,n th;1t 
conditions t,xacth· similar to manual ordt·r-win· 
working· an, obtained. The " .\ " 01wrator, h_1.· 
d1·pr1"ssing tlw ordn-\vire kt·_\-, c;m signal to tlw 
nwchanical-<>pt·rator the n,q uired numlwr by 
means of the dig·it-key strip: tlw nwchanic�tl
operator can select a free junction and by sign;11s 
reverted m·er the order-wire can indicate the 
number of the junction on the viswtl indicator 
;111d tilt� nwchanical-operator can t•xtend the 
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junction assigned to the required number by 
sending out the necessary trains of impulses to 
the automatic equipnwnt. 

In the ahovp simple consideration two points 
ha\"t', however, been neglected, and the arrange
ment requires extension to cover these. In the 
tirst place it is clear that while one " A " opera
tor is using the order-wire for signalling, it must 
be guarded from interferencP by other " .\ " 
operators. This is Pasily effected by introducing 
a testing or coupling relay between the order-wire 
kPy and the order-win' and arranging the circuit 
so that when the relay of one position is opPrated 

.A. POSITIONS 

MANUAL EXCHANGE 

OUTGOINGO.W 
EQUIPMENT 

AT MANUAL EXCHANGE 

in an alternative position in the panel instead of 
on the keyshelf in front of the digit-key strip. 

The elements of the system having now been 
explained, a morP particularised and detailed 
description of the nwthocl of operation may be 
g·1ven. 

l'.nder normal conditions, that is, when no calls 
are bPing· set up, each mechanical-operator pre
selt>cts a disengaged junction and couples itself 
thereto by nwans of its junction-tinder s\vitch. 
This switch may he of any convenient type 
according to tlw number uf junctions required: 
that shown 111 the diagram is an ordinary two-

OROERWIR[ -------

AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE 
AUTOMATIC 
SWITCHES 

� 

JUNCTION RELAY 
EQUIPMENT 

OWPRESELECTOR 

- = JUNCTION = FINOERS 

MECHANICAL OPERATD� 
FIG. 2. 

the relays of other positions are unable to operate 
even if tlwir order-wire kPys are depressed. In 
the second place the mechanical-operator will 
take much long·er to set up the connection 
through the switches of the automatic equipment 
than a manual " B " operator will take to plug in
to the required number in the multiple. To meet 
this condition it is necessary to provide a number 
of mechanical-opPrators to serve the order-wire, 
these taking duty in rotation. The condition 
now arrived at is shown in Fig. 2. The neces
sary junction relay equipment to convert from 
manual to automatic signalling is indicated in 
this diagram and the junction indicator is shown 

VOL. xxr. 

motion switch provided \vith the special rotary 
rc>lease magnet used on the Siemens' P. B .X. 

Final Selector circuit, which enables the wipers 
to search over all levels successivelv until a free 
contact is found. The order-wire preselector also 
preselects and couples the order-wire to a free 
mechanical-operator. 

On receiving a call for the automatic exchange 
in question, the " A " operator depresses the 
corresponding order-wire key. This action tests 
the order-wire circuit. and if the latter is free, 
gives the operator the sole use of it as long as thP 
key is depressed. 

The operatnr now keys up the required numher 

H 
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on the digit-key strip and each digit is instan
taneously transmitted over the order-wire and 
stored in the selected mechanical-operator. 

Immediatt'ly on release of the digit-key used 
for the units digit, the code corresponding to the 
number of the junction to which the mechanical
operator is coupled is transmitted back over the 
order-wire and appears on the junction-indicator 
on the " A " position. The operator having 
noted the junction number then releases the 
order-\vire key and frees the order-wire for 
further use. On the release of the order-wire kev 
the junction number is extinguished. 

A suitable time is now provided during which 
the operator can take the junction by plugging 
into the outgoing junction jack. Should tlw 
operator not take the junction, then on the expiry 
of this period the whole connection is released 
and the switches return to normal without the 
called subscriber being rung. .\ssuming the 
operator has taken the junction, the mechanical
operator completes the setting up of the connec
tion in the automatic exchange. As soon as this 
is done it disconnects itself from the junction and 
its finder again commences to search. The 
junction is now switched straight through to the 
automatic switches and the connection is depen
dent on the presence of the calling plug in the 
outgoing junction jack. 

During conversation full normal supervision is 
given on the " A " operator's supervisory lamp 
and on reception of the clearing signals the 
operator takes down the connection in the 
ordinary way and the switches in the automatic 
exchange return to normal. 

If, when the operator depresses the order-wire 
key, the order-wire is already engaged or if there 
are no free mechanical-operators available, a tone 
is heard in the operator's receiver. In these 
circumstances the order-wire key may be held 
depressed, and as soon as connection with a free 
mechanical-operator is made, the tone will cease 
and the call can be set up. Or, if the group of 
junctions is so large that it requires the use of 
two or more order-wires, the second or later 
choices may be tried, just as in manual practice. 
Should the operator realise that she has operated 
the digit-keys incorrectly, she can correct the 
mistake in a quite natural manner, namely, by 
releasing the order-wire key, re-depressing it and 
setting up the number again. 

For the sake of clarity it has been inferred in 
the above description that the digit signals are 
stored in the mechanical-operator until the '' A '' 

operator takes the junction. Actually the im
pulse train corresponding to the first digit is 
transmitted as soon as the digit is received and 
each of the remaining trains, except the units 
train, as quickly as possible after the reception 
of the corresponding digit. The transmission of 
the units train is made dependent on the " A " 

operator taking the junction and, if necessary, is 
lwld up until she does so. By this means the 
call is set up \vith the minimum delay while at 
the same time it is ensured that the required line 
is not rung until the junction is taken. 

Since the method of operation follows so 
closely to existing manual order-wire operation, 
there is no alteration or modification whatever 
required to the outg·oing junctions or outgoing· 
junction multiple nor to the " A " position cord 
circuits, nor is it necessary to provide visual 
engaged lamps or group engaged tests in con
nection with the outgoing junction multiple. 
Also the whole outgoing junction multiple re
mains fully available to all the " A " operators. 
:\ furtlwr feature is that all the automatic equip
ment is at the automatic exchange where the 
battery voltage and other arrangements are most 
suited to its operation. The equipment at the 
manual exchange, with the exception of the digit 
keys and junction indicator, consists entirely of 
relays, for the operation of which the manual 
exchange power plant is, of course, quite suit
able. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EQOIPMENT REQUIRED. 

The equipment required at the manual ex
change for mechanical order-wire operation is 
very simple. 

Each position is equipped with a digit-key 
strip and a visual number indicator capable of 
exhibiting two figures. These may be of any 
convenient type as found most suitable for the 
" A " positions to be equipped. Two types of 
digit keys are shown in Fig. 3. The longer type 
will be familiar as the type of strip standardised 
for use on cordless " B " positions, \vhile the 
staggered type has been developed for use when 
the space available on the " A " positions is 
limited. The junction number indicator is 
arranged in a form similar to the well-known 
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code call indicator display, except that it shows 
only two figures. It may �w arranged in tht• 
pa�t·I t•quipnwnt or on tlH· kt·yslH·lf \\·lwre space 
pt·rmits. Tlw only otlwr itt·m rt·quired on tlw 
position is tlw order-win· kt•\· itst·lf, which lw-

Fu;. 3. 

inµ; of the ordin;ir_v typ<' with two makt> contacts, 
will in almost all cases aln·:td\· t•xist. 

:\II tlw otlwr t'f]llip11w1H at tlw manual 1·x
ch:1ng·1· consists of n·la:· groups, which an· pro
vided :1s follows: ( >iw group 1wr" .\ " position, 
consisting· of thirty n·lays \\·hich control the 
indicator lamps and tlH• orut�r-wire testing cir
cuit: one rel:1y per position per order-wire for 
coupling· the position apparatus to the particular 
order-wire required: and one relay per order-wire 
per exchange associated with tlw ordt·r-win_. 
itself. 

It may perhaps be emplrnsisl'd that the digit
key strip, the junction-indicator and the position 
relay group :1n· common to any number of order
wires and need no alteration \\·hatever, no matter 
how many further order-wires may he convertf'd 
to mechanical operation. 

The chief item of equipment at the automatic 
exchange is, of course, the m<·chanical-operators 
.tnd these may vary somewhat in sizt· and appear
ttnce according to the size of t>quipnwnt n·quired. 
;\ rack of these circuits is shO\rn in Fig. 4, from 
which the general appearance of a typical t•quip
ment ma\· lw obtained. 

The junction n'iay equipments at tlw auto
matic exchange are pure relay equipments with 
circuits n·ry similar to the ordinary incoming 
.iunction circuit, the precise circuit requirPd 
depending, of course, on the type of manual and 
automatic equipment with which it has to 

Fm. 3. 

F10. 4. 

I I<) 
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operate. This circuit also provides the point at 
which the mechanical-operator makes connec
tion \Vith the junction. 

The order-wire preselector is a simple pre
selecting circuit and needs no special description. 

CIRCUITS. 
A full description of the circuits used in this 

method of operation is considered quite unneces
sary to a general understanding of the system 
and would indeed occupy more space than is 
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the order-wire proper consists of four wires. At 
the manual end these, together with two further 
wires, are multipled to all the " A " positions 
as in manual practice, although since the position 
relay equipment is probahly most conveniently 
mounted on special racks, it does not follow tha1 
these six wires are actually taken round the 
manual sections. c\t the automatic end tlw 
order-wire terminates on the order-wire pre
selector which connects it through to a mechani
cal-operator. 
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available. The following elementary diagrams 
and description may, however, be appreciated 
by those interested in circuit design and will at 
least indicate the principle of operation utilised. 

Fig. 5 shows a general circuit outline of the 
arrangt>ments. In this diagram no attempt is 
made tu show the detailed circuit operation, most 
of which is quite conventional in character and 
is of interest only to those operating the equip
ment. 

Referring to the diagram, it will be seen that 

i I 
LP�r:E_:E::�_R J 

FIG. 5. 

\Vhen the " ,\ " operator deprt>sses an order
wire kev tlw flicker test circuit is set in operation 
and u�der control of this circuit, the precise 
operation and functions of which are descrihed 
later, the particular order-wire is tested and tlw 
coupling relay connects the four order-wire con
ductors through to the position if the order-wire 
is free. The change-over relay contacts are at 
present in the unoperated position and the order
wire is therefort> connected directly through to 
tlw digit-keys. Assuming that a free mechani-
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cal-operator which has preselected a free junction 
is available at the automatic encl then a relay, nut 
indicated in the diagram, operates and disc<m
rwcts the busy tone from the '' A '' operator's 
rece1 ver. The operator now depresses the rc
qui red digit-keys one after the other and each 
key connects earth to one or more of the order
\\ ire conductors in definite combinations. 

The controller switch in the mechanical
operator steps on the release of each digit-key, 
thus distributing the digit codes to the thousands, 
hundreds, tens and units code receiving relays. 

The transmission of impulse trains dependent 
on the digits received is controlled by the impulse 
sender circuit. The diagram indicates hmv each 
digit is in turn connected up to the banks of the 
sender-switch. The details uf the impulse trans-

111i!!ing circuit are too i1wolved to indicak clt>arly 
in the diagram, but contain no point of particular 
interest to this method of operation. The junc
tion relay equipment shown is suitable for a 
Siemens No. r6 type automatic exchange and in 
this case the impulses are transmitted 'l'ia the 
" A " line to the junction circuit and thence to 
the automatic switches. 

Immediately the units digit has been received 
by the mechanical-operator the controller steps 
on to the first code transmitting position, the 
junction assignment circuit is now brought into 
operation and a cPrtain combination of the coding 
relays is operated dependent on the vertical 
position of the junction-finder switch and the 
contacts of the operated relays connect definite 

potentials tu the order-wire conductors. The 
change-over relay circuit at the manual position 
also changes over at the release of the units digit
key and the code thus transmitted is received on 
the tens set of code receiving relays at the manual 
end. These relays lock up and the associated 
lamp in the junction indicator lights. The con
troller now steps to the second transmitting 
position and the action is repeated except that the 
assignment coding relays are now dependent on 
the rotary position of the finder switch. The 
number of the junction assigned is thus shown 
on the junction-indicator and the " A " operator 
now releases the order-wire key and plugs into 
the assigned junction. Although this operation 
takes some time to describe, it should be realised 
that the action takes place so quickly that the 

fL4 '"' 
,,- NORMAL 

y CONTACT 

y 

T T 

assignment is shown almost instantaneously 
after the release of the units digit key. 

�leanwhile impulses are being transmitted by 
the mechanical-operator to the junction and 
thence tu the switches in the automatic exchange 
from the impulse contact via the first wiper of the 
junction finder switch and contact NJ in the 
junction circuit. 

On plugging into the junction the " A " 

operator operates relay L in tlw junction relay 
equipment. Contact Lr signals the fact to the 
mechanical-operator and thus permits the units 
impulse train to be Sl'nt and the required line to 
be rung. On the completion of the units train 
the mechanical-operator releases it-;elf from the 
junction by opening the circuit of its third wiper, 
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thus releasing relay N and connecting the junc
tion through and leaving tlw connection entirely 
dependent on the presence of tlw plug in the out
going junction jack. In the circuit arrange
ments indicated, which are suitable for use with 
an automatic exd1ang·e of the Siemens' No. 16 
type, the connection is actually held by the 
battery on the " B " wire holding the line relay 
in the transmission bridge which is situated in 
the incoming selector: the incoming selector in 
turn holding relay E in the junction relay equip
ment and thus at E1 marking the junction 
engaged to other searching junction-finder 
switches. \Vith automatic equipments using 
circuits based on otlwr prnciples the junction 
auxiliary equipnwnt circuit will differ frotll that 
shown and may require a transmission bridge to 
convert the manual signals to the type used in 
the automatic exchange. 

).fter the 1llechanical-operator is released the 
junction finder proceeds to search, if necessary, 
level after level, for another free junction and 
having found one stops thereon and waits until 
it is again taken into use by the order-wire. The 
circuit control for effecting this searching action 
is shown in Fig. 6 and the action is as follows:-

On reaching the last (eleventh) contact in a 
level relays T and L operate in series: T 4 cuts 
the drive circuit to the rotary magnet : L locks 
through Lr and the rotary off-normal contact: 
L2 connects up the rotary release magnet and LJ 
operates relay Y. Relay Q is released by L4: 
<J4 releases relay T : T 4 doses the circuit of the 
rotary release magnet and the selector wipers are 
returned to rotary normal (without, however, the 
selector shaft being dropped to vertical normal). 
The rotary off-normal contact opens on rotary 
normal being reached and relay L releases : L2 
closes the circuit of the vertical magnet and tbe 
\vipers are stepped up to the next level. Relay 
Y now releases and at Yr operates relay Q : Q3 
prepares the circuit of the rotary magnet: Q1 
again operates relay Y which at Y 2 closes the 
circuit of the rotary magnet and the search again 
proceeds. On reaching· the last contact of the 
" () " level, relay U is operated instead of relay 
L and hy a similar action which will be readily 
traced from the diag·ram the wipers are com
pletely released to vertical normal and then 
stepped up to the first level and the search agah 
proceeds. 

The order-wire testing circuit, including the 
flicker test circuit, is shown in Fig. 7. By means 
of the flicker test circuit double connections on 
the order-wire are made a practical impossibility. 
The principle of action is that the testing relays 
are designed so that two cannot operate in 
parallel: the result of this, without the flicker 
test circuit, would be that the operators would 
lock each other off the order-wire if more than 
one operator was waiting with her order-wire key 
depressed for the order-wire to go free. The 
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flicker test prevents this state of affairs occurring 
as will be seen from the following description:-

\\Then the order-wire key is depressed the 
circuit of relay T is not directly closed as it is 
still open at Ez. Relay C, however, operates 
and C2 operates relay E, which at Ez closes the 
testing circuit. Assume the order-wire is en
gaged : T will not operate : relay F operates 
through E1: relay G operates through Fr: the 
testing circuit is now opened at G2. Relay E 

is now released by G1 and in turn releases F and 
G. Relay E aga111 operates and the testing 
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circuit is again closed. Relays E, F and G are 
slow releasing so that it will be seen that the 
testing circuit is closed only for the short part 
of the cycle taken for F and G to operate while it 
is held open for the long part of the cycle during 
which E, F and G release and E operates. Due 
to the inevitable difference in the timing of the 
E, F and G relays the periodicity of this cycle 
will be different for every A position, so that 
when the order-wire goes free it is extremely un-

is that of the junction assignment coding relays 
which is shown in Fig. 8. 

This circuit could be arranged in many ways; 
that shown is reasonably economical in relays 
while at the same time being straightforw�trd and 
sim pie. The coding relays A, B, D and E have 
high and low resistance windings as shown, 
while C is a marginal relay which operates 
through the low resistance windings but does 
not operate when a high resistance winding is in 
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likely that the circuit of t\YO testing relays will be 
closed at the same time and that first closed will, 
of course, obtain access to the order-wire. 
Further, even if two testing circuits are actually 
closed when the order-wire goes free, neither 
relay will operate on that cycle of the flicker 
circuit, but since on the next cycle the phase of 
the two flicker circuits will have altered, one of 
the testing relays will get in. 

The only other circuit arrangement of interest 

circuit. An earth applied through either the 
vertical or rotary wipers to the first contact will 
therefore operate relays D and A but not C and 
by connecting battery through high resistances 
to the B and D wires of the order-wire, will 
operate relays TA and TD at the manual end and 
so light lamp No. r in the assignment indicator. 
The following table gives the coding and receiv
ing relays operated and the conditions on the 
order-wire for the various digjts : -
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Digit. 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 

Co<ling 
Relay.s 

Operated. 

AD 
AC 
A 

AE 
BC 
B 

DC 
D 
EC 
E 

Condition 

B \Vire. 

HR-
HR-
HR-
HR-
LR-
LR-

on Order \Vire. Receiving 
Relay� 

C \Vire. f) \Vire. Operated. 

HR- TA TD 
LR- TA TC 

TA 
LR- TA TD TE 

LR- TA TB TC 
TA TB 

LR-- HR- TC TD 
HR- TD 

LR- LR- TC TD TE 
LR- TD TE 

TRAFFIC C.\RRYING ,\RILITY OF THE SCHEME. 

Since mechanical order-wire operation is in 
principle very similar to manual order-wire 
operation, it follows that the traffic considerations 
involvf'd are also of a similar nature. There are, 
however, two important distinctions between 
manual and mechanical orwration which should 
he appreciated. 

l n the first place, thf' ordt'r-wi re g·i ves access 
lo a g·ang of 1rn·chanical-nperators instead of to 
only one operator as in the manual cc1se. Now 
since t!JP natural manual condition of one opera
tor tu one order-wire is departed from, it follows 
that a sufficient number of mechanie<il-uperators 
can be proviut'd to ensure that the order-wire 
itsdf is fullv loaued. This means that the load 
on the order-win'. is l imited only hy its own 
capacity tu transmit numbers and return assign
ments and not, as is the cast' in manual operation, 
by the " H " operators' capacity to set up con
nections. 

In the seconJ place, since the rnechanical-
11perators do not suffer from fatigue, tlw order
\\ ire can lie kept loaJed up to its full capacity 
for an indefinite period. 

The load on the orJer-win� being thus freed 
from any restriction due to the capacity of the 
" H " operator the number of calls which the 
order-win� can carry may now be consiJered, and 
this capacity is now dependent purt'l:· on the time 
taken to handle each call and the average time 
which can be permitted in waiting· for tbe order
\\·ire to go free. 

Observations show that the average time taken 
lo make a call over the order-wire, that is to key 
up t he four digits on the key-strip and to reaJ 
t lw number of the junction assigned is 2 .o 

seconds or 0.5 seconJs less than tbe correspond
ing time in manual practice: 2.25 seconds may 
be taken as a safe figure. 

The waiting time is, of course, of great import-

ance and should not lw allowed to exceeu that 
provideJ in manual practice. \Ve may, there
fore, take as the load for one order-wire the 
normal load for one order-wire under the best 
manual conJitions. This load is taken to be 460 
calls per hour and calculations based on Erlang's 
formula� for \vaiting times sJw,,· that this will 
give an av('rage waiting time per call of o.s 
seconus for the mechanical orJer-wire compared 
with o.6 seconJs in the manual case. 

So far nu ad\·antage has been taken of the 
removal of the restriction Jue to the manual 
" H " operator, but when a group of orJer-wires 
tu the same exchange is considereu, this feature 
of mechanical operation becomes really im
portant. It is, of courst', well known that the 
separat e circuits of a group can lw worked at 
much greater dficicncy than a single circuit, so 
that the load on an order-\1·ire forming one of ;1 

group can lw much greatl'r than that on a singlt
orcler-\vire \\'hile still maintaining th(' same aver
aw� wa1t111g t1111e on the g-ruup. \Vith the 
restriction Jue to the rnanual " H " uperatur re
moved this advantag·e can be fully utilised by 
merely ensuring that trw number of mechanical
opt>rators im>vid(•d is suflicien t to handle the in
creased loau and the follm\·ing· tigun·s g ·iv( ' an 
indication of t!H'. advantag(· thus obtained:� 

Calls per hour per 
group 

Calls per hour per 
o.w. 

Average waiting 
time in sees. 

Connections with 
no delay 

MANUAL! 

One 
O.\\'. 

460 

460 

o.6 

68% 

MECHANICAL 

One 
().\\i. 

460 

460 

0.5 

71% 

Two Three 
O.W,;. O.Wo. 

1520 256o 

760 85J 

0.3 0.2 

74% 75';{, 

It \vii! be noticed that the loads per order-wire 
for groups of 2 and 3 order-wires arc 760 anJ 853 
calls per hour respectiYely . These are far in 
excess of anvthing accomplisheJ in manual 
practice and !:et the waiting times are less and 
the quality of service is therefore higher. 1\s has 
been explained this is Jue to the removal uf the 
limitation imposed by the physical capacity of 
the '' B ' ' operator. 

The number of mechanical-operators required 
also depends on the average call duration and the 
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\\·a1t111g time permissible. The time taken for 
the mechanical operator to handle a call depends 
on the number of impulses in the trains constitut
ing· the required number, and from observation 
the averag·e time from the depression of the order
\\·irc ke\· until the release of the mechanical
operator is found to be 8 seconds : ()seconds may 
h0 taken as a safe figure and will allow for the 
fr\\' cases where dela\· occurs due to the " ,\ " 
operator delaying in taking the junction. ,\s 
previously explained, the waiting time on the 
mechanical-operators should be so short that it 
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can 1w\·er appreciably affect the service given by 
the order-wire. The provision of mechanical
uperators on this basis is shown by the curves 
in Fig;. 9, which cun-es also show the necessary 
prm·ision of order-wires and junctions for loads 
from zero up to 2,500 calls per hour. 

SIZE OF Jl':-.iCTION GROCPS. 

The arrangements which have been described 

are particularly suitable for the operation of 
groups approaching a hundred junctions. 
\Vhere a smaller junction group is concerned 
the type of switch used for the junction-finder 
may be varied and the preselector type employed 
if suitable. On the other hand, where a number 
of small groups of junctions from differPnt 
manual exchanges converge on an automatic 
exchange it may be convenient to retain the 
selector type of junction-finder and connect the 
various junction groups to different levels of the 
Jinder multiple. In this case it is necessary to 
definitely associate certain mechanical-operators 
with !'ach particular g-roup, in order to avoid the 
mechanical-operators h�- chann� segregating 
t lwmsel ves on certain junction groups and lecn·
i n g· others unattended: the condition is easily 
caten�d for by arranging· each qf the tindt•r 
S\\·itches to n·strict its search to the le\·Pl or levels 
corresponding· \\·itli tlw j11nctior: group with 
which it is asso(iat<'d. This arrang·vment renders 
it easy to transfrr an operator from one group to 
another as may lw required by variations of 
traffic. 

.\nntlwr condition is wlwre the junction group 
exn·eds one hundred junctions. This condition 
may he nwt by opernting the junctions as twu 
entirely Sl'pa rate groups, t•ach of not more than 
one hundn·d junctions and having separail' 
order-wires for each group. The " .\ " opera
tors would rt'cognise which order-wire had been 
used and would take the assigned junction in the 
corresponding g-roup. If dt•sired, two t·xtra 
lamps may be fitted on the junction-indicator lo 
indicate the hundred and these can readily be 
controlled direct from the order-wire key de
pressed without in any \\'a_\' affecting the urder
wire circuits themselves. 

:\ IHl'TIO:\' OF THE SC!IE.\JE TO .\:\' ,·\Rt.::\ !:\' \\'lllCH 
CORDLESS " B" \VORKING IS ,\LREAIJY ]:'\ 

0PERATIO:-.i. 

The principle of mechanical order-wire opera
tion is not restricted to the precise arrangements 
already described, and a case \\·hich justifies 
sp('cial consideration is that in which cordless 
" B " operation is already in use. 

In this case the possibility of using the existing 
cordless " 8 " apparatus at the automatic ex
change arises, and in the case of the Depart-
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ment's standard cordless " B " arrangements it 
is possible to make usf� uf all the existing appara
tus, except, of course, the cordless" B "sections 
themselves, with only the most trifling alterations 
to the wiring. 

The general principle uf this aclaptiun is to 
provide a S\vitch at the automatic encl which will 
perform automatically the functions of assigning 
a free junction and of transmitting the number 
of the junction so assigned back to the junction
indicator at the manual exchange. .\ diagram
matic representation uf these arrangements is 

JUNCTION 
f'ROM 
MANUAL 
EXCHANGE 

ADDITIONAL APPARATUS 

------ - '------1 
Ol!Ol:R•WIRE 
F'ROM 
MANUAi.. 
EXCHANGE 

JUNCTION ASSIGNER 
& COOE REl.AVS 

sender tu the assigned junction; the codes keyed 
up by the '' A '' operator are received and re
transmitted as impulses by the sender; and the 
assignment is reverted to the " .\ " position by 
the " assigner switch." 

· 

Consequent on the above differences a slightly 
greater time will elapse before the" ;\ "operator 
can key up the number required, since search for 
a free sender has to be made before this may be 
done. Further, it will be noted that when more 
than one order-wire is required between two ex
changes each order-wire has access only to a 

EXISTING. CORDLESS 'B' APPARATUS 
(SLIGHTLY MOOJn�o) 

INCOMING JUNCTION 
RELAY SET 

ADAPTION Of" MECHANICAL ORDER-WIRE OPERATION TO 

MAKE USE OF EXISTING CORDLESS "ff APPARATUS 

FIG. 10. 

shown in Fig. 10, in which the existing apparatus 
is shown on the right hand and the extra appara
tus required is shown on the left hand of the 
diagram. 

\\Tith this arrangement what has previously 
been termed the mechanical-operator has been 
split up into several distinct parts and the 
functions divided as follows : -The selection of 
the junction is performed by the " assigner 
switch "; the "outlet finder," "junction finder'' 
and " sender finder " switches perform the pre
,·iousl y unnecessary function of coupling the 
order-wire to a free sender and connecting that 

particular group of junctions instead of any 
junction being available tu any order-\vire. 

Eco:\10�11c ;\SPECT. 

Space dues not permit of an exhaustive analy
sis of the economic aspect of mechanical order
wire operation and it would indeed be difficult to 
give complete data on this subject, chiefly be
cause the additional apparatus required at the 

" ;\ " positions is practically all common to the 
posttlon and therefore becomes increasingly 
efficient as the number of order-wires operated 
on a mechanical basis increases. 
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,\ comparison with cordless " B " operation 
in the case of a typical instance will, however, 
be indicative of the economies to be expected. 

The instance selected is that of an area having 
six automatic and three manual exchanges with 
order-wires and junction groups as follows:-

M1 (6o 'A' pasns) 
M2 (40 ,, ) 
M3 (50 ) 

Total 

A 1 : A2 ] A3 A4 As I 
Jts. O.Ws.

I
Jts. O.Ws. 

I
Jts. O.Ws. Jts. O.Ws. Jts. O.Ws. 1 Jts. 

---1---�r I 

30 I ' IQ I I 20 25 12 I 30 
20 8 15 20 

I 208 I I 2105 30 10 15 20 

A6 
O.Ws. 

---- ---- ---- -----',----
80 3 3 50 3 3 3 

I 65 3 

The relative number of 111echanical-operators 
and cordless " B " positions for such a case 
would be approximately as under:-

Mechanical-Operators 11 
Cordless " B " Positions... 3 

6 <J 
2 

10 7 
2 

JO 
3 

Comparative costs based on the above tigures 
show that the total capital cost of the mechanical 
order-wire equipment is only about £J,Hoo 
111ure than the cost of the cordless " B " equip
ment, while both the operators' quarters and the 
services of at least twenty operators an· rendered 
unnecessary at the automatic exchange. 

EQUIVALENT T's FOR TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS. 

H. J. GRE<;ORY, B.Sc., \\'hit.Ex., A.i\1.1.E.E. 

I 
T is convenient when 111aking calculations 

concerning the transmission efficiency of 
subscribers' instruments and cord circuits 

to consider the induction coil or repeating coil 
as represented by a network of impedances form
ing a T. The derivation of the equivalent T 
for a telephone transformer may be considered 
as follows : -

These transformers have an iron core, con
sequently the impedance of the windings will be 
affected by the hysteresis and eddy current losses 
in the core. The conditions obtaining· in an 
iron-cored transformer may be represented b�· 
Fig. I, in which the third winding with its circuit 
closed imitates the iron core losse�. 

x, y and z are the currents in the primary, 
secondary and tertiary windings respective! y. 

The equations for this network are:-

E =x(r1 + jwl1) + y(j(l)m1) + z(jw1113) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  (1) 

O=x(jwm1)+y(r2+j(J)l2)+z(jwm2) .. . ............. . (2) 

0 = x(jwma) + y(j(JJmJ + z(r:i + jwl3) ............... . . (3) 
from which it follows that 

. w2m21113(r3 -jui/3) J(l)ni 1 + " "l·-� --
r.-+ w- :i-

y = - x _____ ...;... __ ,;;__ __ 

. w2ni/(r3-j<1il:i) 
r., + jwlo + -·--- ----- - r32+w2l/ 

......... (4) 
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If there had hPen no iron lossPs, the conditions 
would be represented by Fig·. 1 with the tertiary 
winding removed and equations (4) and (5) would 
be reduced to 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( (J) 

Comparing equations (4) with (h) and (5) with 
(/) it will be seen that the effect of the losses in 
the iron core is apparently to make the effective 
resistance of the primary winding. 

-
r/+ (1)2132 

(r1 is the D.C. resistance). 
;rnd its ind11cta11ce is reduced to (8) 

Similar]\· tlw t'fft'ctive rPsistanrc of th� 
secondary circ11it is increased to 

<1J"ni2 zr3 

Ya2f_(J)2z32 

and its inductancP rcdun·d to l (9) 

I 
The mutual impedance bt'Wf>en tlw rrimary 

;1nd secondary circuits, according to (4) and (S), 
has a resistance component 

"'21112r1Z3T3 

r.12 + w2la2 
and tlw mutual inductance is rrduced to ( ro) 

If the impedance of the primary winding is 
measured \Yith the secondary winding· on open 
cirrnit the result would be 

The same applies to the impedance of the 
secondary winding and the mutual impedance. 

Suppose we have two coils .\C and BC of 
inductance L, and L2 respective!�-, with a mutual 
inductance :d between them as shown in Fig·. 2. 
If these two coils are joined together at C so 
that the coils in series are assisting, then this 
arrangement can be r<:>presentcd bv the equivalent 
T shmvn in Fig. 3.':' This will be evident if the 
inductance between corresponding letters on the 
t \\O diagrams are considcr('d. If the coils an� 
joined in series opposing as in Fig. 4, the 

Lt M L� 

A�B A�B 

,
-
M 

FIG 2. 
c 

FIG.3 

Lt M L.:z. 
�c 

FtG.4. 

t·quivalenL T \\ill he as shown in Fig. 5. 
Similarly if the two coils arc separate as in Fig. 
6, they can be represented mathenrntically by the 
equivalent T of Fig. 7 or Fig. 8. This also 
applies if the impedances haYe resistance com
ponents. 

Sl'BSCRIBERs' J :-;sTR t ' M E:\T CrnctTrs. 

The transmitter rnav be considered to be a 

g·enerator of alternating· current and if its varia
tion of resistance is ro sin <d and the feeding 
curn"nt is l then its E.:\J. F. \\ill be E =I r0 sin wt, 

* S'ee Bibliography I. 
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neglecting harmonics. ;\!so if the D.C. resist
ance of the transmittPr is rand is taken to be the 
internal impt>dance of the generator, the con
ditions for a L.B. instrument may lw rcpresent l'd 
h_v Fig. 9, and its Pquivalent Fig. 10. 

Similarly the C. B. instrument shown in Fig. 
11 may he reprt'SPnted b_v Fig. 12 for Sending 
and Fig. 13 for Receiving. The induction coil 
is connected as an autotransfornwr. 

Fia.9. 

E 

�. 

A�C 

e� 

E!!LZ 

FIC.12. 

The information required for tlw construction 
of the equivalent T's can be obtained from the 
results of impedance tests. In making these 
tests it is necessary to keep the flux in the core 
in approximately the same condition as regards 
i\ .C. and D.C. as obtains in practice. In the 
case of L.B. induction coils the following tests 
are made:-

1. Impedance with 0.3 volt A.C. of the 
primary winding with 30 mA D.C. fed 
to the secondary winding through hig·h 
impedance retards. 

2. Test repeated with 200 ohm non-induct in' 
resistance in place of the retards. 

3. Impedance with 1 volt A .C. of tlw 
secondary winding with 100 mA D.C. 

fed to the primary \vinding throug·h 
high impedance retards. 

.+· Test 3 rP1watecl with 20 ohm non-induc
ti\·e n·sis1<1ncl' in pl:tn· of the retards. 

Ft C. I�-

FIG. IS. 

I:rtt m 
FIG: 18 P-M S-M 

FL<:. l9. 

Tlw values of A.C. and D.C. are intended to 
give apprnxi mately the same ampere tu ms for 
all the tests. In tests r and 3 the impedance of 
the retards is so high compared with that of the 
induction coil windings that the coil may be 
considered to be on oppn circuit as regards .\.C. 
If Z1, is the impedance of tlw winding as 
measured by Test 2 and R is the non-inductive 
resistance across the other winding, then from a 
consideration of the equivalent T in Fig. 8 it will 
be readilv spen that 

M (S- M+R) 
Zv=P-M+ M+S-M+R 

M= v'(P_:_:zpf(S+R) .................. (12) 

Similarly if z, is the result obtained by Test.+ 

M=v'(S-Z.,) (P+R) 
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The value of l\I can therefore be calculated 
twice from the results of the four tests. These 
two calculated values should be equal. 

The impedances of an average L.B. induction 
C'Oil 1w/25"' are at 5,000 radians per second. 

p = 2 .o + j 27 .8 

S = 36.2 + j 2 / I  .5 
i\I = 3.8 + j 79.5 

The tests on C. B. induction coils are made 
with 1 volt ,\.C. across each winding and with 
50 mA D.C. The impedances of an average coil 
;it s,cxJo radians per second are 

P=48+ j381 

S=45 + js34 

M � 25 + j43<J 

(26 ohm winding) 

(17 ohm winding) 

The impedances of induction rnils are afft>cted 
VfT\' little by direct c urrent. 

4003A REPEATING COILS. 
These coils are 1 : r ratio transformers, and as 

they are toroidal coils wound on a core of iron 
wire tht>y have very little magnetic leakage. Tlw 
inductance of the windings, however, is consider
ably affected by direct current. In order to 
obtain the equivalent T for a repeating coil at 
speech frequencies and with the values of direct 
current obtaining in practice some were tested in 
the following manner: -

Test r. Impedance with a P.D. of 1 volt at 
the stated frequency, of winding 2-1-6-5 with 
six 5L retards in series connected across the 
winding 4-3-8-7 and with a battery of the 
necessary voltage to give the value of direct 
current desired in the latter winding. 

Test 2. Impedance with a P .D. of 1 volt at 
the stated frequency of winding 2-1---6-5 
with 300 ohms connected across the winding 
4--3-8-7 and with a battery in series with this 
resistance to g·ive the same value of direct current 
as in Test 1. 

Test .)· Same as Test 1, but with windings 
4-3-8-7 and 2-1---6-5 interchanged. 

Test 4. Same as Test 2, but with windings 
interchanged. 

In order to obtain the results given below these 
four tests were repeated for several frequencies 
and with several values of direct current at each 
frequency. In Tests 1 and 3 the impedance 
obtained will be lower than the real value for the 
winding as this impedance is not negligible com
pared with that of the six retards in series. The 
impedance of these retards, however, was known 
under the various conditions of the tests and 
their effect on the observed values of the im
pedances of the repeating· coil \vindings were 
allowed for in the following manner. 

From a consideration of the equivalent T, 

given in Fig. 8, it follows that if Z is the 
impedance of the six retards in series and P, is 
the ohserved impedance of the primary winding, 

J\l (S -M + Z) 
then P1=P-i\I+ 

S-M+Z+M 

lVF 

M2 
__ ,}_ 

S+Z 

l\12 
S+Z 

But 5 +z is the correcting· factor which, in 

this case, is �mall compared with P and the error 
M2 

in P will he quite small if S + z he assumed to 

p 2 
be equal to ·· 1 

Pi+ Z 

\Ve then have the real value for the impedanct' 
of the winding 

I) p ( P1 ) - I - ---- --- ' 
P,+Z 

......................... (13) 

The following Table I contains the mean re
sults of impedance tests made on a number of 
repeating coils 4003:\, made with a P.D. of 1 

volt at several frequencies and with different 
values of direct current flowing through one half 
of the coil. The impedances of the two wind
ings were found to he equal and the mutual im
pedance has been calculated in the same manner 
as described for induction coils. 
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TABLE l. 

IMPEDANCE OF REPEAT ING COILS 4003 A. 

Direct Current M.A. 

0 50 Frequency 
Radians 
per sec. l --

R--

1 
--

L- R L R L R L 

Half Coil. 
3000 
5000 
7000 

!0000 

Mean 

Mutual. 
3000 
5000 
7000 

10000 

Mean 

I ohms 
81.5 

I 
154 
223 /_ 421 

I 38 

I 110 
180 

1-

379 

__ 1 

Henry 
.536 
.550 
·534 

.5385 

.5313 

.5460 
·5294 
.5340 

·5352 

ohms 
77 

138 
197·5 
360 

32.3 

94 
154 
320 

Jfen�y 
.4873 
.5048 
.4919 
.4932 

-·--ohm_s_ Henry ohms Henry 
64.2 .3746 55.2 .2776 
98 ·374° 75 .2784 

1J6.6 ·3797 96 .2822 I 224 .3758 147 .2838 

·---- 1-----1 ----- ----- -----·4944 

.4833 

.5012 

.4871 

.4890 

.4901 

] 
' .3750 .2805 

19.4 
53 
93,6 

182 '-----
.3704 
.3700 
·3759 
.3718 

.3720 

9.8 .2733 
30 .2746 
s2.6 .2786 

rn4.5 .2793 

.2767 

Difference between the impedance of Half-Coil and the Mutual Impedance. 

3000 43·5 
5000 44 
7000 43 

10000 42 

Mean 43.1 

44.7 
44 
43·5 
40 

43.0 ___ L_�o43 _J 

44.8 
45 
43 
42 

43·7 

i 

! I 

1--�1' I .0040 

Average difference=43.5 ohms+jw.0042=P-M=S-M. 

Average D.C. resistance of Windings ·F·5 ohms. 

45·4 
45 
43·4 
42·5 

44·1 
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The following points may he> noted from these 
results:-

average D.C. resistance of the wind
ings, 41 .5 ohms. 

r. The inductances of the windings (P and 
S) and the Mutual inductance are 
affected very little by the frequency of 
the testing current. A very slight in
crease with frequency was ohtained, 
which is practically negligible. 

2. The difference between the inductance of 
the windings and the mutual inductance 
is due to magnetic leakage and de
creases slightly as the inductances 
decrease, hut may be taken as .0042 
henry on the average. 

J. The difference between the effective resist
ance of the windings and the resistance 
component of the mutual impedance is 
the same for all frequencies and values 
of direct current, allowing for experi
mental error. This difference on the 
average is 4.1·5 ohms <tnd is near to the 

•• •o 
-� 
40 � � 
20 

0 

4. Plotting the effective resistance of thr 
mutual impedance against the frf'quency 
squared in Fig. 14 shows that propor
tionality holds betwren these quantities. 

_+ii.' 
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5. Plotting the resistance component of the 
mutual impedance against the mutual 
inductance squart>d in Fig. 15 shows 
that proportionality holds also between 
thest' quantitit>s. 

·: :j::' 'f-l[J 8F -l-l-1-· __,+ 1 

o-• t!li 
i_j �'�PI� j 

rn u" ""' ": +,-j'ci.[U,HtH. mnr rrn nm -
��- �' ::' 

lt l ff 
J. -J1 

I· 1f t.t+ 
tli T tfi 
id:f j 'r±1 

:j 
�1 

j· 
jHl 
ffi :T 

I-:f!t 
·=L 
·tf 
+! 

�1 tE ��J r+= ·-

rr:-+ 1 
�; J ft :f 

,, 
i .:1' �i 

,j• 1Jrr j 
I -11 :11 1r lj 1:·! 1q 

*1r tl !' 'I 
!I 

;::;_ -
0 JOO ErrtCTIV( too RESISTANCE 300 OHMS 4'>0 

6. Dividing· these same resistance fig·ures by 
tilt' corrt>sponding valut>s of "'211112 gives 
the following results: --

quency 
Radians 
per :-,ec. 

3000 5000 
7000 10000 

Mean 

TABLE 2. 

Direct Current M.A. 

0 50 
--�----.149x rn-1 .153xrn-1 . 157 x rn-4 .146 x rn-t .147 x rn--1 . 150 x rn--1 .154 x rn-4 .159x rn-1 

.131 x rn-4 I .133 X I0-4 .135 x 10-1 .138 x rn-� .133 X rn-4 1.134x 10-4 .132 x rn-4 .134 x rn-4 

. 14o x  10-4 .1425 x rn-4 : .1445 x rn-4 . 144 X rn-4 

Average = . 143 x rn-4. 

It mav be of interest to see how the theory 
o-iven at.the beginning· is borne out b,- the results h < • 
obtained from these repeating coils. 

As these coils are I : 1 ratio transformers and 
have very little magnetic leakage, we mav write 
when neglecting magnetic leakage 

l,=l2=1n, 

also m3= vl,C= vl"l"=m2 

The impedance of each winding from ( 1 r) 1s 
therefore 

w2l1l3r3 . ( w2l1l32 ) 
Ti + 2 -;,-l- 2 

+ JW 11 - 2 + "/ 2 .. . (r4) r 3 + 
u> 3 ·r 3 w 3 

and the mutual impedance from (w) is 

So that the difference between the effective 
resistance of the winding and the resistance com
ponent of the mutual impedance is r, the D.('. 
rt>sistance of the winding. (See 3 above). 

The eddy currents produced in the iron con· 
will lw proportional to the rate of change of flux 
and consequt>ntly proportional to the frequency 
as well as the magnitude of the flux variations. 
In the case under consideration, the reduction in 
the inductance of the winding·s as tlw direct 
current increases is due to the reduction in tht> 
permeability of the core and this inductance will 
lw proportional to tlw permeability. The edd\· 
cu rrt:>n ts are there fore proportional to the frt>
quency and the inductance of the windings. The 
watts lost due to eddy currents will tht>refore be 
proportional to the square of both the frequency 
and inductance. Figs. 14 and 15 therefore in
dicate that the core losses are due to eddv 
currents. This appears reasonable since the 
variation of flux due to the alternating current is 
very small and would not be expected to cause 
appreciable hysteresis loss. 

Reverting to equation (15) given above, it 
follows that the mutual impedance is 

0lm,r,l3 • ( 
-2 �I 2 + J<r>m i I 
T:i + (rJ 3 

w/3 + jr3 
= to>m, r 3 x ------- --r:i 2 + w2l"2 

+ 

This latter expression means that the mutual 
impedance is equal to the two impedances j<rnn, 

d T311l1 . 11 1 an --r m para e . 
3 

It therefore appPars that the tertian· wind
ing containing r3 + jtol,, of Fig. 
paths of the eddy currents and 

reprPst·nts the 
that thest' losses 

are represented by a resistance =G in 

parallel with the mutual inductance. Further, 
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as m, and [,, are both proportional to the per
meability of the core, the resistance G will be a 
constant quantity for all frequencies and con
ditions of magnetisation of the core and is 
determined on! y by the speci tic resistance of the 
core material and the dimensions of the magnetic 
circuit. 

This resistance G is shown by Steinmetz (see 
Chap. XIV., Alternating Current Phenomena) 

.507 e/d 
to be equal to An2 
where l =length of the magnetic circuit 

A=cross section of the magnetic circuit 
n= number of turns in the windings 
A= electric conductivity of the iron core. 

e is the coefficient of eddy currents 
and for an iron wire core 

e= o.617 d2 x 10-" 
\vhere d = diam of the iron \vire; 

and for laminated cores 
€=I .645a2 X 10-9 

where a= thickness of the stampings. 
The figures for the mutual impedance in Table 

1 are in the form R + jX and the value of m1 and 
G may be obtained as follows. The mutual 
admittance will be equal to the sum of the 
d . I I 

in the windings. The reduction of the figures 
in Table 2 with frequency may be due to 
hysteresis losses. Both of these effects are 
negligible for practical pur poses and a repeat
ing coils 4003A may be represented by the 
equivalent T of Fig. 16 under any condition of 
frequency, and direct current in the windings 
where the mutual inductance m1 for the required 
value of direct current is given in Fig. 17. 

·5 

·3 ' 

a m1ttances -;---- and - -7-
Jwm, G •I 

I 

R+jx= 

. R-jX 
.. -:R2+)(2 = 

+ 

J 

G 

I 
+-

G 

� R2+x2 R2+x2 G= R-- and <Mn,= -X� ....... (16) 

From the results given in Table 1 it is evident 
that for practical purposes R 2 is sufficic>ntlv small 
compared with X2 to write 

· 

C 
X" •= --R and <om, =X 

This means that the inductance figures given 
for m, stand unaltered and that G is the 
reciprocal of the figures giwn in Table 2. 

The mean value for G is therefore 7 .ox 101 
ohms. The very slig·ht increase of the mutual 
inductance with frequenc\· as indicated in Table 
I, is probably due to a �-ery small self-capacity 

VOL. XXI. 

M11.I.!· AMP5 DIRECT CUR.ROITi"OO 

REPEATING COILS 4006A. 
In repeating coils 4003A the self-capacity of 

the windings is so small that it can be neglected. 
Repeating coils 4006A, however, are differen
tially wound, consequently there is appreciable 
capacity between windings 2-1 and 6-5 and 
also between 4-3 and 8-7. If it be assumed 
that the self-capacity of a winding of a trans
former may be represented by an equivalent 
capacity shunted across the terminals of the 
winding, the conditions are represented by Fig. 
18. A and Bare the impedances of these equiva
lent capacities. P, S and l\I would be the 
primary, secondary and mutual impedances 
respectively, if the transformer windings had no 

self-capacity. Applying the principle of the 

I 
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equivalent T the network of Fig. 19 will repre
sent the transformer. 

The rr network of impedances consisting of A, 
P - M and J\I may be replaced by an equivalent 
T consisting of X, Y and Z as shown in Fig. 20. 

where X= _
AM 

__ . Y= A(P:-:-:NI) 
A+P' A+P 

Similarly the rr network consisting of X, 
Z + S -M and B may be replaced by an equiva
lent T consisting of X', Y1 and Z' as shown in 
Fig. 21. 

:E:I 
Y Z S-M 

Fr�.20 

�"Y30,....,o......-4�1-X-I� 
'I Yt ZI 

F1G. 21. 

FtG.. 23 

Fie;; 2:2. 

where xj = 
AB:.\I AB 
D : y + y1= -5- (P-M) 

+ t (PS- M") 

Z'= !� (S-M)+ � (PS-M") 

where D=(A+ D) (B+S)-1\F ............ (17) 

The transformer can therefore still be repre
sented by an equivalent T as shown in Fig. 22. 

ABM A BP 
wlwre i\I, = D : P 1 = - l) 

A 'UL' �1-·) 
+ D--- (I ..... -- ;, - ( L') 

I
' ......... lo 

S,, ABS B . ., 
. = ·-D + l) ( P s -M ·) 

I 
I 

The impt>dances of tlw windings as measured 
in the usual manner will be P' and S'. The self
capacity of the windings of a transfornwr there
fore does not introduce any difficulty in obtain
ing the equivalent T. If the impedances of the 
windings are measured in the usual manner and 
the equivalent T derived from the results as pre
viously described, the self-capacity uf the wind
ings will be automatically accounted for. 

Table 3 contains tlw results obtained frum sum<-' 
4006A repeating coils and some transformers 
Nos. 15:'\ and 16,\ with a P.D. of T ,-olt at 
several frequencies. 

The measurements made were: -
r. lmpedanet, of winding· 2- 1 -(1-:) witl1 

winding 4-3-8-7 un open circuit. 
This is P. 

2. T mpedance of winding 2-1-6-5 with 
500 oh ms non-induct in'. resistance across 
4-3-8-7. 

3. Impedance of winding 4-3-8-/ with 
winding 2-1-(1-5 on open circuit. 
This is S. 

4. Impedance of winding 4-3-8-7 with 
500 ohms across 2-1-(>-5. 

The above are I : r ratio transformers and if 
the mutual irnpedane<' is obtained from tlwst' 
impedance test results by means uf formula (12) 
and P-1\l and S-:\I obtaint>d by subtraction, it 
will be evident that as this is a difference between 
two large quantities, inaccuracy is likely to occur. 
It \Yas found preferable, therefore, to obtain 
P -- :\f directly from the impedance measurements 
from the formula 

1-\-::\1= z (PI+ R) - � .......... . (1q) 
2P1 2 

\vhich is an approximation derived from a con

sideration of the equivalent T and (12). Tlw 

results for P, -:\I and l\I, giv<•n in Table 3, were 
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calculated from the mean of the impedance tests 
obtained on the two windings, i.e., P1 is the 
mean of tests I and 3 and Z is the mean of tests 
2 and 4. R = 500 ohms. P, - .\l therefore is the 
mean of P - .\I and S - .\I. The average value of 
P - .\f and S- .\I for all frequencies given in 
Table 3 han· been arranged so that their mean 
is t>qual to P, - :\I and the difference between 
their resistance components is the same as the 
difference between the D.C. resistances of tlw 
windings. 

On comparing tlws(' results for P- l\1 and 

S - .\1 thus obtained "·ith those for 4003A repeat
ing coils it will be noticed that they are very 
similar. This leads one to suggest that a 4006A 
repeating coil may be represented by a network 
similar to that of Fig·. 16 for 400JA coils, but 
with capacities added to represent the self
capacity of the windings as in Fig. 24. 

It will be seen later that the impedance of the 
self-capacities c \ and cg at speech frequencies 
will be large compared \vith that of P - .\1 and 
S- l\l, so that the network may he modified to 
Fig. 25 where C=C1 +C,1• 

TABLE 3. 

EQUIVALENT T's. FOR REPEATING COILS 4006:\ AND TRANSFORMERS Nos. 15A .\ND 16A. 

Frequency 
Ra<lians 

per 
second 

Repeating 

3000 
5000 
7000 
7500 
8000 
8500 
9000 

10000 

R 

Coils 

71.8 

X L 

.00503 

. 00484 

.00463 

-��- ·-·----I-··--- -----

Me'1n 70.3 

R 

Soo 
3200 

10700 
246zo 
33800 
42310 
34220 
19750 

M 

5625 
11520 
19800 
22060 
22670 

6586 
- 11040 
-18715 

----··- ------

For a11 frequencies . 
P-:\I =74.6+j"i.0048 
S-M = 66.o+ jw.0048 

D.C. Resistance of P=60.9 ohms 
D.C. Resistance of S=69.5 ohms 

·--------�-·-----··-----

Transform ers 15A. 

3000 67.0 
5000 67.5 
7000 68.2 
7500 
8000 
8500 

1���� I 69.2 45·5 

---�]------ �--
Mean 68.o 

Transformers r6A 

.�OOO 
.soon 
7000 
8000 
qooo 

10000 

Mean 

44.8 
45"' 
4_;.o 

45·2 

16.56 
27.0 
37.64 

.00482 

.00469 

.00463 

.00455 

.00552 

.0054 

.00_::;3� 

.oo.;3G 

.0054 

769 
2385 

13844 
27460 
72800 

148630 
93830 
19800 

_I -- --·-

454 
1257 

4355 
10615 
37800 

144200 

8570 
18020 

44910 
60380 
79700 

5850 
-67250 
-50400 

8160 
I :)()_=)0 
30220 
47730 
83250 

102200 

For all frequencies. 
P - M =74.o+jw.00467 
S- M = 6z .o+ jw.00467 

1D.C. Resistance of P=70.6 ohm , 
D.C. Resistance of S = 58.5 ohms 

For all frequencies. 
P-M=43.2+jw.0054 
S-M =4/·2+jw.0054 

D.C. Resistance of P=42.7 ohms 
D.l. Resistance of S=46.7 ohms 
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This is the equi,·alent T in which the mutual 
impedance consists of an inductance, resistance 
and capacity in parallel and is confirmed by the 
results given in Table 3, \\·here for 4006A repeat
ing coils �I shows a resonance between 8,500 and 
9,000 radians per second. It may be of interest 
now to consider a method of obtaining these three 
components of l\I. (See Bibliography No. 4). 

Fli;; .25 

The results for M are given in the form R + jX 
and, from Fig. 25, its admittance is: -

M = R+jX 

H. -jX 
Rz+x2 

I 
. C --- + -+]"! Jwm G 

J + - 1 j(l)C G 
R I 

R2 +x2 = G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (20) 

x 
and --

R2+x2 

wX 

(l)m 

m 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 2 I) 

C mav therefore be calculated from 
R2+X2 --R 

"f wX . 
l 

. . 
and 1· R"+X2 1s p otted ag-;unst (1> a straight 

line should lw obtaint'd and from the intercept 

t. ., . I ., () wX o (t>-, z.c., \\" ien u>-= , -R-- -. 2+X" L 
Further, the slope of this line will be equal to 

C. From the results from 4006 . .\ coils, given in 
Table 3, the calculated figures in Table 4 have 
been derived. 

TABLE 4· 

w2 

I 
R2+x2 '[R2+X!J =G w 

l--4:�xro3 9 X rn" I 
32.3 x I06 3000 ! 

:)OOO 2 - " I 143.2 " i 44.8 " � I 7000 49 " 672 i 39.6 " 
7500 �6.2j I I 137 46.2 " 
8000 64 " 1654 49 .o " s;;oo 72·3 " 1833 43·4 " 
()000 81 1292 37.8 " 

IOOOO 100 " 740 37.5 " 

l\foan for G = 4.48 X rn4• 

wX 
R2+X.2 

-------�- -

.522 
.4025 

.206 

.151 

.I IO 
.0305 

- .077 
-.253 

wX 
(1)2 is plotted against R2 + X" m Fig . 26 and 

the points lie fairly well along a straight line. 
The deduced results from f<'ig. 26 are m= 1.61 
henry and C= .0085 11F. 

'o < .. 
... 

·• ·S ·� ·• 

A 4006:\ repeating coil can therefore be repre
sented at any frequency between 3,000 and 
rn,ooo radians per second by Fig. 27. 

Treating the results obtained from the Trans
formers 15.\ and 16.\ in the same way the values 
for G, m, and C were:-
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For Transformer 15.\. 
G=q.4x 101 ohms. m=2.5 henn·s. 

C = .00554 p F. 

For Transformer 1(i.\. 
G=20.2 x rn' ohms. m=2.5 lwnrys. 

C=oo374 pF. 

The equivalent T's are consequently as shu\\n 
111 Figs. 28 and 29. 

T1n:-.:sFOR�Irns 15B , 15C, 1fiB and 16C. 

These transformers are similar to repeating· 
coils 4006.\ in that their windings have appreci
able self-capacity, but their ratio of transforma
tion is l : 1 .263 for 15B and 16B and l : r .61 for 
lSC and r6C. They can, however, be repre
sented by Fig. 18 and the effect of the self
capacity on the impedance of the windings is 
shown in (18). The magnetic leakage of these 
coils is small, and if it be neglected we can write 
PS-l\F=O. It then follows from (18) that the 
effect of self-capacity is to multiply all the three 

AB 
impedances P, Sand M by the same factor 

D 
If the permeability of the core remains the 
same r3 and 1,, in (q) will be constant with 
respect to frequt>ncy. The effective resistance 
and the reactance of each winding are there
fore from ( q) proportional to the inductance 
of the respective winding. �eg·lecting the 
D.C. resistance and magnetic leakage of the 
\Yindings, it follows that the impedances of 
the windings should have the same angle and 

. . Secondary 
their ratio -

. 
· - should he equal tu N" 

Pnmarv 
where :'\ is the ratio of transformation, seeing 
that the inductance of a coil winding is prc
portional to the square of the number of turns it 
contains. Evidently, therefore, the irnpt>dance 
of the windings P and S of these transformers 
now being considered will have equal angles and 
their ratio will still be :'\" at any frequency not
withstanding their self-capacity. It is conse
quently convenient in the case of these trans
formers to consider their equivalent unity ratio 
transformer.* If the ratio of the secondan· 
winding impedance to the primary is :'\2 then 
the equivalent T for the unity ratio transformer 

* See Bibligraphy So. 2. 

·11 . f P 
M S 

1u consist o - --- - ----
N N2 

l\1 
--and 

N 

M 

N 
as 

shown in Fig. 31) and the impedance connected 
to the secondary \\'inding must be divided by N2• 

�7r71i7f''"---.....,�-+""i'l'�i\x''-�� 4 
� 
it ,., 
8 

Fie. 2 9. 

This equipalent ratio will be correct only if the 
D.C. resistance of the windings is small com
pared with their impedance and the magnetic 
leakage is small. 

In obtaining the equivalent T fur these trans
formers the same four tests were made as for 
4cm6:\ repeating coils. These measurenwnts 
are:-

P =impedance of winding 2-1-6-5 

" 

" ,, 

" 4-3-8-7 

2-1-6-5 with 
500 ohms across 4-3-k-7. 

Z2 =impedance of winding 4-3-8-7 with 
500 ohms across 2-1-6-5. 

The mean of the results obtained on some 
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transformers r6D are given in Table 5, with the 
ratio N2 calculated from the effective resistance 
and reactance figures. The values obtained from 
the reactance figures are probably the more 
nearly correct as the effective resistance is usually 
much the smaller fig·ure, excepting· at frequencies 
near the resonance point. 

For the same reason tbat P- �l was obtained 
direct from the impedance test results in the case 

M 
of 4006.'\ coils, it is desirable to obtain P - -N 

s 
and N2 

M 
N in a si m ilar manner, and the 

corresponding formul� are:-

P-

s 
N2 

M 
N 
M 
N 

Z1(S+R) 

2S 

Z2 (P+ R) 

2P;..J2 

·,Yhere R =' 500 ohms 111 this case. 

M S 
The yalues of P - N and N2 

!\I 
N thus 

N'2 =1·60 

�· 
ev�-L.A- -··�·� � T -·b--" T� 1£.B. 

obtained from tlw irnpedan<'e test rest1lts i<>�•·tlwr 
J'vl '' ith the correspcmcling \·altws of N an· shown 

in Table h. 

T\BLE 5. 

\OOO 
,sooo 
/OOO 

10000 

Mean 

l\IPEDANCE TESTS OF TRANSFORMERS ibH. 

26.2 + jw.0033 
26.2 + jw.0033 
26.2+jw.0033 
26.5+jw.0033 

T\HLE (). 

s M 
N 

29.5+j<o.0037 
29.5+jw.0034 
29.5+jw.00325 
3 I .o+ jw.00322 

30.0+ jw.0034 

R 

300 
705 

2094 
40200 

M 
N 

x 

4540 
8010 

15080 
53870 
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,\fter obtaining � by subtracting the results 

for P - M_ from those for P and applying the N 
method described for 4006A 

three components m aki n g 

repeating coils, the 
M 

up - have been N 
calculated. Tlw 1Tsults are L= 1.2() henry, 
('=.ooh.+S ;d; and C=11.-tx101 oh m s . The 
equi\·alent unity ratio T for transformers 16R and 
thl' is tlH·refon· slimrn n Fig·. 31. 

Treating· t lw results obtained from tlw other 
t_qws of transformer in the sanw \\ay the follow
lllg· ('<jlli\·aknt T ' s ktn· lwen obtained:-

Fie. 32. 
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14<) 'rHE �E\V TOLL EXCIL\NGE, LONDON. 

THE NEW TOLL EXCHANGE, LONDON. 

S 
INCE the opening of the first Tull 

Exchange in Norwich Street, London, 
E.C.4, in 1921, the deYelopment of Toll 

traffic has shown a continuous increase. The 
facility pru,·ided by a plant capable of handling , 

on a non-waiting basis, telephone calls to and 
from subscribers within a radius of fifty miles 
of London, soon came into fa,·our with the 
telephoning public. The growth of traflic 
through the Norwich Street Exchange has more 
recently been of the order of twenty per cent. 
per annum, and the consequent steady addition 
of lines brought into this exchange to meet 
traffic requirements has absorbed the whole of 
the accommodation arnilable. During the 
summer of 1925, an extension of 25 positions 
was installed, but this was merely to meet 
immediate demands. 

' 
' ' ' ' 
li..JLLB 

0vnJC//Y6 --- ----

/NC0/11/N6 ---'1/W ·-·-
• FRO,., TN. °SE ,;t/RfA.S 

------- - ---. 

i 

. --- - --------1 

- -- -- - ---- - -, 
' 

t __ 

7N�"dvi:iN ;;;;�Ms 

F11;. 1.-Tou. T1<.\FF1c Sc11D1E. Lo�1>0�. 

�leanwhile, consideration had been given to 
increasing the capacity of the Toll handling 
equipment and it was decided that the most 
effective means of achieYing this would be by 
building a new exchange to deal \Yith outward 

Toll traffic from London, reserving the Norwich 
Street plant for inward Toll business. 

Such an exchange has now been completed 
and was opened for sen·ice at 2 p.m. on Satur
day, the 3rd December, Il)2i, with i96 junctions 
from and to London local exchanges and 743 
lines to the Toll area, the latter number being 

rnainh· circuits transferred from Nor\\·ich Street. 
The ne\\· exchange, known as "Toll A," is 

situated in th(' General Post Office (South) 
buiJding· in l"arter I .. anc, E.( ". 4 , anu is a 

d i stance of half a mile from the Norwich Street 
premises IH:>\\· Imo\\ n ;1s "Toll B." 

.\IETHon oF Ro1·T1:-:<; oF ToLL TRAFFIC. 

c\ brief Jescription of the method of routing 
trafllc through the ne\\· Toll Exchange may now 
proYe of interest. It \viii be recognised from 
\\·hat has already bePn said that the Norwich 
Street Exchange is interdependent in this 
consiclerat ion of the ruuti ng adopted. 

The present incid<·nn· of Toll traffic in the 
London zune is Jeli rwd in annul<ir areas centred 
around Oxford Circus, and the diagram, Fig. I, 
i nclicates the routing uf the yarious classes of 
such traffic. 

F1G. 2.-:\1.11� S\\'llTlllWO�I. 

The new exchange , Toll A, receives on 
"Control " positions, \\·here the telephonists 
prepare the tickets and control the connections, 
all calls from within the Ji,·e mile circle tu 
exchanges in the D area anJ to certain centres 
in the E area. 

The traffic from the A area to the C area, from 
the B to the C and D areas and from the C to C 
and the D areas is handled on " Through " 
positions , the ticketing of the calls being done 
at the originating exchange. Calls between D 
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Fr<>. 3.-Tr-sr I h:sK. 

<irea exdianges where Jirel"l lines are nut 
proviJeJ are alsu Jealt \\ ith on the Thrutwh 

. . b 

pus1110ns, butlrnay circuits being arnilable in 
these ca:;es. 

_
C�m·ersely calls from the D area to exchanges 

\v1th1� the ten mile circle arc passed through 
Nonnch Street (Toll B), while calls from the 
C area to these same l'xchanges are ruutcJ 
th rough Tandem. 

.\ numbl'r of groups uf l'rO\·incial circuits 
hithertu tl'rminat1·d in tlw Trunk Exdwngt• 
has he<·n transferred to Toll .\, thus Yirtualh· 
l'xtending lhe T<lll area. Tlw exrhangl's cu1�
<"1•rned arc :\lderslrnl, Camlwrll·1-. Chatham, 
l lorsham, Lei gh-on-Sea and Sout

.
hend. 

Tlwrl' is als<l (·11nnl'Ctl'd to 1 he ne\\· Toll 
Exdwngl' ;1 circuil to l'ach 11f n:rtain Trunk 
n:ntres in !lie l lume Counties ,,·here there is 
suflicienl Toll lo Trunk traffic to justifv direct 
lines. Such places are Cambridg·e, Cant erbun•, 
I lastings , Ipswich, etc. 

· 

\.\"hen through any abnormal circumstances, 
such as pressure of traflie, breakdo\\'n, etc .. 
delay arises in completing connections on a Toll 
route, the calls are passl·d b1· order wire from 
the regular position to a De iay position where 
the telephonist tickets the calls and completes 
t lwm seriati m as reverted cal Is, as is done 1 n 
Trunk procedure. 

DEsCRil'TJo:-; OF THE EQ1·11•i\tE:-:T. 

The switchrooms in the new exdrnnge occup_1· 
the whole of tlw fifth floor of G.P.O. (South), 
a space of 8,250 square feet. Pig. 2 is a view 
of a pa_rt of the main switchroom. 

The I.D.F ., apparatus racks, power distribu
tion an<l fuse board are accommodated in a room 
on the fourth fluor, wl1ile the test desk of four 
positions, Fig. 3, an<l M.D.F. are on the ground 
lloor. 

Po\\ er is ubtaine<l from the Central Exchange 
main 2.+-1·olt hatteril·s, \1·hich have been in
creased in capacity, and from smaller subsidian· 
cells ( 1 ooo , \.I I.) to prO\-ide a voltage of 3� 
for line signalling purposes on the Toll cord 
nrcuits. The Cit_v Exchange main battery in 
the same building has also been increased in 
capacity and is available in case of emergency 
for Toll use. 

It may here be mentioned that the old charo·� 
ing pbnt in the City po\\1·r room has been r�:
plan·�I hy a 1110tur-generator of modern type 
tt:d

. 
trnm the .+.+O-Yolt., 3-pliase �uppl y, and 

g1nng an oul p ut of 1200 amperes at Ji volts. 
.\ small motur-gl·ner;1tor \n >r ke<l off the same 
supply lws also been lnm·ided to charge the 
suhsidiar.1· <.i-u>lt. balll·ril·s ;tlread1· referred to. 
In the Central power room the �xisting 1000-
ampere g·enerator has been retained, but the 
motor has lwt•n replaced b1· one similar tu that 
pnffidl·d in the ne\\ motur-<renerator in the b . 

Cit_1· plant . 
The s\\·itchrnom <·quipnwnt comprises 1 -8 ;) 

("onl n 11 j)<lSi t ions, 29 Th rough pus1t1ons, 2 
lkla_1· positions, 1 Sen·ice and 1 Fault position. 
.\II Sl'l"ti11ns ;tn· nf thl· standard C.B. Nu. 1 
t .l'JW of fr;11JH•\\·ork. 

Thl'rt" arl' als11 a l.+-p11sition lnf11rrnation Desk , 

Fig. 4, a sl'n·in· ohsen·at ion desk, fin� supcrYi-

FIG. 4.-JSFVHM.\TIO:" DESK. 
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s1 irs' desks ;1 n<l a meter cabinet for registering 
effecti,·e and ineffectiYe rails. 

CONTI{< H. Pos1n0Ns. 

The ( '11ntml positi ons, a section uf \Yhich is 
sho11·11 in Fig . 5, and a rear view in Fig. 6, 

kl\T an equipped capa<·ity for 1,580 ]ack-
1·nd1'd junctions from L1>ndon exrh;rnges in the 
.\ are;1, a six-panel multipk of 2,800 jacks 
1·11u'ring l ines to the C, ( ) and E areas, servin· 
circuits and misrellanPous lines to the Jnfnrma-

Fh;.. 5.-Tn•Jt.:.\I. S1-:crio�. " l 'u:'.\'T1.:01. •• Pus1T1n�s. 

t iun Desk. Each position is provided with ten 
nird {'ircuits, each cord circuit being fitted with 
speaking and ringing key, time check key, 
supen·isory lamps and a time check lamp. 
TIH·re are 40 order wire keys for Toll and C 
area groups an<l sen·ice lines and two keys for 
\'ff ective and i neff cti ve metering. Each position 
i-; fitted \Yith a Ve eder clock immediately behind 
the register keys. 

These clocks are of compact construction and 
project through the keyboard displa_ving the 

tinw in figures through a sma ll rectangular 
aper I ure, similar tu that of the ordinary ex
clrnnge meter. The clocks are electricall _v 
driven from a master clock \vith si x-second 
propu lsion through groups of relays. 

It ma\· lwr e lw mentioned that nrdi nar_1 
t'lt>ctrical displa .v clocks are fitted in the switch
n111111s, but are driven from the main master 
cl1>ck for thf' buil ding, thus providing an 

alternative time service in the event of failun· 
!lf t lw Veeder clocks. 

Tlw timf' check circuit is givt�n in Fig. 7. Tht· 
I inw dw1·ks, of "hie Ii 1,600 arf' equippPcl , con
sis t ()f I '"o re la vs ST ;1 nd D, I he f n rmer 
111wrnt ing c11nl;wt springs and I he latter a dri'-
1 11g· p;rn I s1i111e,Y1rnt simil;1r tn that in tlw 

ordinar.1· subscriber's nwler. The time ched-:� 
ar\' of a Yer_v compact type and are mounted on 
racks i 11 the apparatus room ,vith the L and K 
relays referred to in the diagram. 

To operate the time check the telephonist 
pushes forward the ti m e check key of the cord 
circuit associated. This key , which is of the 
lever type, provides the battery for energising· 

the ST coil and also completes the seconds 
impulse circuit frum th e master rlOL·k referred 
lo in the description of the Veeder docks. Th!' 
ST coil, through the movement of its armature, 
closes the springs above that coil and at the 
same tinw operates the p ivoted lever, which 
disconnects the lamp circuit and close s the 
driving circuit through the other set of springs 
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.-.;h1J\\11 i 11 l he diagr:1111. I) is tlwn energised 
b_1 11w;ins uf the seconds impulses receiYed fr(llll 
the 1·ontacts of the K relay associated and thv 
toothed \1heel steps in unison. ,\t the tirst 
step the original earth connection is broken al 

the P spring on the wheel train , but ST remains 
energised through the earth provided un its m111 

springs . ,\t the encl of the 180 impulses (.1 
minutes) the projection on the wheel trips tlw 
hinged ]eyer upwards and knocks the bottom 
pawl ;may from the toothed wheel. The springs 
associated \\ ith the lever and the toothed wheel 
rest<lre to normal. The armature of . ST, 
hcmever, is 

0
still operated and the time check 

lamp l ights . To operate the time check for .t 

further three minutes period, the key is 
rnomentari I\' restored to normal to allow the 
�trmal ure of ST to fall back and thus reset the 
time check. The earth on the P spring is to 
ensure that the time check will only operate 
when the driving wheel is in its normal position. 

Resides the usuat panel pilot lamp, there are 
on the Control positons an Instruction circuit 
pi lot and a Register pilot. Accessories such as 
a ticket holder and tray for each position and a 
spring ticket clip in front of every cord circuit 
complete the key and cord shelf equipment. 

Each of the incoming junctions is provided 
\\ ith an ancillary answering equipment, the 
primaries being in the 2nd, 5th and 7th panels 
of each section and the secondaries in the 1st, 
.+th and 6th panels. To avoid congestion only 
five jacks in each strip of ten primaries are 

lL.109QA 

t1S1'd, tlw n·maining tin' !wing in another strip 
Jwlm\ \\ ith diag·on;tl displa1·enwn1. The panel 
a1rang·•.'11wnt is 1·learly shllWll in tlw plwtograph, 
Fig. 5. 

:\1ig·!Jt l'1JJH'('ntrati1Jn t'quipnwnts for JJO of tlw 
inc<Jmirn.:,· cirn1 its ;11T a\sll pnffided llll a suitl' 
uf .+S ( ont rol positions. TlH' night con1 entra
ti1in jacks are on the bi and .+th panels llf tbeS(' 
s<'Ct iuns. Tlw h lack ke_1·s SPt,n in Fig. 5 ahll\T 
tlw incoming pri111ary jacks arc tlw concentra
t:on ke) s and are of the usual p l ung·er type. 

/I 
I 

F!G. 8.-CoKTROL Pos1noNs-lKcoMING Crncuns FRO�' 

C.B. AND AuTo-MANUAL PosITIONs. (C.B. 1278). 

Fig-. 8 gives the calling equipment for a junc
tion incoming from a C.B. exchange or 
:rntomatic exchange manual board, and Fig. 9 
the circuit for an incoming junction dialled out 
from an automatic exchange. In both cases the 
ancillaf\' and concentration facilities are shown 
and in Fig. 9 provision is made for giving 
ringing tone back to the calling subscriber. 
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The object of the :mooo ohms resistance across 
the 4 m.f. condenser in the latter circuit is to 
maintain a " wet " condition at the contacts of 
the CO relay during conversation. 

' 

��------+t-'"'" \"�,_ .... "" 

\' . .;;,,.. --c---.l 
·••'"! .. 

Fu;, F.-CoNTIWI. l'osnwss-lscoM1N<; Cmct.:1rs v1.11.1.u: 

OUT FROM AUTO Exs. (C.B. 1279). 

\Vhen rc:gular answering circuits are termina
ted on positions which are also used for 
concentration the key shown in Figs. 8 and 9 
is omitted, tog·ether with the concentration jack, 
and terminals numbered 4 and 5 are strapped to
gether. This remark applies to the other jack
ended junction terminations to be described. 

The regular, ancillary, concentration and 
auxiliary calling equipments have been separate-
1 v wired as units to the l.D.F. to facilitate 
rl'arrangement arising from constantly chang
ing conditions at distant exchanges. 

'f�' 
AUl"OEXCU 
.IAl.JWElllNG 

:r: 
Fw. lO.-CoNT1<01. l'os1T1oss-Crn10 C11a:tTf. (C.B. u7h) . 

. \n>wering C. B. Manual-Toll Ex. Control. 
Answering Auto dialled out-Toll F�. Control and 

Operator hold. 

The cord circuit used on the Control positions 
is giYen in Fig. 10. It shows the relays operat
ing the supervisories, HJ and LA, when the 
cord circuit is used to answer a C.B. manual 
exchange and IA when the subscriber at an 
automatic exchange to which

· 
the cord is con

nected has cleared, HJ ,and LA not being 
actuated. In the latter case the 4 µF. condenser 
shown in Fig. 9 prevents the operation of LA 
and the metering relay at the automatic ex
change. 

The current fl<HYing through relav IA \\hen 
t lw subscriber hangs up operates the holding 
rela\· at the automatic end. 

JO-\"<>lt. line signalling with condensered 
repeating coils and balanced impedance coil:; 
and relays is used. 

THROUGH Pos1n0Ns. 

The Through positions ( Fig. 11 shows a sec

tion) ha\·e equipments for the accommodation 
of 8iO jack-ended junctions , and arc not 
provided with ancillary terminations. These 
\Yill carry circuits incoming from the A, B, C 
and D areas. As in the case of the Control 
positions the jacks and calling lamps occupy 
only the alternate positions in earh strip, two 
strips of 10 jacks and lamps being provided on 
most panels and on certain panels, three. 

Night concentration equipments, 600 in all . 

are fitted for that number of incoming circuits 
on ten of the Through positions. 

The outgoing Toll and sen·ice multiple is J 

continuation of that on the Control positions. 

FIG. ll.-TYPICAL SKCTION, " T11HOUGll " POSITIONS. 
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The ke\·lrnard equipment consists of 17 pairs of 
cords \\ ith speaking and ringing keys, and 
register ke\ ·s. :\ o provision is necessary for 
Veeder clod;:s, time check keys and lamps ancl 
ticket tra\·s. 

A 

8 

F1<;. 12.-T111wl·c;11 Pos1noNS-INcoM1:-.1c; CrncnTs FROM 
c. B. l�XCllA:-.IGES. (C.R. 1281 ). 

Fig. 12 gives the calling equipment for the 
incoming circuits terminated on the Through 
positions and Fig. 13 the circuit for the termina
l ion on these positions of the botl1\rn.v 1 ines. 
300 hoth\\ ay auxiliary <"quipments have been 
provided. 

FH�. 13.-Ti rn.ol ·c�11 Pos1T1o�s-BoTI!\\' .\Y C1RCP!Ts To 
C.B. Exc11.1NnEs. (C.R. 1280). 

It \viii be seen in both Figs. 12 and 13 
that an incoming call is indicated through the 
medium of relay L, but in the case of the both
\rny circuit the sleeve connection of the cord 
circuit plug energises CQ, then LB which con
nects the battery for the engaged test on the 
bushes of the outgoing junction multiple jacks. 
On the other hand if the circuit be taken for 
:111 outgoing call, relays OC and OB switch 
a\\.a\· the line from the incoming equipment. 

F1<;. 14.-T11Ron;11 l'os1T1oxs-C<wn Crnc1•1r. 
IC.B. 1289) . .  \;-;s 11·ERl'iG J.E . .J1·;;cnoxs, T1IIWl«;11 
S](;:'(Al.LTN<', f)IST.\NT CO:\TIWL. 

The cord circuit used on the Through posi

tions is that shown in Fig. 14. The arrange

ment provides for through operation of the 

supen·isory signals from the distant Toll 

Exchange b>· nwans of relays LC and T. 

Fig·. 15 gives the cord circuit provided on the 

Sen·ice and adjacent position and on the Fault 

pos1t1on. It is of a universal type and combines 
the facilities available 111 the Control and 

Through position cord circuits. 

F1c;. 15.-l'KIVERS.IL CoI<n C!I<Cli!T-SERVICE .1xn 
C'JRClTITS. (C. B. 1259). 

PLL'G-ENnEn ORDER \\'mE JuNCTIO'.'i Pos1n0Ns. 

A suite of eleven positions will be equipped 
very shortly with 30 plug-ended junctions per 
position for use in connection with incoming 
order wire circuits. These lines will be from 
London and Toll area exchanges where the 
groups of lines are sufficiently large to justify 
order wire working. Fig. 16 indicates the 
circuit termination to be provided. The manual 
ringing key is provided for emergency purposes. 

'< 

1'10.F. 

F1<;. 16.-INco�11Ni; I'Ll«'-ENDED Oh!lER \\'11m 
F,1111.T l'os1T10Ns. (C. B. 1277) 

OtTTGOING Tou. ML'LTIPLE; GROUP ENG.\GEn 

TONE. 

Fig. 17 shows the arrangement provided in 
connection with the outgoing Toll multiple to 
give group engaged tone. In previous installa
tions having this facility special jacks, one to 
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each group of five multiple jacks, have been 
necessary to supply the engaged tone. This 
\\·as to prevent interference between the engaged 
tone and plugging-up tone. In the new Toll 
Exchange, however, the whole of the actual 
multiple jacks are utilised in the arrangement 
illustrated, the bush of the first jack in thf' 
g-roup of five being the one to have tone con
nected to it when all the five circuits 
are engaged. Interference between the tones 
has been avoided by prodding special plugging
up cords for use in the first jack of a group. 

Fu;, 17.-<;Rorn• Et\G.1c;1m Tmrn ('11<c1TJT. 

Roun: INFORMATION CmcurTs. 

In order that the telephonists on both the 
Control and Through positions may rapidly ob
tain information as to the routing of calls t\vo 
route information enquiry circuits have been 
providf'd from all .positions to the Information 
Desk. The circuits are terminated on two 
operator's instrument jacks at the rear of the 
desk and are also multipled on a lamp and jack 
equipment on each of the 14 positions of the 
Desk. 

To deal with route enquiries expeditiouslv 
the circuit arrangement provides to meet thr�e 
ronditions of traffic: (a) Both circuits mav he 
used on a ring-down basis, any operator o� the 
desk taking the calls. This is usually during 
the slacker periods of the day and at night. 
(b) One operator, at the rear of the desk dealing 
with route enquiries only, is able to take both 
ci rruits by plugging her telephone set into the 
instrument at the rear of the Desk. (c) Two 
such operators at the rear of the Desk mav takf' 
one circuit each at periods of pressure. 

· 

Fig. 18 gives the circuit arrangement of the 
route information equipment. Each main 
switchboard position has two keys in the order 
wire group, one black and the other white, 
marked Inf. The depression of either kev 
operates relay G through contact G3, and if th.f' 

circuit is not already occupied at another posi
tion, that is, there is no earth on the test wire, 
the earth connection shunting relay B is re
moved at G3 and B operates in series with G. 
The operator's telephone circuit is now connec
ted through Br and 2 to contacts I and 2 of 

relay 0, which is energised when the telephone 
plug is in the instrument jack already referred 
to at the rear of the Information Desk, condi
tions (b) and (c). 

It will be noticed that the depression of the 
I nf. key also puts an earth t11rough contact BJ 
on to the test wire, which serves to prevent a 

second operator entering the same circuit. 

F1c;. 18.-Roun: lt\FOI<M ITW� CrnL·un. 

Had the route information circuit been en
gaged, howen�r. an earth connection would 
have already been on the test wire and the B 
rela_,. would not energise. In such circum
stance, tone via the springs of relays B and G 

\\'ould be received by the calling operator. 
If one telephonist on! y is in attendance at the 

rear of the desk and, therefore, the relay 0 in 
circuit Ko. r only is actuated, it will be evident 
from the diagram that enquiries on circuit No. 2 

will come through to the first operator, the two 
rircuits being connected in parallel by thf' 
contacts of 0 in line No. r. 

\Vhen the second route enquiry operator in
serts her instrument plug the second 0 relay 
is energised and separates the two circuits 
and their test wires. 

The whole of the circuit arrangements and 
lay-out of equipment \vas designed by the Post 
Office Engineering Staff. The installation, to
g·ether with the enlargement of the charging 
plant, was carried out by Messrs. The Standard 
Telephones and Cables, Limited, who have 
kindly provided the photographs illustrating 
this description. 

WM. D. 
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S 
OME years ago, when traffic conditions 

were nothing like so bad as they are at 
present, the British Post Office came to 

the conclusion that it would be desirable to re
place the road-van service it was then using by 
a more up-to-date method of transporting the 
letter and parcel mails between the principal 
pust offices and railway stations in London, with 
a view both to accelerating the service and con
tributing to the reduction of the street 
r:ongestion. .\ committee was therefore ap
pointed in 1909, to consider the question in all 
its bearings; it decided that the best results 
would be obtained by employing an automatic 
system with electrically-operated trains without 
drivers, control being effected from special 
cabins at the various stations along the line. 
"\ scht>me embodying these ideas was 
accordingly prepared in detail, the first contract:-; 
'' ere let, and the tunnelling work was started 
just after war broke out. This world catastrophe 
natural! y necessitated a change in policy. It 
\ms decided, however, to complete the tunnel
ling. No further progress was, however, made 
until after the Armistice, the tunnels being 
mt>anwhile employed for storing works of art. 

Soon after the encl of the war, tenders were 
invited for the electrical equipment of the rail
wa_,-, the specifications laying clown a complete 
sclwrne but permitting alternative proposals to 
be put forward. The prices ruling at that time 
were, however, such to render it probable that, 
if 1 IH'. trnders received were accepted, the cost 

would adversely affect the economic soundness 
of the scheme; and it was not until 1924, there
fore, when costs had fallen considerably, that 
contracts were placed for the electrical equip
ment, rolling-stock, conveyors, lifts and other 
necessary apparatus. 

lt may be mentioned here that the consulting 
eng·ineer for the civil engineering work and the 
track construction of the railway was Mr. Harley 
H. Dalrymple-Hay, l\L Inst., C.E., of Regent 
Street, London, a similar function for the equip
ment being exercised, first by Sir John Snell, 
G.B.E., until his appointment as Electricity 
Commissioner, and then by Mr. A. M. Sillar, 
M. Inst., C.E., of Victoria Street, Westminster. 
Major H. C. Gunton, M .B.E., Principal Power 
Engineer of the Post Office, representing Col. 
T. F. Purves, 0.B.E., Engineer-in-Chief, has, 
in conjunction with Mr. Sillar, been responsible 
for the electrical equipment, rolling-stock, 
conveyors and lifts. To these gentlemen, and 
to Messrs. W. H. Powell and J. R. Kingston, 
we wish to express our thanks for their assistance 
in the preparation of this article. 

Mr. Evan Evans, whose services were 
temporarily placed at the disposal of the Post
master-General for the purpose by the London 
Underground Railways, occupies the position of 
Manager of the railway, and amongst other 
improvements, which were incorporated at his 
suggestion, was the employment of the contain
ers, described later. Major W. G. Carter, 
M .C., of the Post Office Engineering Depart-
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ment, is the Executjve Engineer, and is 
responsible for the maintenance of the Railway . 

The extent of the rai hvay, which is now run

ning, is shown on the accompanying map 
(Fig·. I); the total length, as at present construc
ted, is 6� miles. 

Tenders for the necessary civil engineering 
work were invited in 19 r 2, the contract for the 
tunnelling being let to Messrs. John Mowlem 
and Company, Limited, and for the station plat

form construction and permanent way to �lessrs. 

FIG. 1. 
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Charles Brand and Son, both of London. 
Tunnelling \\'aS actually commenced on October 
rGth, i914, and finished, except for certain 
works at l\Iount Pleasant car sheds, and ot 

Paddington and Liverpool Street, in 1917. The 
station platform and permanent way contract 
was commenced in Decem ber, 1925. Before 
going into details, it may be as \veil to make a 
general statement on certain factors which 
determined the civil engineering construction 
of the railway , 

The g·auge that \\Ould most conveniently carry 
rolling-stock of sufficient capacity to handle the 
required traffic is 2 ft. ; this is the first perman
ent 2-ft. gauge railway in this country. The 
minimum size of the tunnel between the stations , 

"hich would accommodate a single track of this 
gauge and give the necessary clearances, was 
one of 7-ft. internal diameter. In order, how
ever, to economise expenditure, it was decided 
to run both tracks in one tunnel between the 
stations. The minimum size tunnel requisite 

POST OFFICE TUBE. 

Ca-non bury Dais ton 

Hackney 

Stepn� 
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for this purpose on straight runs, and assuming 
that no curves \vmdd have a less radius than 
400 ft., was one of 9-ft. internal diameter. 
This gan' the necessary clearances, and was 
therefore the size finally chosen. "\s, however, 
at the stations the platforms are of the "island ' 
type, like tho$<:> of 'the tube railways, t\YO 

tunnels \Vere necessary, and 7-ft. tunnels \Vere, 
t herefme, constructed for a short distance from 
the end of each station tunnel to the commence
ment of the 9-ft. t unnel, the connection between 
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the two diameters being made by step-plate 
junctions. In the stations themselves, 
accommodation had to be provided, not only for 
the platform line, hut for a through line, and 
at the West Central District Office, Mount 
Pleasant and King Edward Building for a 

running round loop line as well, making three 
tracks in all. At these three-track stations, the 
internal diameter of the station tunnel is, there
fore, 25 ft., while at the other stations it is 
21-ft. 2! in. To provide for sliding and loop 
connections it was also necessary in some cases 
to construct tunnels varying from the standard 
diameter of 9 ft. up to 19 ft., and even from 
JO ft. to 25 ft. 

FIG. 2.-DmrnLE TK\CK IN 9 FEET TUNNEL. 

Generally speaking, the runnmg tunnels, of 
which an illustration is given in Fig. 2, between 
the various stations were driven by the ordinary 
method of the Greathead shield. The short 
lengths of tunnels forming the station were 
excavated by hand mining, a method which 
presented no difficulty in the London clay. 
After excavation, the whole of the work was 
grouted with pure Portland cement. 

In addition to the tunnel proper, permanent 
shafts vvere provided at all stations for giving 
access to the platforms, by means of conveyors, 
lifts and staircases, frnm the basement level of 
thP various Post Otlice buildings and main line 
railway stations. Tlwse shafts generally have 
an internal diameter of 12 ft. They are of the 
usual construction, and were sunk by under
pinning and lined with cast-iron segments. 
At Mount Pleasant and King Edward Building, 

voL. xxr. 

which are two of the busiest stations on the 
railway, some of the shafts are 14 ft. in diameter. 

Intercommunication between the island plat
forms is obtained by cross-passages of wf t. 
internal diameter, while other works include the 
lay-by sidings at each end of the stations at 
Paddington, King Edward Building, and the 
Eastern District Office, as well as at the eastern 
end of Mount Pleasant station. 

Coming to the track, the running rails are of 
British standard section No. 35, weighing 
35 lbs. per yard, and are secured to oak sleepers 
by i in. coach screws. This heavy design has 
been adopted, in order to reduce the mainten
ance work. The sleepers themselves are 
embedded in the concrete of the tunnel invert 
and are 3 ft. 6 in. long, their section being 7 in. 
b.,. 31- in. Great attention was paid to the 
question of curvature. On the running round 
loops the minimum radius of curvature is as low 
as 60 ft. 

Dealing now with the electrical equipment, 
it may first be mentioned that the main contract 
fo:- this important portion of the railway was 
let to the English Electric Company, of Lon
don. The E.H.T. and LT. cables, other than 
those incorporated in the Control System, were 
supplied by the British Insulated Cables, Ltd., 
as sub-contractors. The track equipment 
proper, for which Messrs. Robert W. Blackwell 
and Company, Limited, of London, were sub
contract0rs, includes a mild-steel conductor rail 
of channel section, weighing 15 lb. per yard, 
which was supplied in 30 ft. lengths. Its 
ccnductivity is r .8 microhm per yard. The 
conductor rails are supported on insulators, 
placed about 8 ft. apart, so that the upper 
surface of the rail is 3 in. higher than the face 
of the track rails, and the contiguous lengths 
are secured to each other by tapering steel fish 
plates r2in. long, bv i inch thick, by k inch wide 
at the top and d inch wide at the bottom. 
Ramps are provided at all places where the 
ronductor rails are discontinuous, these being 
formed by bending down the conductor rail 
r} in. in a length of 1 ft. 6 in. In the platform 
sections the conductor rails have a lead of 2 ft. 
6 ins. over the track sections, so as to allow 
sufficient braking distance and to ensure that the 
train comes to rest in the centre of the platform 
berth. 

K 
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"\t places where the conductor rail is inter
rupted continuity is ensured by the use of 
o.r sq. m. JUmper cables, which are fixed so 
that all 1 iYc metal is kept clear of the track 
foundation and track rails. T\YO sizes of solid 
head bonds are used. Those for the track rails 
have a span of 7 � in. between the bond hole 
centres and those for the conductor rails one of 
q rn. In both cases the bonds are of the 
standard flexible type. Two bonds are used 
for each conductor rail joint. The track rail, in 
addition lo being bonclf'cl at the joints, are cross
bondcd at intervals of about roo \·arcls b\· means 

. . 

of spt>cial bonds, \Yhich arc connected to the 
cast-iron tunnel. 

The conductor rails are divided into sections 
and one of the track rails is track-circuited 
throughout to form a control section. In order 
to increase tlw capacit_\· of the earth return, with 
a view to keeping \Yithin the drop of pressure 
recognised by the Board of Trade, bare coppf'r 
cables are laid throughout. 

Supplies of electricity for operating tlw 

traction and other equipment on the Railwa�· 
are drawn from the mains of the Citv of London 
Electric Lighting and the Charing Cross and 
City Electric Companies, the point of entry in 
both cases being a sub-station adjoining !he 
Post Office sub-station at King Ed \Yard Build
ing. These supplies form part of the elc>ctricih· 
taken from the undertakings by the Depart
ment for general pmvcr and lighting purposes, 
and are given on the three-phase system at a 
pressure of 11,000 volts. and a frequency of 50. 
This pressure is stepped do\'m to 6,600 volts 
by a bank of three r,ooo kV.-A. single-phase 
transformers with a total capacity of 3,000 
kV.-A. which are installed in the sub-station \\C 
have just mentioned. The 6,600 volt. side of 
these transformers is connected to duplicate 
'bus-bars, change-over switchgear being pro
Yided, so that the supply may be taken from 
one or other of the two undertakings in alter
nate months. The duplicate 'bus-bars in King 
Edward Building are connected to the Post 
Office sub-station at Mount Pleasant, where the 
'bus-bars are in duplicate, by o. I sq. in. 
feeders, \\hich are in triplicate. A supply is 
also given from the King Edward Build ing sub
station through two 0.0225 sq. in. three-core 
cables to the railway sub-stat ion at Liverpool 

Street and from .\Jaunt Pleasant, through two 
0.06 sq. in. three-core cable, to the railway sub
station at the \\' estern Parcels Office. Al 
.\lount Pleasant the converting plant 1s 

accommodated in an e:-,:isting sub-station. l n 
other cases the traction equipment is placed in 
the inn�rt of the large tube which forms tlw 
railway station. The feeders are protected b.\· 
an overload circuit breaker at each encl. 

In each traction sub-station the 6,600 volt 
three-phase suppl_\· is first converted to direct 
current at 440 volts. For this purpose two seh 
of the r33-k\\'. single-phase transformers are 
used, making a 400-k \ \'. bank, which is connec
ted in delta on the E.H.T. side and in six-phase 
star on the low-tension side. This bank is 
con nel'lt>d to a 400-k \\". rotary conYerter. The 
rotaries are shunt-wound and are fitted with 
commu1a1ing poles and damping windings. 
They are self-synchronising, and a pony motor 
i-; used for starting. There are sixteen of these 
sets in all, and they were all manufactured by 
.\lessrs. I\e\Ylon Brothers (Derby), Limited. 

,\ supply lo the motors for operating thL: 
lifts, conye_vors, and \·entilating plant and the 
lighting circuits is also given from the 440-volt 
'bus-bars, f'ither direct, in the case of the sta
tions where there are sub-stations, or through 
0.5 sq. in. mains and distribution switchboards. 
Finall1' these two sets of 'bus-bars are connected 
through a 0.5 sq. in. and o.r sq. in. cable 

respectively lo the 440-n>lt and r50-volt sectionc; 
of a contractor rack, from which 0.1 sq. in . 

<md 0.04 sq. in. cnbles suppl:· the different sec
tions of the conductor rail in that railwa\· 
sta!ion zone. 

The rolling stock consists of steel motor 
wagons, \Yhich are made up into trains of two 
or three wagons. Each wagon is capable of 
carrying· a load of 1,120 lb. The electrical 
equipment of these \yagons is simple, consisting 
principally of two 22-h.p. 440-volt, direct
current series motors, which are connectPcl 
permanent!:· in parallel. It also includes a 

resistance in series \vith each motor, which is 
permanently in circuit, and a set of electrically
operated braking equipment and reverser. The 
whole of the operation of the trains is automatic, 
control of the starting and stopping being effec
ted from switch cabins at each station. No 
drivers are required. 
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The wagon motors are energised in the 
ordinary way from the conductor rail, which 
is divided into sections, each section being con
trolled either by automatic track circuits on the 
St'rtions between the stations or by levers work
ing under track circuit control in the station 
ar<>as. Tlwse Je,·ers are concentrated in the 
Yarious S\vitch cabins. To start the train, its 
proper route is set up, as described hereafter, 
and the conductor rail is energised at 440 volts, 
so that it runs off down a falling gradient. 
The same pressure is employed on the conduc
tor rails through the tunnel, the maximum speed 
reached being about 35 m.p.h. When the 
station is approached, the train enters a section 
on a rising gradient in which the conductor rail 
is dead, and is brought to rest b_v the automatic 

Frc;. 3.-l{El.AY CABINET CoNT,\CTOR l·hcK .um 

DISTll!Rl.I fOI< ROARD. 

operation of the brakes. :\fter a short interval 
the conductor rail in this section is energised at 
++o Ynlts and remains energised at that voltage 
for a predetermined time, which is sufficientlv 
long to give the train a good start. At the en�! 
of this period the YOltage is reduced to ISO volts, 
and the train runs into the station under this 
pressure. Here it either enters a dead berth 
sPction and is brought to rest by the brakes 
along·side the appropriate platform, or passes 
on tn a through sect ion, if it is not to stop at 

the station. 
Operation in and out of the sidings is effected 

at a pressure of -HO, 250 or r 50 volts, this 
depending upon the lay-out of the siding and 
it.-> approach. 

The relay cabinets and contractor racks 
holding the gear (see Fig. 3) for operating the 
,·arious circuits are placed in the tunnel inverts 
under the station. It will be convenient here 
to say something further about their operation. 

\Vhen the route lever is pulled to the point
operating position, current is supplied to the 
point contactor coils. This causes the point 
contactor to operate and to close the 150 volt 
circuit of the point motor. On completion of 
the point movement the circuit through the 
point detector contacts is closed, together with 
1 he corresponding coi I of the point detector 
relay, thus closing all the contacts in circuit, 
which require proof of the reversal of the points. 

The operation of the track circuiting system, 
by means of which current is supplied to the 
conductor rails in the tunnel sections, may be 
explained briefly as follows :-When the train 
enters section A, that is, the first automatically 
operated section, it causes the track relay A to 
be picked up. This open-circuits stick relay 
AS which drops. The train passes on to section 
B, stick relay BS being dropped in a similar 
manner. Track relay ,\ drops as soon as the 
train leaves section A. With track relay A 
down, track relay B up, and stick relay BS 
down, the AS stick relay is reset, provided 
that the power contactor supplying section A 
h open. The power contactor for Section A 
will not be closed until stick relay BS has been 
reset by the train running on to section C. lf 
a train runs on to a particular track without 
operating it for any cause, the stick relay of the 
section behind will not reset, thus providing 
protection for the train ahead. 

:\s the train approaches a station it runs off 
the last automatic section on to a braking sec
tion. This is on a rising gradient, so that the 
brakes are assisted by gravity in bringing the 
train to rest. The length of this section :s 
sufficient to ensure that this happens under all 
conditions. It has been found that at any 
particular station the time which it takes for a 
train to come to rest does not vary very much. 
It is therefore possible by experiment to select 
a time which gives a little margin during which 
it is quite certain that the train will stop in the 
braking section. This time may be called the 
braking time. When it has come to rest in the 
braking section, the control of the train is 
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assumed by camshaft control gear of a pattern 
very similar to the equipment used on the 
English Electric Company's electric locomotives. 
(See Fig. 4). 

FIG. 4.-CAMSl!AFT GEAR. 

Fig. 5 shows a three-wagon train, such as will 
form the normal traffic unit, being loaded at a 
station. The bodies of these wagons were 
manufactured by the Kilmarnock Engineering 
Company, Limited, and the electrical equipment 
by the English Electric Company, Limited. 

As regards design, great care has been taken 
to ensure easy access to all parts, and to admit 
of the rapid inspection and replacement of such 
important portions as the motors, wheels and 
axles, journal boxes, brake gear and collector 
shoes. The general dimensions of the wagons 
are: Total length of body, r2ft. 6in., total 
length over buffers, r3ft. 5in., total width OYer 
axle boxes, 3ft. 6i n., and total height above 
rail level, 4ft. r r!in. The wheel base is 7ft. 3in., 
the diameter of the wheels, 2ft., while the gauge 
is also 2ft. The under frame of each wagon 1s 

of channel steel, the body being built up of 
steel angles securely braced and riveted together 
and secured to the underframe by bolts. The 
flooring sides and ends are constructed of mild 
open-hearth steel plates. The wheels have 
cast-steel centres and steel tyres. The diameter 
of the wheel over the tyre is 2ft. and the 
breadth of the tyre on the tread is 2!in. The 
axles on to which the wheels are pressed 
hydraulically are of acid open-hearth steel and 
are fitted with roller bearings. After assemblv 

the wheels and axles were carefully balanced 
and tested to ensure that they run smoothly and 
without vibration at a speed of 500 r.p.m. The 
axle boxes are of the roller hearing type, and 
are self-lubricating and dust proof. The end 
thrust is taken b_v ball thrusts. The wagons ar1· 
coupled by links which are fitted to spring 
buffers. 

The collector shoes are carried on frames 
\d1ich are suspended from the axle boxes. The 
horn plates arc of steel phte, their sliding 
surfaces, and t lw correspond i ng sliding surfaces 
of the axle boxes, being machined and arrang·f'd 
so that thev can he lubr icated . Two Yertical 
helical springs are fitted m·er each journal to 
take the weight of the wagon body under all 
conditions of service. These springs are of 
acid open-hearth steel, and have been special]_,. 
designed to render the running of the wagon 
as smooth as possible, both when empty and 
loaded, and to prevent undue pitching and roll
ing. 

The two series motors receive their supph· 
through two shoes, one at each end of the 
wagon. Reversal is effected by a hand switch 
which changes the direction of the fields. The 
nt>gative brushes of each motor are connected 
to a common bar, which in turn is connected 
through the brake solenoid to earth. The 

FIG. 5.-LOADl!"G \\'At;ONS. 

cquipmPnl of the wagons forming one train arP 
parallPled by means of a bus line and electrical 
couplers on I he negat iye side of the permanent 
resistance. 
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\Vhen a wagon is standing on a de-energised 
track, no current passes through the brake 
solenoid and the springs therefore hold the 
blocks against the wheels. As soon as current 
is supplied to the conductor rail, the solenoid 
is energised, the brakes are released, and the 
motors start up, the current rush being damped 
by the resistances. On entering a dead section, 
current ceases to pass through the solenoid, and 
the brakes are immediately applied. 

This arrangement enables the direct-current 
series motors to be operated on what is virtuallv 
an alternating current characteristic when giv
ing the specified output of 22 h.p. The 
arrangement has the great advantage, from the 
operating point of view, that as little as possible 
control equipment is carried on the wagons 
chemselves. 

Each motor is slung from the wagon axle in 
bearings, and from the wagon frame by springs. 
The motor is totally enclosed, and generally 
complies with the English Electric Co. stand
ard design for traction work. The armature 
shaft bearings are carried outside the frame, and 
are of the roller pattern. Driving is effected 
through spur gearing of the single-reduction 
type, the ratio of reduction being 3.33 to 1. 

Like the motor the gearing is totally enclosed. 
As already stated, it is proposed that the 

wagons shall be connected together in trains of 
three. For this purpose a twin-core train cable 
with a twin coupling at each end is used. Each 
core of this cable has a sectional area of o.66 
sq. in. The train couplings are interchange
able at both ends, and are fitted with a locking 
device so as to prevent them from working loose. 

The loads on these wagons are carried in 
special containers, which have been designed so 
that they can be wheeled across the platforms. 
These containers are of two different types, 
depending on whether they are to be carried in 
the centre or side compartments of the wagon. 

The mail bags are passed from the ground 
level to the railway platform with a minimum 
of human intervention, an extensive system of 
conveyors, elevators, spiral chutes and lifts; 
Pither individually or in combination. In 
general, it may be said that the lifts and eleva
tors, combined with the conveyor, are used for 
the upward traffic and conveyors and spiral 
chutes for the downward. More particular! y, 

conveyors are used for all the up traffic at 
Paddington and for the parcels at Mount 
Pleasant, and bag elevators combined with con
veyors for the up traffic of letters at King 
Edward Building and Mount Pleasant. 

\Vben lifts are used, the bags are loaded into 
containers in the Sorting Offices, and are 
wheeled to the lifts by hand for the downward 
journey. At the railway platform level they 
are wheeled from the lifts by hand to the wagons 
where they are placed into position. (See Fig. 
5). The elevators, which are of the bucket type, 
are loaded by conveyors which are fed through 
hatches on the Post Office railway platforms. 
The bags are discharged from the elevators in 
the Post Office where the contents are deposited 
either on to a short conveyor or on to the floor 
level. 

FIG. 6.-BAND CONVEYORS, LIVERPOOL STREET ST1ITION. 

There are in all 21 band conveyors, five at 
Mount Pleasant, four at King Edward Build
ing, seven at Paddington, and two at Liverpool 
Street, and one each at the Western, West
Central, and Eastern Post Offices. This ex
cludes a number of short conveyors at various 
delivery points. Generally the construction of 
these conveyors is the same, and is shown in 
Fig. 6. 

At King Edward Building there is one 20 

cwt. bag elevator, which also receives its load 
from the two under-platform conveyors, and 
delivers it on the ground floor of the building 
ar a point in the lobby near the east loading 
platform. All the elevators consist of a number 
of sheet-steel buckets, which are connected to 
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two parallel endless chains moving in steel 
guides, the shape of which determines the path 
of the bucket. The space between the buckets 
is filled in with stout rubber and cotton belting. 
At the top and bottom of the elevator the main 
chains pass round sprocket wheels, the bottom 
pair of which is driven by a motor through 
worm and spur gearing. This motor and the 
rest of the equipment is designed for continuous 
operation. The path of each elevator is at first 
horizontal, and then gradually changes to the 
vertical, the bags being loaded on when the 
elevator is in the former position. 

Lifts are provided at all stations and are used 
for parcel traffic in both directions and letter 
traffic in an upward direction, except at King 
Edward Building and Mount Pleasant where 
band conveyors, elevators and spiral chutes are 
employed, the lifts being available in case of 
emergency. The total number of lifts in use 
at the various stations is 17. 

As it is important that the air from the Post 
Office railway station should not escape into the 
post offices, a ventilating system has been 
provided, whereby a continuous down draught 
is exerted. The air is drawn over the plant, 
which is, as already noted, installed in the tub1� 
i 1werts, and thus exercises a cooling effect, 
linal ly it is exhausted into the open air. 

.\ t must stations there are either one ur t wu 
inlet fans with a capacity of 1, roo cub. ft. per 
minute, but at the Western Parcel Post Office 
and at Liverpool Street there are two fans with 
a capacity of 4,500 cub. ft. per minute. The 
outlet fans are 4,500 cub. ft., 6,ooo cub. ft., or 
9,000 cub. ft. per minute in the capacity. 

The ducts are constructed of 16 S.W.G. 
galvanised steel plate. Their area is such that 
the air velocity does not exceed 2,500 ft. per 
minute, and they are laid out so that sharp 
bends are avoided. Messrs. Davidson & Co. 
\\ere the sub-contractors for this work. 

JOINTING A.S.P.C. CABLE CONDUCTORS OF SMALL GAUGE. 

A. MORRIS, l\LJ.E.E., and F. STEVENS. 

SYNOPSIS.-An interesting account" was 
recently given uf some of the difficulties 
which arise in connection with the splicing 

of overhead conductors. The present article 
deals with unsoldered twist splices in under
ground telephone cables containing light gauge 
conductors. 

General.-This type of splice is used almost 
exclusively at the joints of local cables and 
trouble is occasionally experiPnced with it when 
th<> usual care has not been exercised during the 
constructional \York. Although abnormally 
large values of conductor rPsistance, loop or un
balance, point unmistakably to defective splices 
in this class of jointing , yet imperfect joints arc 
not always disclosed by the result s of such tests. 
The passag·e of a current causes variations in the 
resistance of an imperfect joint. This is particu-

':' "The Telephone Plant Job of to-day," I'. 
L. Johnson, "Telephony,'' Vol. 93, No. 7, 
Angiisl 13th, 1927. 

larh- noticPahlt' in tlw case of n·n- defective 
joints. ff tlie current is incwased tlw n_.sistann· 
will in general decrease; tints in the case of tlH· 
joint referred tu in Table :\To. 1 tlw resistance of 
one of the splices changed from 15 oh ms to 3 
ohms. In this manner faults arising from im
perfect splicing may be km porari l y renwved . 

Ringing cur rents and rt"'latively large direct 
currents in such circumstances usually produce 
these effects and it is for this rt·ason that signal
ling on�r such faulty circuits is seldom inter
fered with. To weak altern ating currents, hc)\\-
ever, such joints may offer a high impedance
i.c., the resistance of the joint in such cases may 
he several times the value as measured \\'ith sav 
a clin·ct current of u1w milliamrww-and for this 
rt·ason speech transmission may lw :td\'(TS<'ly 
affected. 

It is not certain \rhether such changes of re
sistance are entirely of electrical origin or 
whether they are due wholly or in part to 
mechanical changes at the splice. 
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Visual inspection of a joint, when directed to
\\'ards certain salient features which are described 
later, will often enable imperfect or defective 
splicing to be detected; supervision during con
s! ruction should specially include this item of 
cable jointing work. 

fjG. I 

=�=l�P= 
FiG.2 

��- � 

Fies. I, 2,& 3 - 5TANOARD METHOD oF 7W1sr SPLICING. 

--�rr-,-T ----� 

HG. 5 CRANK !i4NDL£ SPLICE 
Twur COMPLETED ANO CUT TO LENGTH 

S!a11Jard method of hc•ist joinling. 

Thl' p rocedure described in Br i ! ish Post ( )ffin· 
T('chnical Instructions XI\T., Part 1 J, S('ction 
\' (/J), page 52, for the twist join!ing of fi1 lb., 
IO lb., 121 lb., 20 lb. and 40 lb. cable conductors 
1s as follo\\'s :-

(11) The two \\ irl's to lw jo inted, on which 
tlw papt>r covering and thr('ad hav1· 
been allm1·ed to remain, \\'ill he t\\'isted 
!ogdher for a few turns, a paper sleev1� 
having first been slipped on·r one 
wire. The remainder of the paper and 
thread will then be rpmoved. 

( 11) The bare conductors will be cleaned with 

glass paper and twisted together so 
that the copper joint is r inch in length. 
The joint will not be soldered, except 
in the case of 20 lb. conductors in 
Balanced Cables and all 40 lb. con
ductors, or unless it is to be covered 
with compound. 

(c) The twisted conductors will be bent 
down and the paper sleeve drawn over 
the joint. 

Figs. I, 2 and 3 illustrate a twist splice con
structed as described above. It will be seen that 
this splice is characterised by tight, fairly close 
tv.:isting, which is uniform from the tip to the 
twisted wrapped portion of the splice. 

Crank-handle method of twist jointing. 

This method of twist splicing is applied as 
follows:-

(a) The two wires to be spliced, on which 
the paper covering and thread have 
been allowed to remain are twisted to
gether for one complete turn, a paper 
sleeve having first been slipped over 
one vvire. The remainder of the paper 
and thread is then removed. 

(/J) The bare conductors are then deaned 
with glass paper and twisted together 
thus : -\Vith the left hand hold the 
two bare wires tightly between the 
thumb and forefinger at a distance of 
about one inch from the point at which 
the paper and string have been cut 
awav. \Vith the right hand, hold the 
two bare wires between the thumb and 
forefinger; turn the wires Lack between 
the two hands so as to form a crank
lwndle and rotate the right hand, at 
th!' same time permitting the twists to 
run throug·h the left th11mb and fore
t! nger dmvn to the insulat!:d wires as in 
Fig. 4. The wires are thl'n cut so as 
to le;we one inch of copper splice as in 
Fig. 5. 

( r) Tlw t\\ isted rnnduc!ors are then laid lnck 
along the length of the joint and the 
paper sleeve drawn into position. It 
will be seen that a joint constructed 
according to this method is character
ised by very close, tight twists at the 
tip, becoming ll'ss tight towards the 
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twisted wrapped portion, in the imme
diate neighbourhood of which the 
twists are fairly open. 

Each of the methods descrihec!, \\hen rnrrectl y 
followed, produces twist splin·s uf satisfoctorv 
electrical features. 

General remarks on unsoldered twist-splices. 

The magnitude of the resistance of a splice will 
depend upon the condition and area of the con
tact surfaces of the wires. \\'ith cle:rn surfaces 

this resistance will be inconsiderable, even if the 
contact pressure and area are each small. If, 
however, the wires are coated or discoloured bv 
an oxide film or are unclean in any �)tlwr respect, 
the splice will be of high resistance unless the 
contact pressure and area are nrnsiderahle. 

In general the area of contact for tightly 
twisted wires will be proportional to the length 
of the copper splice. Owing to t!ie thickness of 
the paper and thread coverings, there is a general 
tendencv for the first two or three twists of tlw 
copper splice (beyond the twisted wrapped por
tion of the splice) to be imperfecth· bedded upon 
each other. This in itself is not a serious objec
tion since it lessens the strain and consequent 
chance of fracture of the wires during bending 
down for sleeving purposes. It results, howe\'f'r, 
in a diminution in the effrctiw� length of the 
splice, and if for any reason the standard length 
(one inch) of copper splice is reduced, e.g., hy 
maintaining the standard overall length, but in
creasing the length of the covered portion, or by 
inadvertently cutting the copper splice too short, 
or by opening the final twists through the use of 
blunted cutting pliers, a serious decrease in the 
contact surface will arise. 

If the wires are twisted lig·Jitly tog·ether, 
multiple-point or line contact only will result, 
whereas with tight twisting, surface contact will 
be secured, owing to the resulting· bedding action 
of the wires upon one another. Light twisting 
of the wires will g·enerally give rise to a loose 
splice. The turning· back of a joint for sleeving 
pwposes whereby the wires benme displa<ed 
n•l<11ively to each other is another cause of loose 
splices. This effect appears to be more pro
nounced in 20 lb. conductors than in ro lb. con
ductors, probably because of their greater 
rigidity. The seasonal variations of tempera
ture of telephone cables in this country is q. to 

15 degrees Centigrade: initial ·looseness )n a 
splice is probably accentuated by subsequent 
movements due to such temperaturt' changes, as 
well as by vibration. 

Referring to the angle !wt ween t\\<J wires prior 
to t\Yisting as the " .\ngle of twist," then the 
area of contact will increase as the angle of twist 
increases from a small angle up to about 80 
degrees. Too small an angle of twist will be 
apparent on inspection by reason of the splice 
having too frw turns. Such a spl in· \\ill gener
ally be loose. If the angle of twist is much 
greater than 80 degrees there will be a tendency 
for one wire only to rotate. Inspection in this 
case will revt'al a splice of many turns which will 
g·enerally be of irregular twist. U nless tlw 
twisting in this case is extremely tight, there is 
little bedding action and consequent!_\· inadeq u ate 
area of contact surface whilst, in addition, the 
joint tends to become loose. Furthermore, such 
a splice will usually be hent , and broken lirn� or 

surface contact will result from the accompany
ing imperfect bedding. 

In making the crank-handle l\\ist, if the wires 

are held too loosely bet\n•en the fingers of the 
left hand, the twists become crowded together . 
and are tightest im mediate!_\ · lwneath tlH� twisted 
wrapped portion�" organ-grindPr " or" harrel
urgan " t" ist. In such ca ses t lw wires when 
turned do\\11 for sleeYing hecoml' strained and 
are liable to fracture. 

Results of the examina/.ion of a defe ctiv e cable
joint. 

The following results \\·1·n� obtained by i nspec
tion on site and subsequent electrical test in tht� 
laboratory of 80 splices cut oul of a 800/ rn Twin 
,\ .S.P .C. cable joint. 

Tests of the 80 splices with one milliampere in 
the line, showed that the resistance of each of 0..j. 
was less than o. r ohm , whilst the resistance of the 
remaining 16 ranged from 0.1 ohm to 7.7 
(rnriab;e) ohms. Table No. (1) gives the resist
ance of each of these latter splices, allowance 
having been made for the resistance of the con
ductor on either side of the splice. The n•sist
ance of 2 yards of conductor is approximate!:· 0.1 
ohm. Tlw Table also.indicates the type of each 
splice as revealed by visual examination and 
cl;issified in general accordance with the next 
paragraph. 
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T·\BLE I. 

kESISTi\NCE (TEST!]\(; Cl1RRE:\T I MILLIAMPERE) .\ND CL:\SSIFICXrro�; OF 

DEFECTIVE TWIST SPLICES IN \ Soo 10 T\\'T:\' ,\.S.P.C. C.\HLE JOI:\'T. 

I I 
Splice R('�istance 

Type. Splice Resist;ince Typ". No. (ohms). No. (ohms). 

- --�- -- --- - - -----

02 0.16 ,\ B c F <_; 70 o.57 ;\ B c (; 
13 0.17 :\ B c F G 66 O.jO .\ 11 c (; 
37 0.18 :\ B c (; 19 o.74 .\ B c F 

26 0.20 .\ H c (, 28 1.24 A B c F (; 
4J 0.22 .\ B G 27 2. l <) A R c F 
38 (l.25 1\ B Ci 17 3.0* .\ B c F 
24 0.50 .\ H c ( ; 7q 7.4• ;\ B c (; 
67 o.53 ,\ B G 48 - -* ;\ B c l; , . , 

* Variahl!'. 

'/'he more f requen/. causes of defecfr1•c ht•isl 
\·p!iccs i11 practice. 

From the foregoing, and apart from broken 
splices, these may be summarised as follows:-

(.\) Non cleaning of the wires before t wist
ing, whereby oxide films giying rist� to 
discolouration of the wires, \·arying in 
shade from light stra\\' to purplt> , con
stitute the actual surfaces of contact . 

( B) Shortness of the copper splice . This 
will occur if the splice is cut too short, 
hut is usually due to the paper wrap
ping being· continued too for in the 
splin·. Tlw length of hare \ \·in · 

actwdly twisted together is thereby re

duced and there is a consequent 
dim inution m the area of contact. 
Figs. 6 and 7. 

(C) Looseness of the splice. This will be 
caused bv one or other of tlw defects 
D, E, F, C, nam ely : --

(D) Light t\Yisting. Fig. 8. 

( E) The effects uf turning back fur sleevi ng 
purposes. Fig. 9. 

(F) Too few twists, i.e., too small an angle 
of twist. Fig. 10. 

(C) Bent splin'. Fig. 11. 

Conclusions. 

Jn order to avoid faulty twist splices the in

struction relating to the method of making such 
splices shou l d be exactly fol lowed, particularly 
in respect of the cleaning of the wires and the 
length of the copper splice. 

The loosening which may occur in a splice 

( \\·hich does not conform in all respects to the 

standard splice), \\hen turiwd back for sleeving 
purpost·s, can be prevented as follows : -� 

T\\'ist the paper-cm· ered portion in tlw normal 
manner; twist the .\ wire one cornplde turn 

around the B wire; and then the B wire one corn-

ftG 6 SHORT [OPPEi/ SPLICE - PAPEiJ 
CONTINUED TOO FAR. 

fi6.8 LoosELY TWISTED SPLICE.. 

Ftc;, 7 SH<l"T COPPEll SPLICE - Wi.<>Es 
CUT TOO SHORT. 

�25''2' 
Ftc Q 7W1sT LOOSE.NED ANO 

DISPLACED IN 8£.NOING 

-ric. 10 '!Oo FEW Tw1srs - .4N6'..E. Ft6. I I BENT 5PuCE 
OF TWIST TOO SMALL. 

EXAMPLES OF DEFFECTIVE TWIST 5PLlff5. 

plete turn ;iround the ,\ \\'Ire; finally. proceed 
with the normal twisting operation . Th is 
method will prevent the slack of one wire, arising 
from the turning back, from being transmitted 

through the splice. A splice of three diameters 
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instead uf une of two diameters results for part 
of the length of the splice and a slightly larger 
paper sleeve may be rc>quired. The special turns 
in question virtual!)· replace non-effective twists 
of the standard method; no effective contact area 
is therefore lost and greater rigidit:· of the wires 
is secured. 

,\ loose splice seldom occurs \\hen tlw crank
liandle method has been adopted; incorrect pro
cedure in this case, however, may give rise to too 
frw effective twists at the tip, or to strained wires 
-with liability to fracture-in the neighbour
hood of the wrapped portion of the splice. 

20 lb. conductors should be more tightly 
twisted than w lb. conductors, not only for the 
purpose of obviating the above mentioned loosen
ing effect but also to increase the area of contact 
surface by reason of tlw bedding action pre
vioush· referred to. 

In order to secure a satisfactory twist the ang·le 
lwtwet�n the wires should he about 80 degrees. 
During the operation of cutting the splice to the 

required length, the wires should be pulled with 
a slight rotating action and then cut, so as to 
obviate opening the final twists of tlw splice. 

Imperfectly made twist joints give rise to con
siderable maintenance difficulties, since for the 
reasons already gin·n a circuit \Yhich appe;irs 
from the results of an ordinarv conductor resist
ance test to be quite good, or which gives good 
results immediately on switching, may be subject 
to serious deterioration as conversation over the 
circuit proceeds. Furthermore, if spurious 
resistances of various magnitudes are present at 
many cable joints on a circuit, attempts at locali
sation of the splices giving rise to the major 
faults are generally very unsatisfactory, whilst 
even if such attempts are successful the disturb
ance of any particular joint for the removal of a 
faulty splice on a particular circuit may pre
cipitate faults in the splices of other circuits at 
that joint. 

The authors arc indebted to :\I r. J. F. Doust 
for the illustrations. 



HUMBER RADIO STATION. 

L. J. JoNEs, A . .\1.1.E.E., and \\' . .\!. OsHORN, .\ . .\1.1.E.E. 

T
HE new " Humber" Radio Station 

equipped with up-to-date transmitting 
and receiving plant has been erected at 

Mablethorpe, Lincolnshire, and brought into 
commission for ship-and-shore communication 
in replacement of the old Station at Grimsby, 
which was closed down on December 6th last. 

The old Station was erected by the Admiralty 
during the War and was transferred to the Post 
Oflice, together with Wick and Portpatrick 
Radio Stations, in 1920; it was housed in three 
passenger railway coach bodies placed end to 
end on West Pier, Grimsby, and was equipped 
with a 2 KW Spark Transmitter of naval type. 
Fig. I is a photograph of the old Station at 
\\Test Pier, Grimsby. 

The primary reason for closing down the old 
Station \Vas the lack of accommodation required 
for the prm·ision of the necessary plant to enable 
the station to function as a Direction Finding 
Station for ships in the Humber district. Pend
ing the erection of the new Station the Direction 
Finding service for the Humber district was 
carried out for the Post Office by the Admiralty 
Station at Flamborough Head. A site near 
?llabh·thorpe was selected as the most suitable 
locality for Direction Finding operations and 
the new Station has been equipped with valve 
transmitting apparatus and Direction Finding 
plant, employing the Bellini-Tosi System, as 
adopted by the Department at other Coast 
Radio Stations. 

The new Humber Radio Station has also been 
fitted with a Radio Telephony installation for 
communication with trawlers and is the first 
British P.O. Coast Station to be so equipped. 

The following is a brief general description 
of the new Station. 

FIG. 1.-0LD SL\TION AT WEST PIER, liRIMSBY. 
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Site and Buildings. The site, which is about 
2 acres in extent, is situated at Trusthorpe, 
about a mile from Mablethorpe Railwa:· Station, 
on land adjoining the sea shore. The buildings 
an· of one story type and are erected approxi-
111alel_v at the centre of the site. Fig. 2 is a 
g·enPral view uf the site and buildings: Fig. 3 
shims in plan the lay-out of the building and 
l'ngi neering plant. 

Aerial and Earth ,1..;ystems. The main trans
mitting aerial is of three wire " T " typt•, 

supported by two tubular masts, 120 feet high, 
consisting of 20 feet lengths of 4in. diameter 
steam tubing screwed togeth�r and stayed with 
six sets of stays at 20 feet intervals. The masts 
are erected 246 feet apart on a line running 
approximately '.\orth-South. A separate aerial 
of 6-wire cage type, approximately 70 feet long, 
and suspended from the top of the north mast 
i,; provided for short wave telegraphy and 
telephony. 

The Direction Finding and main receiving 
aerial system, consisting of two triangular 
frames of approximately 95 feet sides and a 

base 16o feet long, is rigged beneath the main 
transmitting aerial and is symetrically disposed 
about the south mast. The triangular frames 
are erected at right angles to each other and 
are supported on the south mast with their 
apexes and base centres at points 82 feet and JO 

frpt ahon' the ground, respectively, and at their 
11 :wer corners by tubular jury masts 25 feet high. 
1 n order to maintain the electrical balance of the 
two triangular frames, the four lead-in wires 
from the centres of the bases are twisted as in 
ordinary telephone practice throughout their 
length between the south mast and the lead-in 
panel a distance of 110 feet. The wire used 

Fie:. 3.-LW-OUT OF BUILDING AND PLANT. 
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throughout the construction of the aerial system 
is of " \Vire, Bronze i / 19." 

The main earth system is entirely under
IJ"round and consists of 6ft. by 2ft. corrugated 
iron sheets, buried vertically with their long 
edges six inches below surface, and arranged 
in two semi-circles of 60 feet radius, symetri
callv disposed relative to the main earth point 

in the building, the sheets being connected 
thereto by equal lengths of " Wire Copper Soft 
7 / 18 Strand." A separate earth system of 
similar type to the main system, but consisting 
of one semi-circle of 10 feet radius is provided 
for use in conjunction with the Direction Find
ing Receiver. 

Power Plant. The electrical energy required 
for the operating and lighting services is 
generated at the Station as no public supply 
service is available. 

The power plant was installed bv the Austin 
Lighting Co., Ltd., and c:omprises two 14/ 16 
TT. P. Crosslev Crude Oil Engines, direct
coupled to t�vo 8 K.W. 1 JO Volt B.T.H. 
Generators for charging a Secondary Cell 
Battery of 56 cells of 300 ampere hour capacity, 
tocrether with two 2 K.\V. B.T . H. Motor � . . Dri,·en Boosters ar ranged for operat10n m 

association with the Generators so as to main
tain the main bus-bars at a constant voltage of 
1 ro volts under an v c:ondition of charge or dis
charge of the battery. Facilities have been 
provided for milking individual cells of the 

batterv bv means of either M otor Booster. 
Th� Main Switchboard for controlling the 

abm·e plant is of the enclosed type and 
comprises Generator and Booster Panels ! n 
duplicate , Battery and Feeder Panels. 

Fig. 4 is a Yiew of the Engine Room show ing 
the Engine Ceneralors and the Main Switd1-
IHJ:trd . 

.-\n .\uxiliarv Balter y Charging Set and 

Switchboard is p.ruviued f�r use in connection with 
a bat terv of twentv-four Secondary Cells of 120 
.\mpere�hour cap�city arranged and connected 
to the Swil chhoarcl in eight groups of three 
eel Is each ; 1 hese Cells are used for heating the 

Ii laments of t lw I{ eceiver valves and for power 
supply to the Emergency Transmitter. The 
Charging Set comprises a B .T.H. motor
gene�ator, the motor of which is supplied with 
current at 110 volts from the main bus-bars; 
the generator )JrO\·icles for an out-put of 12 

amperes th rou gh11ut a range of 5 to -(.O volts. 
Tht� Switchboard is equipped with accessories 
fur the con I rol nf the motor-generator and for 
the chang1·-ovt>r of thP groups of cells for charg

ing or discharging. 
Fig. 5 is a vie"· of the Battery Room showing 

the ma in hatkrv in the foreground, the auxiliary 
battery in 1lw .b:1ckgrou11d and on the right of 
the figure, a cupboard containing a battery of 
50 L1�danch1'· n·lls used for providing tlw 
o eneral hi.rh tension supph· for the receiving-h h . 
plant. 

Trans111il/ers. The T ransmitters were in-
stalled lw the Radio Communication Co., Ltd., 
and co�1p rise r� K .\\'. Main and 100-watt 
Emergenc:· Vain� Transmitters equipped for 
Continuous Wan' and Interrupted Continuous 

FIG. 5.-BATTERY RooM. 
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\\'ayf' tf'lcgraphy. The Transmitting- plant is 
similar to !hat installed at Seaforth Radio Sta
tion and is described in an article published in 
\'o lurne 21, Part 1 of this Journal. 

The transmitling apparatus is assembled on 
a bench in a high tension enclosure in the 
.\pparatus Room as shown in Fig . 3. The 
op<'ralion and all control of the transmitters 
an· C'ITected from the operator 's posit ion in the 
Operat ing I� nom, whence the Transmitters arc 
und<'r !he ohsen·ation of the Operator through 
the glazed partition which divides the Operal
ing· Room from the Apparatus Room. 

Fig . 6 is a Yi<'\\" of the opt>rating bench in 
the Operating Room , showing on the right the 
Bowden wire control panels mounted on the 
wall and the Bowden wires running overhead 
lo the H .T. enclosure. Fig. 7 is a view of the 
.\pparatus Room, sho,Ying the rear of the 
transmitters with the protecting screen removed 
:rnd on the right the power control panel . 

Telef>hnny Installation. A view of the tele
phony installation which is fitted in the Operat
ing Room is shown in Fig. 8. This comprises 
a self-contained transmi1ting and receiving set 
arrang·ecf for operat ion on the waves 200 and 
220 metres. The apparatus is the Marconi 
\Virelcss Telegraph Company 's standard " Type 
:"\\IC 1 T<'lephone Set " slightly modified to 
suit Post Office service requirements; the 
normal rating of the Set is 500 watts. 

Power for the Set is supplied bv a motor
generator which is housed in the

. 
Apparatus 

Room and is set>n in the foreground of Fig. 7. Tt 

comprises a motor wound to suit the 110-volt 
D.C. supply of the station and a combined low 
tension and high tension D.C. generator 
delin•ring q amperes at 16 volts for chargino-

11 . 
� 

a oa1111g 12-volt battery which supplies current 
for the filaments of the transmitting and receiv
ing vah·es, and 150 milliamperes at 2,500 volts 
for 1-T .T. supply to the anodes of the transmit
ting valves. 

The w('ll-knm\·n choke control method of 
s1wec'1 modu lat ion is employed in the Set. The 
lransmilting vah-es comprise one oscillator 
vah·e type T25'> and one mo<lulatino· valve t vpe 
T4oo m/a. The aerial is inductive !� coupled to 
the closed oscillatorv ci rcuit . 

The set is dPsi gn�d for simplex working, the 
change from speech to listening being efft>cted 
ll\· I he opera I ion of a " Scnd-R eceive " switch 
mounted on the face of the cabinet, which trans
fers the aerial from the transmitti nrr to the 

. . . b 
ren:•1vmg circuits . The rt-ceiver is a 4-\·aln· 
set, comprising ont- stage H.F. amplification, 
one detector stage and t\vo stages low frequenc\· 

amplification. The valve filaments are all i� 
�eries across t IJ<• 12 ,·olt filament battery ; 1 he 
lust three valws are of D.E.R. tvpe, the last 
is of D. E.6 t_qie. Reaction is �mployed be
lwePn the anode of the detector valve and the 
aerial. The telephone receiver is in the anode 
of the first L.F. vah·e and a Loud Speaker is 
joined in the output of the fourth valve. 

Provision is made for Interrupted Continuous 
vVave telegraphy by means of a key controlled 

Fu;. 7.-APPAllATUS RooM. 
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buzzer employed as a modulator in place of the 
microphone. The keying unit is visible in Fig. 
8 immediately in front of the Loud Speaker. 

J?ecei7.•i11,!{ .lpparalus. Two rnmplete receivers 
for tlw nwin (loo nH'tre rereption an· Pmployed 
and ;1n· both Yisihlt· rn Fig. 6. The 
main rercin·r of the Station is the Marroni 
" Type 12,\ Direction Finding Receiver " seen 
o:-i tlw right of the hrnch in the tigure; the 
rcrei n·r seen on the left is of Post Office pat tern, 

Fu;. 8.-R.1mo TE1.EP11o?<Y l?<sr,11.1.AT10?<. 

is non-dirertional in type and is only brought 
ir;tn use in the event of interruption to the D.F . 
R1•reiv<·r. The i-val\'e lo\\" frequency ampli
fipr associated with the Post Offire rereiver c:1n 
lY� S<'<'n mounll�d on the wall to the left of tlw 
D.F. receiyer. c\n hetermhnt> oscillator is also 
associated \\"ilh the D.F. recein·r to enable tlw 
n·ception of C.\V. signals. 

SpPcial rare has been takt>n in the lay-out of 
tlw cables hetwef'n the filament lighting balleri1·s 

and the sets with a ,·ww to a\ 'oiding inductiw 
disturbance from tlw pmyer plant, land
lines, t>tc. Two groups of 6-volt batteries arc 
n•spry1-d exclusiv<·ll· for the !) . F. rerei ,·er. Tlwst> 
are connected to 1h1· lbttery Charging Switch
board 7.•ia two D. J >. D.T. switches l<wat<·d in tlH' 
OpPrating Room, ;1nd with the object of reduc
ing- the wire to earth capacity of the D.F. 
rt>ct>iver filament leads to the lowest possib h� 
limit the cables lwtw1·1�n tlw D.P.D.T. switrhe:
:1ncl the set arc not kad cm·en·d and are carried 
on a rout<' as remote as possihle from othPr 
currC'nt carr:·ing circuits. For a similar pur
pose the H.T. battery for the' D.F. set consists 
of a box of 50 " CPI ls, Dry :\. " placed on a 

shelf immediateh· undern eath the D.F. receiver. 
The tilament current for purposes other than 
D.F. in the Operating Room is effrcted from :1 
" Board, Distributing, :\o. IO " to which the 
main supply from the Auxiliary Charging 
Switchboard is brought, and the General II .T. 
supply obtained from tlw Leclanch� Cells in tlH· 
Batten- Room alreach· rcft>rred to is distributed . . 

10 " 1· d . I I from a " Cut Out :\To. 1 -- ltte wit 1 c ummr 

fuses . 
10 

. 

. \ general diagram of the external connections 
of the recf'iYing plant and its association with 
the ,-arious switches , the Telephony Transmitter 
and batteries etc., is gi,·en in Fig. 9; from thi s 
figure the general interconnection of the \'arious 
items of apparatus can bP trnred. 

The "Directional-D.F. s ,vitch '' has seg
mental attachment to the Switch lever and is so 
placed relative to the D.F. Recei,·er that one 
half of the Radiogoninwter scale of the set is 
ro,·pred "·hen the switch is at the " Directional" 
pos111on. It is thus impossible for the operator 
to take a bearing unless this switch is at the 
" D.F . " position , in which position it operates 
the Marroni Solenoid Switch thus disconnecting: 
all ntlwr aerials to g·i,·e the conditions nPcPssar_1· 
for tlw determination of true lwarings. 

The" action of switching the " Normal
Telephonv " switch to " Telephony " is In 

cause" the operation of the Radio Communica
tion Company 's type Solenoid S\vitch, \vhich 
transfers the short aerial from the main to t lw 
telephony set. It also breaks the main key rir
ntit thus making it impossible to transmit 
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on the main set whilst the telephony set is in 
operation. 

It will be noted that the circuit controlling the 
R.C.C. switch referred to above is also inter
locked with the " Directional-D.F. " Switch 
so that the action of this la11er switch on turning 
to " D.F." automaticalh· throws the short aerial 
back to the main set, where it is disconnected 
b\· the :\Tarconi Soll:'noid Switch as alreadv 

. . 

d escribed. 
The " Send-Receive " switch when at 

''Send'' performs 1 he usual functions necessary 
at a D.F. station, in earthi ng the Bellini-Tosi 
aerials, cl iscon necti ng· the Post Office receiver, 
short-cirn1iting· tlw tE'lephones and joining up 
tllP kE'}' ci rn1 it, as \Yel I as opNati ng a Solenoid 

? ? 
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switch which transfers the aerial from the receiv
ing to the transmitting apparatus. 

Satisfactory tests on C. W. and I. C. W. were 
carried out with Coast and Ship Stations on 
completion of the installing work and ?howed a 

considerable improvement over the ranges 
obtai ned by the old Grimsby Station. Speech 
ranges of over 200 miles over sea have been 
satisfactorily effected with the telephony installa
tion. 

The Direction Finding plant has been calibra
ted and was brought into operation on the 19th 
February last, taking over the D.F. service 
formerly carried out by the Admiralty Station 
at Farn borough Head, which has now ceased to 

function. 
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THE BEHAVIOUR OF A TRANSMISSION LINE AT RADIO FREQUENCIES. 

F. E. NANCARROW, A .R.C.Sc . , Wh.Ex.,A.M.I.E.E., Member I.R.E. 

A
LTHOUGH the general case of trans

mission is well known it does not seem 
that the solutions have been anywhere 

Jeveloped to portray the behaviour of a trans
mission line at ultra-radio frequf'ncies where the 
transmission line is many wave-lengths long . 

\Vith the development of short w�tve radio com
munication such transmission lines are becoming· 
more common and hence the partirular develop
ment of the general case given below is perhaps 
not withoui interest. 

The general equations of propagation along 
transmission linf's give rise to the following 
solutions:-

V = AePx + Be-P"' 
l=Cep'"+ De-P" 

which can be further written (see Appendix I.) 

V�0I,. (Z,, sinh Pr+Z" cosh P7) ......... ... (1) 
I, . 

I= z� (Zn Slllh P,+Zo cosh l\-) . . ........ . .  (2) 

where V �c potential difference at a distance x 

from the load. 

E 

I= current at a distance x from the load. 
Za =impedance of the load. 
Zo= iterative or surge impedance of the 

transmission line. 
P =transmission constant of the line. 
L-= current at the load. 

:..---x ---

:1v 

FIG. I. 

By inserting the sending end conditions as 
shown in Fig. 1, in equation (1), we get 

E=Ir (ZJ sinh Pl+Za cosh Pl) . . . . . . . . . . . . (3) 
and substituting the value of Ir so obtained in 
equations ( 1) and (2) we have 

VOL. XXl. 

V= � (Zo sinh Px+Za cosh Px) ......... (4) 

I= z�� (Za sinh Px + Zo cosh Px) ...... (5) 

where ZT=(Zo sinh Pl+Za cosh Pl); i.e., a con
stant for a line with fixed terminal conditions. 

For frequencies within the telephonic range Zo 
is generally a complex quantity and is given by 

the relation 

Zo= J�:j:� . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . (6) 

where R, L, S and C are the resistance, induct
ance, leakance and capacity respectively, per 
unit length of line, and w = 2rrn, where n equals 
the frequency of oscillation of the transmitted 
current. 

At radio frequencies, however, R and S are, 
in general, negligible as compared with wL and 
,,JC respectively, and hence (6) reduces to 

Zo= J �- .. . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (7) 

where Zo is seen to be a pure resistance. 
P, the transmission constant, is given by the 

relation 

P=v(R+jwL) (S+jwC) . . .... ..... . . . . . . . . . .  (8) 
and this can be further written 

P=a+j/3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (9) 
where a is the attenuation constant of the line 
and /3 the so called velocity constant. At radio 
frequencies it is, in general, impossible to 
evaluate a except by direct measurement, but f3 
is simply obtained from the relation 

/3= 
_2rrn 

'V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  (10) 

where v, the velocity of propagation along the 
transmission line, is, for ultra-radio frequencies, 
equal to the velocity of propagation of light. 

(3 can then be alternatively written 

271' 
/3= 

T . .. . . . . . . . . . . - -- ........................... (11) 

L 
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where A is tlw w;n-e-length of the propag·ated 
disturbanc<:>. 

The impedance at any point nf the transmis
sion line can be written 

V ZosinhPx+ZacoshPx 
Z

= ·c = 20 
Za ;,-i�l� P�+-z:-��>sh P.�· . . . . .  ( l 2) 

which is independent of sending end conditions. 
Converting the sinh and cosh terms into 

exponentials we get 

Z = Z 
(Zo

_
+ Za)CPx + (Za-:: Zo)c-Px 

0 (Zo + Za)CPx - (Za - Zo)C-Px 

= Zo 
(Zo + Za)C"xcj(fr + f!'a -:o)C-"xc-if3r 

(Zo + Za)c"xc1f3x - (Za - Zo)c-""'c-if3x 

In what follows, a, for the sake of simplicity, 
will be taken as being negligibly small. If a is 
not negligible, however, the argument remains 
unaffected and absolute values are obtained by 
multiplying the vectors (Zo+Za) by e"" and the 
vectors (Za - Zo) by e-ax. 

Assuming a=o, ( 12) can be written 

211"� 2rrx 
-Z (Zo + Za)ei -,1.- + (Za- Z0)e _i _,1._ 

z _ �o 2::r:l' 2rrZ 
(Zo + Za)ei -,\. - (Za - Zo)e-i7 

. . . - . .  ( 13) 

This equation enables the effective impedance 
of the line at any point to be readily calculated, 
and, since the numerater is representative of the 
voltage and the denominater of the current, 
these quantities are also readily calculable, due 
regard being paid to equations (4) and (5). 

The numerator of equation lJ is composed of 
the sum of two unequal vectors rotating in 
opposite directions with the same Yelocity whilst 
the denominater is composed of their difference. 
Thus four times in every revolution the Yectors 
in both numerater and denominater come into 
phase, or 180° out of phase with one another, 
giving a resultant quotient without angle. 
Hence, whatever the nature of the load Za, the 
transmission line will behave as a pure resistance 
at points along the line separated by intervals 

equal to � , and the value of Z at these points 
4 

will alternate from the maximum to the minimum 
values which Z can assume. The first of these 
points where Z = ZR (a pure resistance), will be 
at a distance y fr o m the load where 

A </> V= - x -when Zais inductive -
27!' 2 

and y
= 

� x (2- - 1-) when Zais capacitatin� 
27!' 2 2 

1) being the angle bet\\'een the vectors (Zn+ Za), 

(Za - Zo) at the load. 
Fig. 2, below, illustrates a case where Za 1s 

inductin· and shm\·s the positions of Z = Zn. 

I 

� 

lz-zR moX . 

·�-ZRmin. 

FIG. 2. 
Sho\\'ing the positions \\'here Z=ZR (a resistance) and the 
phase ciispbccmenl •/J at the load of the \'cctors (Za+Z0), 

(Z"-Z0) for the ea"' "·here Z" is inducti,·e. 

If the scalar values of the yectors (Zo + Za) and 
(Za - Zo) be written aZo and bZo respective\\·, the 
maximum and minimum values which Z can 
assume can be written as follows : -

(a) Maximum value of Z. 

This will occur when the vectors (Z0 + Za) and 
(Za - Zo) are in phase giving 

aZo + bZo 

aZo- bZo 

a+b 
=Zo • --

b
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (q) a-

(b) Minimum value of Z. 
This will occur when the vectors (Z0+ Za) and 

(Za - Zo) are 180° out of phase giving 
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aZo - bZo 
ZR = Zo • �Zo +bz� 

a-b =Zo. a+b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (15) 

From (q) and (15) it is seen that 

Z,,= vZ11 (max.) Zn (min.) .................. (16) 
From equation ( 13) or Fig. 2 it is clear that 

midway between the positions Zn max., and 
ZR min., the vectors (Zo+ Z,,), (Za-Zo) are at 
right angles to one another and thus the resultant 
vectors in numerater and denominater of 13 are 
equal to one another in amplitude. 

The scalar value of Z for thest:> positions is 
therefort> given by 

/Z/=Zo v(aZ0)2 +(bZ0)
2 

=Zo . . . . . . . . . . . . (17) 
v(aZ0)2 +(bZ0)2 

If ZR1, ZR2, ZR3 • • •  denote the positions along 
the line from the load at which Z assumes its 
resistance values, then a little geometry in con
nection with equation (13) will show that when 
the load is inductive Z is inductive in the 
intervals (ZR2 - ZR3), (Zu4 - ZR,, ) .. .  and capacita
tive in the intervals (Zu1 - Zu2), (ZRa - ZR4), ... 
and vice versa for the case of a capacitative load. 

The case wlwre Za = Zo / 45° is portrayed in 

Fig. 3 below. 
From the general case treated above any 

particular case of loading· can be studied. Thus 
if Za be a resistancp = ?!Zo we have 

a=1+0 

b=?J- I 

(1+0)+(0-1) 

( =Zoo • (1c0) 
1 + o) - ( o - 1 ) . . . . .. . . . "' 

z .,=Z 
. (1�0)-(8-:-� _ -� 

R_ o (i +o)+(?J- 1)-Z" 0 . . . .. . . .. (19
) 

also since rp=o, y=o. 
We have therefore the condition that if the 

transmission line is terminated in a resistance 
oZo, the line behaves as a resistance at points 

,\ 
spaced 4 from the load, the value of tbe resist-

ance at these points alternating from 0Z0 to 

Zo. 

If ?J<r the line impedance will be inductive 
between (ZR1 - ZR2), (Zu3 - Zu4) • • •  and capacita
tive in the intervals (Zu2 - ZR3), (ZR., - ZRc.), . . · 
and 7•ice 'Versa if 8>1. 

If 8 =I the turn Za - Zo in equation ( 13)-which 
is the turn taking account of reflection-vanishes, 
and we have Z = Zo everywhert:> along the line. 

+50 

-50 

I I 
N1"'� ,�I �li..i 

11L__-+--��-7--���. �� 
--�- '/+ ___, 

FIG. 3. 
Showing how the amplitudes of Z, V and I and the phase 

of Z varies with increasing distance from the load. 

Drawn for the particular case of Za=Z0 /45°. 

The current or voltage at any point of the 
transmission line is dependent upon the total 
length of line. Thus from equation (S) 

E 
I= -z (Za sinh P,, + Zo cosh P,,) 

ZT 0 

and V = 2�; [ (Zo+ Za)e/�" + (Za - Zo)e-i 2�" J ( 2 r) 

where a has been taken as negligibly small. 
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At points where Z=ZR (max.) these n•ducP to 

E 
I= - (a-b) 

2ZT 

, EZo ( /) \ = -r-a+i 
2ZT 

and where z"zll (min.) tu 

E T = - (a I b) 
2ZT . 

, EZu v= - (a-h) 2Z1, 
where a, b, and z,r have the significance pn·
viously stated. 

Z·r=Zo sinh Pl+Za cosh PI 
which can be \vritten 

ZT = t [ (Za + z.,)ei �{!- + (Z,, -- Zu)l'-j 1�1 j 
if a is assumed Yery small, and is a function 
amenable to simple graphical eyaluation. 

APPENDIX I. 
V = Aer"' + Be-l'x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I. 
I= Cerx + De-Px . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l I. 

And in any transmission line \Ve have 

�� = RI + jwLI= FI 

and �� =SV +jwCV =GV. 

� 

J
F 

also P= .VFG and Zo= G · 
At the load x=o and V = IrZa. 
Hence putting x=o in equations I. and II. we 

get 
IrZa= A+ B) 

lr=C+DJ 
dV differentiating I. and 11., substituting for dx dl 

anddxputting x=o we get 

�Ir =A- B 1 
G��� =C-D I 

Ir [ F ] Ir 
[Z z J Hence A= 2 Za+ p = z _ a+ ,o 

Ir j, F J Ir [Z z J B = -2l Z,,- p = 2 - "-- o 

l,. [ Za -) lr 
l·z Z _1 ( ' = - I + -z . = -Z -a t u 

2 .10 2 0 

lr � Za ) Ir , , -
D = - i - -Z- = --z l z,, -- z,, l 2 "0 l 0 

\, Ir l(Z Z ) ,.,. Z Z _p,-J == � "(' t- .J/) e t ( J(L - .1o)e 
2 

=l,. [Zosinh P,.+Z,,cosh 

l,. 
and l=---

Z
-- [(Za+Zu)eP'+ (Zo-Z,,)e-1''] 

2 -'O 

L 
= -2 [ Zu cosh P, + Z,, sinh P ;J 

,,, 

APPENDIX II. 

For a transmission line consisting of two wirt.'S 
raised sufficiently high aboYe the earth, each 
wire being of dianwter d, and the \\'ires !wing 
spaced a distance D, it can be shown that 

L=4 log, 2� per unit length [E.�f. units] 

I 
C= 2D 

.j.log,d 
" " " [E.S. units]. 

Hence multiplying L by ro-• to convert to 

Henrys and C b) 

we get 

<) x 1011 to conyert to Farads 

Zo= 

= J 16 log,2 2� x 900 

2D 
= I 

2
0 log,-d-

x ---<) x 1011 
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A curve showing values of Zo for various ratios 
20 

of 1s gwen in Fig. 4. d 

""" IOO ;oo JOO "'° sec '"" 800 
Raffo 20/d 

F1G. 4. 

Variation of z. with the ratio 2D 
for the of (l 

case a 

rnisPd 2�,vire transmission line. 

,\gain for llH' cast> of a transmission line con
.'iisting of <"OIHTntric tufws, the inner tube having 
outt•r radius r and th<' outer tube having inner 
radius R. it can be taken as !wing approximately 
<"<Jrrt•ct at high freqLwnries th;it 

L=2 log, � rind th:-it C= --1-
R
,,,_ the v:-ihws 

2 log,-
r 

being agriin 111 tllf' appropriate units. 

, /L Zo= '\ C 
r- R 

-9 

= 
� 2 log: ;- x IO 

----R x 
9 x wu 

2 log. 
r 

R =60 log, -

r 

A curve showing values of Zn for vanous 

values of B:__ in the case of this type of Trans
r 

mission line is given in Fig. 5. 
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Variation of Z0 with the ratio � for the case of a trans
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mission line made up of concentric tubing. 
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T
HE Council of Administration of the 

;\ssociation " des lngt'nieurs Electriciens 
sortis de l'lnstitut Electro-technique 

Montetiore," Rue Saint Cilles 3 I, Lit'ge, an
nounces the closing date for their triennial prize 
competition as the 3oth April, 192<)· The prize, 
which amounts to some twentv-nine thousand 
francs, is awarded to the best work describing a 
new idea which has had important bearings on 
developments in the domain of electricity. 
Further information can be obtained from the 
(;eneral Secretary, �I. L. Calmcau, at the above 
address. 

\Ve have recein�d a copy of the Ba lance Sheet, 
Revenue Statement and Statistics of the c;uern
scy States Telephone Department for the year 
ended 31st December, I<J2/. The number of 
exchange lines shows an increase of 176 for the 
year, the total being now 3,478. The gross revenue 
is £18758 and the net profit £7C]6, increases of 
£648 and £34 respectively. It is observed that 
Trunk service to Alderney opened on the 27th 
September, a service which, we understand, is 
superposed on the already existing single core 
telegraph cable. A similar service lo Sark has 
been in existence since 1915. 

\Ve have received the following item and 
photograph from �I r. .:\. J as. Perry. the 
Shanghai Mutual Telephone Co., Shang·liai : -

During a trial run of a \:Vestern Electric 
Rotary System Exchange, recently installed in 
the Far East, a sudden stoppag·e caused consider
able alarm. 

:\i; .'\UTOM.\TIC H.\1' TIUI' ! 

.\ vigorous campaign had l)('<'n madl' ag;1inst 
deser!<'�s of the ral family , \\·ho frequent the hotel 
kitchens next door. Being on the qui "<'i"<'l', tlwy 
were look i ng for every loophole of escape, and 
the one shown in the accompanying photograph 

got into thl' <:>quip11wnt room through the r_nain 
cable chute, a casing door having been lett off 
during work. The only damag<:>s lo the plant 
were a fe\,. gory stains on the shafting and geared 
drive and a blown fuse. 

Going upon this idea, the engineers are now 

talking about an automatic rat trap! 
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" Wired iVireless in Canada.-The Canadian 
National Railways Telegraph Department is 
installing, at a cost of $2,500,000, a new modern 
high-speed telegraph system between Vancouver 
and Montreal, which is expected to be in opera
tion within three months. �Ir. R. \V. Ball, 
General Manager of the \Vestern region, states 
that the carrier current system which is being 
used, and which is practically the application of 
the wireless audio-frequency system to telegraph 
service, will make it possible to transmit 84 
messages simultaneously. The new system uses 
t\vo wires, whereas the old sysem used one wire 
over which eight messages could be sent simul
taneously. The new service will therefore result 
in speeding up communication tenfold. Instal
lation of the new equipment between l\Iontreal 
and \\'innipeg has already been completed. 

17, \Vest India Duck Road, 
E.14. 

3rd l\lay, HJ28. 
The Editors P.O. Engineers' Journal. 

Dear Sir,-One misses in our Journal recently 
correspondence showing that purchasers are 
reading and \\·eighing the matter in the articles. 

I propose to say something about the extract 
from " Economies in Line Plant Provision." 

The teeing system has been tried and found 
wanting. The fatal objection to it are inherent 
in the system. If only two D.P.'s are teed, one 
branch is spare plant \\·hen the main cable pair is 
used; and that spare branch being teed to the 
\vorking circuit is a menace to it. The teed 
spare branch adds electrostatic capacit)· to the 
circuit and it may-in practice it frequently does 
-bring low insulation, short-circuits, and earth 

faults to the working circuit. The more D.P.'s 
are teed together, the worse the trouble. 

The record question is a very serious one. 
Theoretically possible, it is, in practice, im
possible to maintain it as it should be. 

\\Then a fault occurs a difficulty ari�>es at once. 
Imagine the lineman on being handed the fault 
being told" The circuit is on pair 7 at D.P . 243, 
but it is teed at the junction of Green St. with 
Romford Rd. with pair<) on D.P.327." I saw 
the system in use, saw the trouble and confusion 
caused, and was glad to see the last of it. 

" This will allow one-third uf the circuits 
terminating at a D.P. to be connected direct to 
the exchange and two-thirds to be teed with other 
D.P.'s." Taking the above and <lssuming that 
the ten year cables reach approximately halfway, 
then, when the main pairs are all used up, 20% 
of the total wire mileage, and the most expensive 
part too, remains spare. But in spite of the tee
ing it would have been necessary to open joints 
to put the spares where wanted. 

\\Then the main cable pairs are exhausted and 
a ne\v cable run, then \Vould come the unteeing
and what then '! 

I think that the auxiliary joint which Mr. 
Harvey Smith has done so much lo popularise is 
much the best solution yet brought forward. 
The main pairs are not stumped as slated; they 
arc actually joined up to pairs beyond at the out
set, in the best foreseen vvay; but it is the 
auxiliary joint only that need be opened when 
any joint at a}\ must be opened. 

The aggregate cost of " wires changed over " 
is n�ry great. It is a question whether much of 
the money would not have been better spent in 
providing new conductors. 

Yours faithfully, 
E. v. SMART. 
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HEADQUARTER'S NOTES. 

EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENTS. 

The following works have been completed : -

Exch ange. 

Armley 
Tandem (Holborn) 
Gloucester 
Arkwright St. 
Churchtown 
Birkdale 
Bishopsgate 
Macclesfield 
Epsom 
Chapel town 
Arkwright st. 
Sherwood 

Gosport 
Portsmouth 
York 
Hayling Island 
Leeds Obsn Desk 

Ambassador 
Goole 
Garston 

Northwich 
East (London) 
Cambuslang 
Queens Park 
New Cross 
\Veymouth 
Chiswick 
Camberley 
South Shields 
Old Swan (L'pool) 
Heel a & Sons . . . 
Bristol Corpora,tion 
Blackburn T nfirman 
Ferranti 

· 

l�roves & Whitnall 
Harrods 
Halifax Corporation 
Hughes & Son 
Carricks 

Type 

I\ ew Auto. 

,, 
•\uio E,'1 n. 

,, 
Ne"· 

i\lanual 

,, 
:vianual 

Extn,. 

" 
P.A.B.X', 

I 
1No. of Lines. 

1060 
1000 

920 
IIOO 
7300 
1220 

.\00 
8 !(l 

500 
680 
270 

2000 
560 

1400 

180 
l4IO 
28o 

1080 
goo 
240 

2140 
260 

1360 
1050 

30 
50 
20 

Rcarrangf'
ment . 

30 
720 

50 
JO 
30 

Orders have been place<l for the following 
works:-

Ex�lutng_e_. ____ 
I
_ Tn e. 

Amherst 
Fulham 
Moss Side 
Dudley 
Brierly Hill 
Cradley Heath 
Stourbridge 
Bridlington 
Castleton 
Heywood 
Littleborough 
Milnrow " 

No. of Lines. 

3600 
7500 
177,; 
1220 
49° 
.'i4° 

l020 
1270 

155 
36� 
26� 

So 

Exchange. 

Norden 
Shaw 
Whitworth 
:\Iumbles 
Fleetwood 
Hayling Island 
Leeds 
Southoorne 
l'etersfield 
Winchester 
De"! 

l'urley 
\lansfield 
Putney 
.'\nfield 

Ferranti 
Delta Metal Co. 
Davenports 
\Ianchester Curpn. 
Ratcliffe & Ratdiffc 
<'arricks, Ltd. . .. 
r;rO\·es & Whitnall 
S alford Corpn . ... 
Hughes & Son 
\Viggins TeapP & Co. 
:\lay & Co. 
Nairn & Co. 
Calico Printers ... 
Atkinson & Son 

Type. 

New Auto. 

" 
1A uto Exlns. 

" 
!New Manu;il 

l\1,;�ual 
Exln,. 

r.,\. B. x ·., 

STAFF CHANGES. 

!Nu. of LinPs. 
I 

70 
270 

Xo 

.)/0 
220 
JO'l 

Modf.n,. 
1880 

500 
400 
860 

1020 
460 

1040 
r 140 

f.·�Yarran.(�f � 
n1cnt. 

20 
20 

300 
20 
JO 
:in 
JO 
JO 
:io 
20 
'.)0 
10 
20 

Several important changes in the personnel of 
the higher posts have lw1·n recently announced. 
Mr. Sinnott, \Vho r et ired on age limit, 1s 

succeeded by �lr. E. H. Shaughnessy, whose 
position as :\ssistan1 Engineer-in-Chief will lw 
filled by Lt.-Cul. Lee. The Metropolitan Pmver 
District has been absorbed by tbe London En
gineering District, an<l a Deputy Superintending 
Engineer, in the person of Mr. Gumersall, has 
been appointed to the L.E.D. Mr. J. W. 
1\tkinson succeeds Mr. T. B. Johnston at Leeds, 
an<l Major H. Bruv.n takes Mr. Gumersall's 
place at Xottingham. Mr. Greenham will go to 
Croydon on the retirement of Mr. F. Tandy, 
S.E. of the South Eastern District, an<l Mr. A. 
B. Hart will take over the charge of the Lines 
Section at headquarters when Mr. France re
tires in November. i\lr. Hardha111 has been 
appointed Principa l Ofticn in charge of the Staff 
Section in place of .i\lr. M. F. G. Bo<ldington, 
retired on age limit. 

\Ve have been fortunate in securing life 
histories of several of the above. Others will 
follow in next issue. 
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MR. J. SINNOTT, O.B.E. 

MR. J SIN '()TT, 0.ll.t·:. 

i.\lR. J. S1�i'\<1TT, <>.B.E .. . \ssi:-.1a111 Enginet·r
in-( 'hief, retirt'u from tlw sen·itT ;1l tlw c'nd of 
.\pril last, having· rt'ached his ;tllottt·d pt>riud hut 
hale' ;md hearty as t'\·er. l 1 is populmity \ritli tlw 
staff was rvidenn'd by t lw largt" g·�11 lwring wlii«l1 
asse11J blecl in the Chief's ro(Jlll on tlw afternoon 
of tlie 2.rnd 1\l<1y to bid hi111 an ullicial farewell 
;111d to witness the preSl'nlation of <1 siln�r tea and 
coffee service with an engrav cl sal ver, which had 
been subscribed for by members of the staff in 
all Districts as well as at headquarters. The 

Engineer-in-Chief presidPcl and open 
ceedings in his usual genial manner. 
set by the eh ief \\'as fol lowl'd by 

d the pro
The le;-1d 

the other 
speakers, among \rhorn were ,\I r. Sparkt>s, Con
t roller of Stores, \lr. Dt' l,alfrl', .\lr .. \lcllroy, 
.\fr. J.E. Taylor, representing the Districts, .\lr. 
Pollock, .\Ir. R .. \.\\Tells, .\lr. J. \\' .. \tkinson, 
and i\fr. Shaughnessy . .\II the speeches bore 
testimony to the ability of �fr. Sinnott, to his 
rharacteristic good nature and kindliness of heart 
and to the valuable services renclt>red by him to 
the state. 

Col. Purves then 1m1dt· llH' prt'Sent;1tiu11 in a 
t•tilogistic but hu11111rous spc't'd1, in which lw paid 
tribute to his long friendship with thC' rt·t·iring 
:\ssistant Engineer-in-('liief. and to the assist
ance lie had rt"Cein·d rro111 i1in1 liHOllg·i1011t liiPir 
sen·ice. 

Mr. Sinnott replied in a similar vein, and ex
cel! d himself in tlw adroit1wss of his remarks. 
His explanation of how he grt'\\' in \\·eig·lit ;md in 
substance while occupying· tlH· ch;1ir formerly 
11sed by Col. J>un·es caused g-rvat ;1111uSl'lllPnt. 
He was lea,·ing· tlwm onl_,. ()flici;tll_,.; lw trusted 
lie would meet most ()r tht> rnembt'rs presPnl on 
thf' golf links, where hP liop ·d to he :1hlP tn reach 
-if not tht' plus f()ur p()sition, al least f'qual 
l•'rm with another Colont'I, nanwly. Hoge:· of 
that· ilk. He t hankt ·d them ;ill for tlH'il kindness 
;mcJ for the good words tli;1f !lit· �!Jl'<tkf'rs h;1d 
used towards him. 

An account of i\lr. Sinnott's career appeared in 
the July, 1922, issue of the Journal when he was 
promoted to the position of Assi. tant Engineer
in-Chief. 

LIEUT.-COL. A. G. LEE, O.B.E., M.C., B.Sc., ASSISTANT ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF. 

COLONEL LEE'S father was engineer in charge 
of Ba ngor section when his son entered the 
l�ng·ineering Department in uvember, igoi. 

His first job was with �lr. Tremain, who was then 
engaged in loading the London-Birmingham 
cable with experimental air core coils fitted in 
wooden boxes. The work wa · extraordinarily 
interesting and this introduction to the service, 

plus of course his natural bent in that directi()n, 
nu duubt· led ;\'( r. Let• to dl'nJtt· l1i111self 111()rt' 
partirnl;1rly to thC' pun·J_,. scientilic sidt· of tlw 
work. l�or se,·eral y ars lie was assisting 
the late Mr. Hartnell 1n the de ·ign and 
testing of submarine and other t_q)es of cables. 
\Vhile engaged in this work he graduated 
13.Sc. at London niYersity. Hi· articles on 
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l.1EUT.-Cor. . . \. ( ;. I.EE, O. ll. I·:., �l.C., U.Sc. 
L ll"c 111c i11deblcd lo t/1e T. 1.111d T. Ju11ri111I fur /lie luan uf 11i;, bloci<.J 

Tcleplion(' T ra ns111 ission in t hl' early years of 
this Journ;il \\·ere uf ll1e ut111ost svn·in: lo the qaff 
and established his reputation as ;1:1 authority <!11 
the subject, which was then bc�·inning to be 
tack led in a systematic manner by the .\dminis
tration. In 1908 he \\·as appointed Second Clas<> 

Engineer al Darling·t<Jll, and in the following 
year promul ed to be First Class Engineer at 
Bolton. J\n 01.wn competili\·e ex;rn1inalion for 
Assistant Staff En�·inf'er in H)I 2 gave .\I r. Lee 
his opportunitv and ile came b;1ck to head
quarters a�; an J\<;sistrinl St;1ff Eng·ineer in the 
Telephone Section (Transmission and .\lainten
ance Group). He was serving in the Local Lines 
when war broke out in I<Jl4 and he immediately 
secured a commission in the R. E. Signal Sen·ice. 
During a large part of the war he was in charge 

of Telegra pli Construct ion Coy., R. E., and J;1 t er 
was O.C .. c; .H . Q . Signal .\ rea, and at the same 
time Second in Command, L. Signal Battalion. 
For his sen·ices he recei,·ed the i\I.C . . and when 
the war finished he held the rank of .\lajor. He 
is now Lieut.-Colonel, Royal Corps of Signals 
(Supplementary Hesen·e). 

On his return to civil life .\lajor Lee \\·as for 
some time in the Construction Section, but "·as 
transferred lo the gru"·ing Hadio Section under 
the actiYe leadership of .\Jr. Shaughnessy. In 

H)21 he acted as British Delegate tu the Inter
_.\ llicd Radio Conference in Paris and in 1<)21-2 

lie ,·isited Egypt ;1nd l ndia in connection with 
the development of wireless services between this 
country, Egypt and Kurachi. ln L�)23 he began 
work on Trans-Atlantic Telephony in conjunc-
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tion with the A.T. and T. Company. He paid a 
visit to America in connection with this problem 
in 1925 and two years later witnessed the culmina
tion of his work in the opening of the telephone 
service to the States. For his services he was 
created an Officer of the Order of the British 
Empire. 

Colonel Lee is a :\lember of the institution of 

Radio Engineers and one of the Committee on 
Admissions to that body. He was chairman of 
the \Vireless Section of the I.E.E. in 1<)2/-8, 
and was awarded a premium fur his opening 
address to the section. He is a member of 
several committees of the Radio ResParch Board 
and is chairman of the Committee on " Atmos
pherics." 

THOMAS BOYES JOHNSON, M.I.E.E. 

::\IR. T. B. JoIINSO:\', Superintending Engineer 
of the l'\ orth Eastern District, retired on the 31 st 
:\lay after completing 43 years' service. 

A Yorkshireman by birth, l\Ir. Johnson joined 
the Post Office Service at Hull in 1885. !\fr. 
Johnson passed to Newcastle as a Junior Clerk 
in the P.O. Engineering Department in 1890. 
His appointment as Engineer in charge of the 
Newcastle Section came in 1894; subsequently he 
took charge of the Sunderland Section. At 
Newcastle the Post Office Telephone system had 
devt'loped along its mvn lines under the able 
guidance of the Supt'rintending Engineer, the 
late :\Ir. A. \V. Heaviside. It was then com
peting with the late National Telephone Com
pany. \ \'ith characteristic energy and resource 
Mr. Johnson did all t hat was possible to ensure 
the satisfactory working of the Trunk and Local· 
( :'\ ewcast le) system. 

In I<JOO the development of the telephone 
service of London called a number of proYincial 
c·ngineers there on promotion, and :\I r. Johnson 
\\as promoted to be rst Class Engineer, and two 
years later Assistant Staff Engineer. The wide 
experience gained served in good stead, and he 
was intt'rt'sted in long distance speech trans
mission, carrying out experiments between this 
country and France and Belgium. 

In 1907 :\I r. Johnson was promoted to be 
,\ ssistant Superintending Engineer in the 
Northern District, and for a few years re
turned to the field of his earlier activities between 
the Tees and Tweed. It was necessary, how
ever, to make a further break in H)I 1, on his 
appointment as Superintending Engineer of the 
.\J orth Eastern District. 

The North Eastern District has been fortunate 
in its association with officers of outstanding 

personalitv but never more so than ,\"lwn Mr. 
Johnson returned to Yorkshire. The first long 
distance balanced and loaded cable in the 
country was laid in 1913 between Leeds and Hull. 
This gave a great impetus to Trunk under
ground construction generally, and one of the 
first to grasp its significance \vas .\I r. Johnson, 
who never ceased his advocac\· of the extension 
of underground; nearly all the tcmns in the Dis
trict are nmv linked up by underg·rotm d cables. 
Concurrently, a large extension of local under
ground was carried out. In I<JI8 the Leeds 
:\utomatic Exchange was brought into service. 
This is considered to be a turning· point in Tele
phone history in this country, inasmuch as no 

large industrial city had been worked on the 

Automatic System. The success at Leeds Ex
change assisted the case for the general adoption 
of ,\ ul omatic \\·orking. .\lr. Johnson \\'as fl()l 

content to support tlw extension of ,\ ulomatic 
working by recomnwndation only, but g·m-e 

lectures and demonstrations. Since the Leeds 
Exchange \\'as openc·d , .\utomatic working has 
been introduced al Grimsby, York, Harrogate . 

Halifax, \\'ak(·field, Sandal, K eig·hley , and five 
Satellite Exchanges in the Leeds .\utomatic 
,\ rea. 

Outside the Department .\lr. J ohnson ' s acti
vities have been varied and heavy. He has been 
Chairman of the l\'orth :\ lidland Centre of the 
I nsti t lit ion of Electrical Engineers. His address 
as Chairman was a noteworthy definition of his 
broad outlook on modern industrial conditions. 
For many years, too, he has taken an active part 
in Church work, not only locally, but in the 
Ripon Diocese. 

.\lr. Johnson's relations with his staff kn·e 
been cordial. Even during the war period when 
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J\IR. T. B. JOHNSON. 

so 111an:· changt>s l\l'rt• made and in tlie recon

struction l)l'riocl ;1fkr tl1c \rnr, the st;1ff problems 
\\'ere disposed of with surprising smoothness. 
He was ah,·a:·s rt'ady to help in any way 
possible. .Naturally a ,·ery kincJ J _,. chief, he was 
most anxious to alleviate cases of hardship or 
misfortune \\'hich came to his notice. 

The Staff of the North Eastern District pre
st·n ted i\Jr. Johnson with a five-valve portable 
'' irr>less set. ;rnd \1 rs. Johnson with a handbag, 
un the occasion of a cu111pli111entar_,. dinner at 
LPcds. \[r. \ . . L. De Lattrc, .'\ssistant Engi
neer-in-Chief, was present, together with old 
friends and colleagues-\lr. J. D. Taylor, 
Superintending Engineer, Edinburgh; :\Iessrs. 
Bailey an<l \Vhillis , of the Engineer-in-Chief's 

Office; \I r. Hell Smith, Postm<1ster of Bradfo rd, 
representing- the Pustmastt·rs, and \Jr. T. A. 
Hates, District �l anager. \Jr. G. S. \Vallan', 
,\ssistant Superintending Engineer, occupied 
tl1e chair, and l\Jr. \V. S. Tinsley, Sectional 
Engineer, Bradford, proposed the heal t h uf the 
guest. \Jr. S. A. Pickerino-, Staff Officer, made 
the presentation. 

It is a matter of deep regret to i\lr. Johnson, 
and the Staff in the North Eastern District, that 
\lr. F. E. Gibbins, Jatc .\ssistant Super intend

ing Engineer, had to retire from active work in 
:\ pril owing to ill-health. 

Lt is difficult to cou pie \I r. Johnson 's name 
,,·ith leisure• in vie"· of his present activ ities. He 
JeaYes the Service with the best wishes of the 
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Staff for his continued happiness. If, at any 
time, he is persuaded to take some leisure, some 
say that the hills and moors beyond the \Vharfe 
will still test his powers as a pedestrian. On tlw 
other hand, there is undoubtedly a call from the 
east where walking- is not so strenuous. when• 
the country is close t11 the ri,·er and the Sf'a, not 

far from th» Cit\· of the Three Crowns-Holder
nf'ss. 

How heavy dn [ jounwy on the way 
\\Then what ] seek, my \\·eary trn,·els end 
Doth tf'ach that ease and thnt rt'pose to say 
"Thus far the miles ;ire measured from thy 

friend ." 

MR. E. GOMERSALL. 

MR. E. GoMERSALL. 

MR. E. Go�IF.RSALL, O.B.E., i\1.T.E.E., who 
took up duty as Deputy Superintending En
gineer in the London District on the 1st J une, 
entered the Engineering Department at Leeds in 
1895. He was transferred to the En gi n eer-in
Chief's Office in London in 1898 and was 
associated for many years w ith the Assistant 
Engineer-in-Chief, the late i\Ir. �I. F. Roberts. 
who was responsible for the design and nwthod 
of the underground construction adopted in con
nection with the scheme for the telephoning of 
London. On r /7 /oo he was promoted to En
gineer 2nd class, and on 1/9/04 aftt>r a competi
tive examination to Technical Officer 2nd class. 
During the following years he was attached to 
the Headquarters Staff and was engaged chieAy 
on external construction matters until 1909, when 
he was transferred to the South i\Ietropolitan 
District as Assistant Superintending Engineer . 

In this District he assisted in di ,·idi ng the 
Southern District ;1fter the !r;msfer of the Roval 
Engineers to lrf'land, and in the formation of 
what is now the Soul h Eastern District. 

During the greater portion of 1912 he was .\cl
ing· Superintl·nding· Engineer of the South 
.\letropolitan District, during· which period the 
Engineering Staff and plant of the National 
Telephone Company were merg\·d in that Dis
trict. lt is interesting to note that during: the 
period �fr. Gornersall was in charge of this 
District tlH: m1to111atic equipment al' Epsom was 
opened-tile rirst automatic exchang<' in Creat 
Britain. .\ utomatic Exchang·e transfer�; have 
also engaged his atlention for the last two years, 
during which period 23 .\utomatic Exchanges 
were brought into use in the North Midland 
District, including Chesterfiel cl, Sheffield, 
Coventry, Nottingham and Leicester. The 
simultaneous transfer at Sheffield from i\[agneto 
to Automatic working was the largest operation 
of the kind undertaken by the Post Office up to 
date. Eleven M agneto Exchanges were closed 
and 9 new .\utomatic Exchanges \\·ere opened. 

On the formation in H)l2 of a new London 
Engineering District, i\lr. Gomersall was trans
ferred to Reading as As. istant Superintending 
Engineer, where he was associ ated with �1 r. 
\IcL. Robb in forming the ne"· South �lidland 
District, incorporating part of three other Dis
tricts and combining· the Na ti0nal Telephone 
Company and the Post Office staffs in the 
terri torv. 

.\t the outbreak of war, .\lr. Comersall "·as 
acti,·el_v engaged in various defence and other 
schemes in the militan· <JrPas in the South \fid
lanJ District. 

On the 23rd April, HJI _), he took up dut\· as 
Superintending Engineer in Ireland in replace-
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nwnt of the Royal Engineer Officer who had been 
\\'ithdr;mn. He had to face man:· clifficult prob
l<'ms in l reland. The Post 011ice staff main
tained practirnlly ;ill the Railwa:· si�·nalling lint's 
;ind appar;1tus, as \\'ell as the telephone and tele
graph s_1·stem and a number of imponant \\'ireless 
stations, including \'alentia <Ille.I \lalin Head. 

In Easter, 1916, came the Irish Rebellion, and 
"·it h it the destruct ion of the Cenern I I lr>st Office 
in Dublin and the line plant there and in 
different parts of the country. In the trying 
times which follo\\'ed, \I r. (;onwrsall was in close 
touch 11·ith the .\dmiral com111;1nding ;1t Queens
town, the Irish Command at· Dublin and the 
United States .\ir Force Command, and many 
larg·e and important schemes of communication, 
opc>n, underground and submarine, wt re carried 
out successfully. 

ln recognition of his 11·ork at this time, :.\ir. 
Gomersal I was a\\·a rded the decoration of Officer 
of the Order of the British Empire. 

ln July, l<JIC), \[r. Comersall was transferred 
to England as Superintending Eng·ineer of tltc 
\"orth l\lidland District and during the ninc yc'ars 
\\'liich follo\\·ed considerable development took 
place in that District. The number of telephone 
stations increased by 110%, the mileage of 
underground wire h_v 303%, the mileage uf duct 
by 20CJ%, the mileag·e of open wire b:· 30% and 
the number of Exchanges by 38°/,,. 

(>3-1- miles of main underground cable were laid 
including the London - \lanchester, London -
Derlw and Derlw - Leeds main cables. The 

. . 

LeicPster Repeater was opened and subsequently 
the Derby Repeater Station. 

Recently, \I r. Gomersall has devoted much 
time to the application of machinery to the De
partment's accounting requirements and to the 
simplification of the unit Construction Cost 
system. He takes with him to his new sphere 
the good wishes of the staffs of the Y:-trious 
Districts in which he has worked. 

MR. G. F. GREENHAM. 

MR. G. f'. GREENllAM. 

l\IR. GREENHA�r was educated at Emmanuel 
School, \\Tandsworth Common, at King's 
College (London University) and for one year 
at a school in Germany. 

\t King's College he studied under the late 

Dr. John Hopkinson and Prof. Ernest \Vilson, 
and gained a scholarship which entitled him to a 
further period of one year in the Sienwns Electri
cal Laboratory, free on the understanding that he 
assisted in the conduct of the eYening classes. 

During this period he was associated with Dr. 
Hopkinson 's research work on the distribution 
of magnetism in iron, concerning which a paper 
was read before the Royal Society. 

:\ fter leaving King's College he spent a year 
as an improver in the Charing Cross and Strand 
Electricity Su ppl ." Station. Th is station was at 
the time equipped with \Villiams' high speed 
engines and \lather and Platt dynamos. 

ln �[arch, 18()5, a friend suggested to him that 
the telephone business offered a good field for 
young engineers, and �fr. Greenham joined the 
\Tational Telephone Company's service as switch
board fitter. The change from lighting station 
s11·itchboarcls to telephone s\\·itchboards was w·ry 
marked. 

His first employment was at the exchange in 
Queen Victoria Street. . \ new switchboard of 
the Rat multiple type was being built· to replace 
the single line switchboard then in operation. 
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The fiat board gaYt' good service, being n'coYerecl 
in June, 1<)26, after JI y ears ' serYice. For many 
vc;irs it was knmvn as the Bank Exchan�·e. 
\\'hen the new switchboard \vas put into senice 

.\ fr. Greenham became T<·st ( 'ierk and, later, 
exchange inspector. 

In 18<)/ he was transferred to tlw (;errard E x
chang·e. \\'hile there the Rat board was re
placed by one of the Christiania t\·rw. This in
stallation was not a success and the ( 'hristiania 
board was subsequently replaced by a C.B. 
board. In J une, 18<J<l, he was anpointed Switch
room .\Ianag·er. The Switchroom .\I anager in 
those days controlled the ell'ctrical work, both 
construction and maintenance as well as the 
traftlc. 

In 1901 .\Ir. Greenham became ,\ssistant 
Electrician, \Vest<>rn District (London). In this 
capacity he took part in the provision of the first 
C.B. exchange in London (Ke11sington). fn 
ICJ03 he was appointed Electrician of the \Vestern 
District, under the then District P.lanager-: \fr. 
R. :\. Dalzell. In IC)05 the staff of the .\Ietro
politan .\rea was re-organised on functional li1ws 
undPr .\Ir. C. B. Clay, the Superintendent at this 
stage, and .\I r. Greenham became .\Ietropolitan 
l\Iaintenance Electrician and in T<)O/ .\[etro
politan Electrician responsible for all internal 
construction and maintenance. During his 
period of service with the Company he \Vas con-

nected with t\\-o big events-the London \\'all 
exchang·e and Bank Test Room tires. 

\Ir. Creenham \\·as mw of three men \vho 
started and ran the Company 's Correspondence 
Classes. ln H)l 1 he was transferred to the P.O. 
Engineering Department as .\ssistant Superin
tendi ng Engineer, .\let. South District. Shortly 
afternards the present London Engineering Dis
trict was formed under the Superintending En
girwership of .\I r. .\ . .\loir, when he \Vas trans
ferred to Den man Street. 

During the \rnr period he acted as liaison 
officer between the Departm ent and the London 
.\ir Defence Control and was responsible for the 
equipment, so far as communications were con
cerned, of the gun and searchlight stations and 
control stations, including the arrangements at 
C.H.Q. Horse Cuards. For his sen·ices he was 
made .\I.B.E. In I<J22 he \\as t>lected to fill the 
vacancy for an .\ssistant Staff Eng·ineer caused 
bv the transfer of .\fr. H. P. Brmvn to Australia. 

Since his advent in the Engineer-in-Chief's 
Oftlce the amount and complexit:· of the duties 
han' grown considerably, thanks to the activities 
in connect ion with the introduction of the auto
matic system, particular!_\- the Director System. 
As a measure of his responsibilities it may per
haps be pointed out that he was re<;ponsib le to the 
Staff Engineer for the work of five groups per
forming widely di fferent duties. 

MAJOR H. BROWN. 

:.IR. BRow:-.: entered the Superintending En
gineer 's Office at Birmingham in 1896, after 
serving six years in the Telegraph Instrument 
room in that city. In 1900 he was appointed 
Sub-Engineer at Cm·entry and in 1<)03 he lw
came Second Class Engineer in charge of the 
Stafford Section. In spite of a small staff, many 
big works were carried out in the �ection and un 
the reorganisation in l<J04 he was transferred to 
the ne,dy formed District Estin1ates Section, 
from which he was transferred by l\fajor 
O' .\fearn, then Engineer-in-Chief , to the Survey 
(now Lines) Section at headquarters. In 1910 
l\[ r. Brown was promoted to be First Clas� En
gineer at Belfast and while there he was sent as 
one of the Department's representatiyes to the 

International Telegraph and Telephone Con
ference at Paris. Later in tlw same vear he was 
seconded for dut,- on the lm-enton· Staff for the - -
valuation of the :-\ .T. Coy's plant. On com-
pletion he returned to headquarters in charge of 
a valuation group, and during the time the case 
was before the Courts he and the late '.\Ir. \\'alter 
Twells were engag<·d until well after midnight 
on many nights preparing for the next day's pro
ceedings. For his sen·ices he received a special 
award of £200 from the Departm ent. 

'.\1 r. Brown was in the Local Lines when he 
was appointee! .\ssistant Director of "\rmy 
Signals, \\'ith the rank of Captain, prior to the 
war, and on the outbreak he acted as assistant to 
tlH� late Sir .\nclrew Og·ih-ie. He was then g·iven 
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MAJOR H. BROWN. 

command of No. 5 Telegraph Construction Coy. 
in France. He was twice mentioned in Des
patches and awarded the O.B.E. 

Since his return he has het•n eng·aged in the 
Construction Section, chieny on the delirate 
work of negoliat ion with Road authorities in 
respect uf costs of rt>-instatenwnt of pavings and 
damage lo property. ln June last year Major 
Brown was sent on <l commission lo Sweden to 

inquire into the nwthods uf constrnclinn adopted 
in that country, and wlrnt· lw sa\\· then .. he has 
detailed to many hundr<:>cls or his t·olleagues dur
ing the tour he has lllade throughout the c11untry 
lo pffect econolllif-'s in nmstruction costs . 

• 1\ t tlw lasl grand nw nn·u ,. r<"s in the South 
\Vest of England, \ Tajor Brown was the P.O. 
representative at the Directing· Force camp, and 
he has acted in other matters for severnl ,·ears 
past as a liaison officer lwt ween thl' Departmf'nt 
;1 nd the DPfrncf' forces of tlw country. 

LONDON DISTRICT NOTES. 

Telephnnes.-Thf' changes in tlw number of 
exchange lines, i>xtt>nsions and st:1tions during 
llw quarter ending, and the totals on, 31st March, 
r <128, were as follows : -

Exchange Lines . . . 

Extensions 

Tncreasc. 

8,570 
4,365 

Stations . . . ... l l ,8832 

Total. 

335,5o2 
280,832 
561'744 

External Plan t.-The changes in mileage dur
ing the three months ended 31st March, 1928, 
and the totab on that date were as follows:-

Pole 
Pipe 

Single 

Line 
Line 

Wire 

Line Mileage. 
Increase 

Miles. 

JI 
187 

. \fileage (decreases in 

Total 
�Jiles. 

5,855 
9,625 

italics) . 
Overhead. Underground. Total. 

Miles. 

25,218 
Miles. 

Telegraphs .f 
Telephones (Ex.) SJi 

,, (Trunk). 5.f 
Spare* 

Miles. 

238 

EXCHANGE \VORKS. 

2,235,536 
/I, 28 I 

106,950 

The installation of the Automatic Exchanges 
known :1s Sloane, Bermond ·ey and ·Monument is 

* i.e., excl11ding small gauge local conductors. 

well advanced and it is expected that they will lw 

opened, in the order named, during the next few 
months. 

Fairfield Exchange-hypothetical on Croydon 
-was opened on .\1a)· 2nd. 

Ingrebourne Exchange (C. R.S.), situated in 
the Sunny Town Post Office, has been installed 
to relieve the Rom ford Exchange and was opened 
on May 24th. 

Temple Bar (Relief) Exchange was opened on 
May 25th on the old Holborn manual equipment 
and forms a nucleus for transfer to Temple Bar 
(Auto.) Exchange at a later date. 

Beckenham (Relief) Exchange-C.B. No. 10, 

capacity 800 lines, is being installed by the De
partment's staff, and, it is anticipated, will he 
opened for traffic on July 14th. 

The General Electric Company have started 
work on the new Sutton Exchange. The equip
ment (C.B. No. 1) will provide for .+,880 Jines. 

:\t \iVoolwich Exchange an exrension of 1,080 
linPs was co111nwn1ecl b\· :'dessrs. Siemens on 
:\1av 21st. 

Willesden Exchange equipment is being in
creased by 1,060 lines to a total cap::icity of 7,400 
lines. It is anticipated that the work, which is 
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being carried out by the General Electric Com
pany, will be completed by September. 

Included in the P.B.X. installations now in 
hand are two C.B. roA equipments for Imperial 
Chemical Industries Limited and Grosverior 
House, respectively, each of which has a capacit�' 
of over 1,000 circuits. A P.A.B.X. has recentl�· 
been installed by �lessrs. Siemens for Messrs. 
Harrods, with a capacity for 900 extensions. 
This was brought into service at the end of :.\lay. 

The transfer of Lloyds from the Royal Ex
change to the new building in Leadenhall Street, 
' ' ''ich \\as officially opened b�· the King on 
:w/3/28, invoh·ed the installation of the follmv
mg :-

Lloyds Exchange Sen'ice-

2 s,vi tch boards 
IO_><_ 50 

6� J 
12 Exchange lines. 
Sr Internal extensions. 

3 Tie lines. 

i·nderwriters' Installations-
3 S\vitchboards :\To. 9. 

8 Incoming Exchange lines. 
18 Outgoing Exchange lines. 

5 Bothwa}· Exchange lines. 
26 Lines to cabinets. 
90 Extension lines to Underwriters' tables 

in main hall. 
90 Private wires to Brokers' Offices. 

Jf ain Frame-
rooo Pair cable to .:\xenue Exchange. 
200 Pair cable to Central Exchange. 

1400 Pairs to various ftoors. 
1 200 YI iscellaneous circuits. 

MACHINE TELEGRAPH SCHOOL. 

A small school has been fitted up with Start-

Stop apparatus to enable instruction to be given 
to operators. This school is on similar lines to 
that provided for the engineering staff. 

TELEGRAPHS. 

Central Telegraph O.ffice. 

.Ve7L' Test Room.-The first st<J�"<" of the ne\\i 
Test Room has been complt>ted, namely, the 
erection of the i romvork \Vi th accommodation 

for 10,000 ,,·ires. It occupies a large room in the 
basement of the main building; \vhereas the 
existing frame is outhousecl in an unsatisfactory 
p�Jsition in the area. 

Telegraph Typewriters. - These havt> now 
become engineering items. .\t the C.T.O. 134 
typewriters have either been ne\\·ly provided or 
taken over from the Stationery Office, and are to 
be maintained by engineering \\o:--kmen. The\· 
have been supplementt>d by double-slip guides 
and lecterns; covers have also been fitted on�r the 
kt>yboarcls of instruction machi:ws, to force 
students to relv on touch alone. 

Slip- lf!heels.-The needs of the heam Services 
have led to a proposal for slip-wlwels \\ith 
-;prings at the sides, so that tlw relatiYe telegram 
forms may be associated with the perforated slips. 

Haudots. - The com·ersation to automatic 
working continues, tlw latest circuit altered being 
.'\e\\-castle. 

Pneumatic T11bes.-Building operations at 

the C.T.O. having revealed unsatisfactory sup
ports of the tubes, the facilities afforded by the 
Office of \Yorks scaffolding enabled new sup
ports to be provided, and, inciclentall)» to im
prove the general appearance of the ceiling above 
the Centre. 

An engineering officer has devised ne\\ types 
of Carriers constructed of rubber. Another 
officer }ms devised a new type of teleswitch for 
use on automatic tubes. 

THE INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 

THE Annual General Meeting of the Institution 
was held at the Institution of Electrical En
gineers London, on Tuesday, May 8th, 1928. 
The Chair was taken by the President, Col. 
T. F. Purves, M.l.E.E. 

The Annual Report of the Council \\<as read 
by the Secretary (Dr. R. Y. Hansford) and the 

Annual Financial Statement \ms presented by 
the Treasurer (:.\Jr. B. 0. Anson). :.\Ir. J. lr. 
.-\ tkinson moved the adoption of the Annual 

·
Report and Financial Statement and this was 

seconded by Capt. J. G. Hines. .-\fter :VIr. 
Anson had replied to several queries raised by 
the speakers the resolution was carried unam-

:-.r 
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mously. }lr. S. upton proposed a hearty vote of 
thanks to the retiring �!embers of the Council, 
l\lessrs. A. S. Carr, C. \\'. ,\1essenger, H. J. 
l\Iillett and E. ] . \\'ilby, for their services on 
behalf of the Institute. This was seconded by 
l\Ir. J. Co\\·ie, and �lr. ,\. S. Carr replied on be
half of he retiring members. 

The President tlwn presented the Institution 
l\I edals for the Session l<J2(i-27 as follm,·s : -

Senior Sih.•er J[edal to }lr. J. Innes, B.Sc. , 
for Paper .\"o. r q on " The Edinburgh 
Automatic }I ulti-( )ffice Transfer.'' 

Senior Bron::;e JI edal to }lr. \\'. Cruick
shank, �I.l. E.E. , for Paper .\"o. l 13 on 
" \'oice Frequency Telegraphs. " 

Junior Sih•er Jledal to �rr. H. �liller, for 
Paper .\"o. l r.) on ·· \\'aylean·s and Re
lative Difficulties. " 

The President also presented �lr. R. \\'. 0. 

Abbott, Cable Room \Vorkshop, C. T.O. , with 
the Booth-Raudot .-\ \\"ard for the vear I<)2j-i'-i for 
his suggested imprm·enwnts in telegraph sys
tems. 

The ,\nnual }leering \\·as foll<l\\ed by a nwet
ing of the London Centre, at which an address 
was given by Capt. B. S. Colwn, }1. I.E.E., 
on " The International Committee on Long 
Distance Telephony and some aspects of its 
Engineering \Vork, '' of which the following is 
a synopsis : -

Introduction and historical. 
Note on the grmYth of International Tele

phony. 
Organisation of the Committee. 
The five sub-committees dealing \vith engineer

ing subjects. 
Transmission units. 
Overall transmission allm\ ance from sub

scriber to subscriber un International Cir
cuits, and allocation of the all<rn·ances be
tween the instruments and the circuits. 

Telephone Transmission l\Iaster Rderence 
System, and general notes on its construc
tion, installation, calibration and operation. 

Transmitter and receIYer, electro-acoustic 
efficiencies. 

Articulation and intelligibility; how defined 
and measured. 

Some articulation efficiencies of transmitters, 
recei ,-ers. lines. etc. 

The testing of the transmission efficiencv of 
subscribers' instruments in situ. 

.\"otes on telephone acoustics with a brief intro
duction to the theory of plane and spherical 
fields of sound radiation and electrical 
analogies. 

COUNCIL FOR THE YEc\R 1928-29. 

The constitution of the new Council is as 
follm\"S :-

Chairman-:\fr. ,\, L. DeLattre. 
Honorary Treasurer-l\Ir. C. J. l\Iercer. 
Representing Staff of the Engineer-in-Chief's 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Office-
} fr. B. 0. ,\nson and Mr. P. J. 

Ridd. 
Executive Engineers

London : l\Ir. J. Cowie. 
Provinces: Mr. S. Upton. 

Asst. & Second Class Engineers
Lundon: l\Ir. P. G. Hay_ 
Prm·inces: l\Ir. ,\. E. \\'bite. 

Chief Inspectors-
London : l\Ir. J. D. Boulton. 
Provinces: l\Ir. \V . .-\. Satclnvell. 

Clerical Staff-
London: �Ir. E. T. Larner. 
Provinces: Mr. H. Longley and 

Mr. H. \Villcock. 
Inspectors-

London : l\lr. N. Lavton. 
Provinces : l\fr. Thos. Davidson. 

Draughtsmen-
London and Provinces : �Ir. R. 

J. Stewart. 
Secretary-Dr. R. V. Hansford. 

PRI'.'JTED PAPERS. 

The following· is a list of the printed papers 
issued to the l\Iembership during the year 1927-
28 :-
�� o. 108. " Some Applications of Optical 

l\Iethods to the Examination of En
gineering l\Iaterial," F. 0. Barralet, 
l\I. Inst. Metals, A.l\I. l.E.E. 

l\o. 109. " The Problem of Flexibility in Sub
scribers' Cable Distribution," Harvey 
Smith. 

l\o. r l l. " Scientific Organisation and the 
P.O. Engineering Department," F. 

G. C. Baldwin, l\1.1. E.E. 
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No. 112. " Telephone Repeaters and their 
Maintenance," C. Robinson, B.A., 

A.M.I.E.E. 
No. 113. "Voice Frequency Telegraphs," \V. 

Cruickshank, .\1. I.E.E. 
No. 114. " The Edinburgh Automatic .i\lulti

Office Transfer," J. Innes, B.Sc. 
No. 115. " \Vavleaves and rebtive difficul

ties," H. :\filler. 

The following paper is in the press:--
No. 1 JO. " Testing of Telephone Circuits 

and Apparatus with .:-\lternating 

Currents," E. S. Ritter, D.F.H., 
A.M.I.E.E., and G. P. Milton. 

The Council has decided to print the following 
papers:-

" The Director. Its Application and the 
Functions performed," C. W. Brown, 
A.M.l.E.E. 

" Satellite \V orking in Automatic Areas," 
F. I. Ray, B.Sc., F.H.D., A.M.I.E.E. 

'' Sparking and Arcing at Relay Contacts 
and the use of Spark Quench Circuits," 
A. H. Jacquest, A.M.l.E.E., and L. H. 
Harris, M.Sc.(Lond.), A.C.G.I. 

LOCAL CENTRE NOTES. 

SCOTLAND EAST CENTRE. 
The opening meeting of the Session was held 

in the Royal Scottish Society of Arts Hall, 
Edinburgh, on November 24th. The Chairman, 
Mr. J. D. Taylor, intimated the sudden and un
expected death of l\Ir. J. C. Sim, Draughtsman, 
and members stood in silence as a mark of respect 
and esteem. .\fter a fe\\· appropriate remarks, 
the Chairman introduced the lecturer, .\Ir. F. I. 
Ray, B.Sc., D.F.H., A.l\I.I.E.E., of the En
gineer-in-Chef's Office, who lectured on " Satel
lite \Vorking in .\uturnatic Areas." The lecture 
proved most interesting and instructive, and was 
illustrated by a splendid series of lantern slides. 
Full working models showing various arrange
ments were operated during the course of the 
lecture, and afforded an exceedingly useful 
demonstration. Mr. J. Innes and Mr. J. S. 
Elston raised a number of interesting points 
which were replied to by Mr. Ray. 

At the December meeting Mr. R. T. Robin
son, A.M.I.E.E., Engineer-in-Chief's Office, 
lectured on " l\Iotor Transport in the Engineer
ing Department." After dealing with its histori
cal aspect and describing the various makes of 
vehicles in use, the Lecturer's headings included 
Statistical records, Estimated savings and Per
centage efficient use, Inspection reports, Over
hauls and Repairs, Replacements, Trading 
account, Future development, and Training of 
Staff. Lan tern slides were used to i II ustrate the 
various points as the lecture proceeded. The 
subject provoked a very long, keen and interest
ing discussion, which showed how closely this 

phase of the Department's operations was being 
studied. 

The arrangement under which the Stores De
partment deals with the Engineering work in 
connection with postal motor vehicles was 
severely criticised by several speakers. The 
work could, \Vithout a doubt, be handed over to 
the Engineering Department with marked ad
vantage to the Service. 

At the third meeting of the Session on 17th 
January, Mr. J. Mcintosh read a paper entitled 
" Forms and Methods in Preparing Estimates." 
He proceeded to show how, by the use of suitable 
forms, the work of preparing estimates, includ
ing the pricing of the stores in blocks, could be 
considerably simplified and expedited, and the 
risk of omissions reduced to a minimum. The 
system provided the W arks Inspector with a 
detailed plan of the work to be undertaken and a 
ready means of keeping in touch with the work as 
it progressed and noting at once any necessary 
departures and the reasons for them. It also 
provided for the efficient clerical control of 
Stores. Other suggestions included an in
genious set square with standard symbols, also 
an arrangement for determining the available 
spare space in ducts and pipes; and a simplified 
method of preparing local line plant records. 

A useful item included in the suggestions was 
a slide rule, which had been made by Mr. 
.:Vlclntosh, together with instructions regarding 
its use. The slide rule enables the diameter, 
make-up, etc., of Lead Covered Paper Core 
Composite Cables to be calculated in a mere 
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fraction of the time ordinarilv taken, and also 
provides a ready means of ascertaining· the 
weights of recovered scrap lead and copper for 
estimate purposes. The discussion was of a very 
high order and was ably replied to by the 
lecturer. })any of the suggestions have been 
tried out in actual practice, with entirely satis
factory results. 

The system is simple and effectin· as compared 
with existing procedure, and the bulkiness of the 
numerous tables, etc., which had been prepared, 
serves but to emphasise the gigantic tasks which 
form the day to day routine of the Engineering 
Department. 

The February meeting· took the form of a joint 
session with the Institution of Electrical Engi
neers, Scottish Centre, and was open to the 
general public. 

An illustrated lf'cturf', entitled " Rugby Radio 
Station," was delivered by J\lr. E. H. Shaugh
nessy, O.B.E., }I.l.E.E., :\I.I.R.E., Assistant 
Engineer-in-Chief. As the lecturer proceeded to 
develop his subject in an easv conversational 
style, the crowded gathering· foliowed each phase 
with wrapt attention, and it was readily apparent 
that the subject matter made a strong appeal to 
all who were privileged to be present. 

Sir J. Alfred Ewing, K.C.B., l\I.A., D.Sc., 
L.L.D., F.R.S., Principal of the Edinburgh 
University, presided at the meeting and also 
moved a vote of thanks to the lecturer. The 
choice Of chairman \Vas particularly arpropriate, 
as the lecturer was in close association with him 
on important work <luring the war. The lecture 
was given considerable publicity. Display bills 
were posted throughout the town, the newspapers 
printed preliminary rt'ports, and a detailed an
nouncement was broadcasted on two occasions. 
The various Scientific Socit"ties and Educational 
Bodies were well represented at th� meeting-, and 
more than I ,500 requests were received for the 
750 available tickets. The freely expressed 
opinion was that the lecture had been an unquali
fied success, and it was certainly an excellent 
advertisement of the Post Office activities. 

At the meeting on 2oth March, the chairman 
intimated that the Senior Silver J\Iedal of the 
lnsitution had been awarded bv the Council to 
Mr. J. Innes, B.Sc., for hi� paper entitled 
" Edinburgh Automatic .VI ulti-Office Transfer." 
Mr. Taylor, on behalf of the members, congra-

tulated ;\I r. Innes and said that the award of the 
'.\Iedal was very gratifying to his fellow members 
in the Scotland East Centre. 

Mr. H. Burgher then read a paper on " Prob
lems and :\lethods of Subscribers' Distribution." 
Edinburgh is probably unique as rf'gar<ls the 
large number of lofty tenements, each house of 
\vhich is generally owned by a different landlord. 
The lecturer dealt with the ex-National Tt"le
phone Company's system of <listribut ion by 
means of roof standards, and showed the a<lvan
tag«"s gained by scrapping that systf'nL Smaller 
D.P. areas and block-wiring schemes had pro
vided a more economical and reliable service, and 
reduced to a minimum the dangerous overht'ad 
maintenance \Vork. 

The organisation for carrying out block-wiring 
schemes was detailed. It was considen·d that a 
lay-out plan of the work should be prepared a few 
hours in advance of the \Vork being actually put 
in hand. Particulars were gi,·en of a specially 
made tool for <looking walls, which had given 
excellent results. The desirability of including 
in the gang a first-class jointer skilled in all 
departments of cable jointing was emphasist:>d. 
,\ m•w form of cable clip was suggestt>d, which, 
it was claimed, would avoid the necessity for 
" threading " cables, with the consequent 
liability to damage to the lead sheathing, and 
would also providf' a quickf'r and more ecm1omi
cal arrang·ement for replacing cables. 

The advantages accruing from the fixing of 
C.D. Plugs upside down, together with an im
proved nwthod of fixing tlw plug and tails to tlw 
wall, were explained. .\ sug·gestion wa-; made 
that telephone wires should be It'd in at tlw top 
of windows and builders of future houses should 
fit a suitable pipe between the top of the side 
frame of the window and the lintel, wlwre it 
would be in a sheltered and protected position. 
The paper was followed by a useful discussion. 

The .\genda then provided for " Informal 
Discussions.'' 

The subjects dealt with included " Fault Re
turns," " The Right �Iental Attitude towards 
Subscribers' Complaints," " .\ 'Vorking week 
of five days for Gangs in Isolated Localities,'' 
" Standard Form used in connection with the 
Provision of Subscribers' Circuits," " lmprovf'
ments which could be effected by the Control of 
Complaints directly in Automatic Exchangf's at 
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the Test Desk instead <Jf hv tht' :\lonitors as at 
present." Tlw subjects \Vere fullv debated. 

Heartv votes of t hanks tu all t lw I ,<·cturers were 
carried \\ith ;wc1<1mation. 

SOL:TH L.\ :'\C\SH IRE CENTRE. 

At th<' sixth meeting· of tlw Session, held on 
:\larch 5th, ;\Jr . . \. S. Rensh;rn. of the Engineer
i n-Chief' s office, g·a\T an informal address on 
" Some Considerations n·lating to the Clerical 
Organisation of the Engineering Department." 
;\ \·ery interesting· rt>view was given of the im
pro,·ement \\·hich have been 111;1de in tlw clerical 
org·anisation during the past 15 or 20 years, 
followed by an explanation of the basis on which 
tile size of tlw clt·rical staff \\as at present deter
mined. ( 'riticism nf these arrnngenwnts was 
sought from the members, and a spirited discus
sion resulted. 

\t tlw final meeting, held on April 2nd, a joint 
paper was pres<:>nted by :\lessrs. F. E. Bentley, 
:\.:\1.1.E.E., and L. H. Crane, ,\.M.l.E.E., en
titled '' U ndergruund Cable :Ylaintenance -
Not<:>s on the results of three years special test
ing." The paper, while referring· to the success 
achieved by Routine and Precision testing, dealt 
more particularly with the large number of 
l·lectrolytic corrosion cases experienced in the 
District. .\ description was given of the 
systematic surveys of sheath currents and volt
ages which had to be undertaken and the manner 
in \vhich the source of such currents was traced. 
,\ useful discussion followed. 

NORTHERN CE�THE. 

On the 18th January Mr. G. F. Bellwood, 
:\l.I.E.E., delivered a paper on " Through 
Signalling on Trunk and Junction Circuits." 
The author stated that the object of the paper 
was to deal in a simple manner with through 
signalling over circuits worked on a full auto
matic signalling basis. The facilities provided 
by such circuits were detailed. The arrange
ments for through signalling on C.B.S. No: 1 
Exchange circuits and on circuits connecting 
different types of Exchanges were de-;cribed, 
together with the apparatus connections involved 
in setting· up such calls by controlling tele
plwnists. The through clearing opewtions from 
the distant subscribers to the Controlling Ex
change were also described and notes given on 

the difference between the method of through 
sig·nalling in C.B.S. l\o. 1 Exchanges compmed 
with Common Battery and C. B.S. No. 2 Ex
changt·s. The paper was illustrated with 
diagrams and was commented upon as being 
instrnctive and interesting. 

On the 15th February �lr. \\'. \Veightman 
n·ad a paper on " Tlw Laying of Holy Island 
Cable." The work in question was the laying 
of a four con· light slwatlwd Submarine Cable 
across, approximately, three mil<>s of mud flats 
between Real and Hoh: [sland T.P's. and 
followed on a decision to provide a Call Office at 
Holy Island Post Office and to provide additional 
communication facilities for the Coast Guard 
Station. The author described the organisation 
for carrying out the \\·ork and the method of 
laying the cable which was adopted, together 
with the reasons for its adoption, and the alter
native methods which were available. The diffi
culties encountered in carrying out the work were 
dealt with a·nd the varying experiences of the 
men, who, owing to the lack of housing accom
modation on the Island, were provided with a 
well-organised camp, replete with all con
veniences for their comfort, were described. 

The paper, which was rather out of the 
ordinary, was illustrated with twenty-two slides 
and was very well received. 

The Junior Silver Medal has been awarded by 
the Council to �Ir. B. ::\Iiller for his paper on 
" \Vayleaves and their Difficulties." 

Arrangements are in hand for a summer out
ing in the second week of July. 

:\ORTH \V . .\LES CENTRE. 

The final meeting of the H.)27-28 Session was 
held at Shrewsbury on 14th ::\larch, IC)28, when 
Mr. E . . .\. Pearson, A.l\I.l.E.E., read a paper 
entitled " \\'aste," of \vhich the following were 
the principal headings :-The need for economy; 
Engineering design in relation to waste; The 
function of an Engineer; Capital Expenditure; 
Lost interest and lost revenue; Temporary work; 
Plant Lay-out; Standardisation; Planning De
partment; Execution of works; Misdirected 
Energy; \Vaste of time, - Prevention and 
checks; Importance of the individual. The 
paper was a very thoughtful and comprehensive 
contribution and provoked a lengthy discussion 
and many appreciative comments. 
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BOOK 

Of]icial Minutes of the work of the 4th Plenary 
Conference of the International Advisory Com
mittee on Long Distance Telephony (C.C.I.) 
held at Como from 5-12 September, r927. 

1. List of delegates and experts from the 
private industry. 

2. Minutes of the Opening Session. 
3. Questions of General Organisation. 
4. Questions of transmission, maintenance and 

supervision on lines and in exchanges. 
5. Questions of traffic and operating. 
6. Questions concerning the protE>Ction of tele

phone cables against electrolytic action 
and chemical action. 

7. Minutes of the Closing Session. 
8. Summary of questions dealt with by the 

Committee since its inception. 
Book in quarto paper cover, containing th<J 

pages and 37 illustrations. Price, in France, 
IO Frs. (post free 11 Frs.); other countries 12 Frs. 
post free.* 

* Payment should be made by post office order 
addressed to M. le Secretaire General du Comite 
Consultatiff International des Communications 
Telephoniques a Grande Distance, 23 Avenue de 
Messine, Paris, 8e. 

'' Electrical Engineering Economics.'' By 
D. J. Bolton, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. Chapman & 

Hall, Ltd. 21/- net. 
In view of the importance of economics to 

engineering-in fact most engineering- problems 
are essentially economic-it is strange that the 
literature of this aspect of engineering is sn 
sparse. Indeed, as the author points out in his 
preface, most of the books on this subject have 
dealt only with production problems-costing, 
price fixing, and works management economy
and have given no account of the problems of 
economics arising after the stage of manufacture. 
The aim of the author of this work is, therefore, 
to explain the principles of the economics of use, 

or, as he calls it, " consumption t'Conomics." 
\Vith the object of making his work self

contained, the author has divided his subject into 
three parts. The first deals with general 
economic principles, and, as such, makes no 
claim to originality. But the information 

REVEIWS. 

gi,·en therein regarding capital, interest, depre
ciation, and the various ty1ws of annuity and 
sinking fund is sufficient to enablt' a reader to 
master the main argument of the work without 
reference to other literature. 

The second and third parts are n'ncerned more 
particularly with the applic�1tion of the economic 
principles t'nunciated in the first part to electrical 
engineering problems-from tlw standpoint of 
the utilisation of electrical erwrgY, rather than 
from that of the manufacture of electrical 
apparatus. ,\ rough distinction between the 
second and third parts assigns " Choice of 
Plant " to the former, and" Supply Problem:-;" 
to tht' latter, but some uvPrlapping twtwt'Pn the 
t \\'O is i1wvitablt'. 

Thus in the second part the economic basis of 
Keh·in's La\\ for C;:ibles rwcupies the first 
chapter, while latt'r chapters sho\\· how economic 
principles should determine the choict' of motors 
of differing capital cost, efficit>nn·, life and 
sah·age valut'. This is followed by a similar 
treatment of transformers, \\ hi!e tl··e peculiar con
ditions in the case of l am ps are tlw suhjPct qf the 
last chapter uf this part. 

In the third part, problems of tariffs, load and 
diversity factor, power factor and so on receive 
attention, and in view of the great variety of 
tariffs in t'xistence there is no need to stress the 

importance of their economic aspect. 
A ven· valuable featun> of the work is the 

number of ,,·orked examples, both in the text, 
:ind at the encl of many of the chapters. Others, 
unworked, are included in an �1ppendix. Im
portant equations relating to simple and com
po11nd interest and tables for sinking fund 
deposits and for life of plant form other useful 
appendices. 

The book is verv readable and is a valuable 
addition to the literature of electrical engineering. 

G. F. O'DELL. 

" )u1to111atic Telephony Simpliiied." By C. 
\V. Brown, A . .\f.f.E.E. Sir f�aac Pitman & 
Sons, Ltd. 6/-. 

This is an addition to the series of Telephone 
handbooks published by Sir I. Pitman & Sons, 
items of which have already been reviewed in 
these columns. The public

:
<tion maintains the 
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standard set by previous authors. The book is 
an excellent introduction to step-by-step auto
matic telephony and carries the student by easy 
stages to the elt'ments of the system adopted for 
:\ l etropolitan areas. 

The arrangement of the text and method of 
treatment are excellent and the illustrations in
cluding the diagrams distinctly above the aver
age. The book can lw confident! \· recommended 
to students who are preparing for examinations 
that include "\utomatic Telephony in their 
syllabuses. :\[r. Brown 1s an experienced 
teacher, a fact which is evident on reading his 
book. B.O.A. 

Kcmpc's Engineer's Ycar-Hooh for 1<)28. 
Thirty-fifth edition, with over 3,000 pages and 
2,500 ill ustrations. Crosby 'Lockwood & Son. 
Price 30 /- net. 

There is no book of reference in tl1e E nglish 
language so useful to engineers of all cl:isses as 
Kernpe's; it is doubtful whether there is any 
volume in existence so packed full of reliablt> data 
and figures and so well arranged for read:· re
ference. The dPvelopments in highwa.\· con
struction, steam power, electrical engi 1wering, 
traction, internal combustion ('ng·ines and th<'ir 
application to road and air traffic , have been kept 
pace with in a remarkable manner, while due 
regard has been paid to the advances made in 
marirn· <'ngine(•ring, g·as and gaswork practice, 
mining and machine tool treament , de. �! any 
notes on practin· heconH� obsolete han' ht>en 
excised, but the book, as might he expected, is 
bigger than en•r. I t  has for long· been an under
stood thing among engineers when points are 
raised outside usual everyday practice to " look 
it up in Kempe," and the latest edition will not 
be found wanting. Our advice to those who 
treasure their old edition is to scrap it and buy a 
new copy , in the same way as they would treat an 
old machine which had sern�d its time faithfully 
but which could not be brought up to date 
economically. 

" ,\ Text Book 
Stone, A.R.C.Sc. 
London. 20/- net. 

of Telegraph_\'. " 
l\lacmillan & Co., 

E. 
Ltd .. 

The author's experience in teaching at the 

Polytechnic has resulted in his producing a text 
book on Teleg·raph y which will be regarded as a 
classic work on the subject. Intended prim ari ly 
for the use of students preparing for examina
tions, the author has compiled a work which not 
only fully meets its original requirements, hut 
will serve also as a Yaluable book of reference to 
engineers engaged in the practice of electrical 
corn mu nications generally. 

The first seven chapters dealing with tlw 
fundamentals of electrical me;1surt>nwnts ('(>lltain 
a mass of information useful to the student and 
le<1d naturally up to the consideration of the 

application of the principles to working· systems. 
The following chapters deal svstematicalh· with 
uni,·ersal battery working, 

.
tlw simple

.
r key 

systems, double current. duplex , cent ral b<J ttery 
and conn'.ntrators, quaclruplex, \\'heatston(' ;1uto
matic, repeater and type printing s:·stems. I n  tlw 
last-nwntiorwd the subject is brought right up 
to-date and the descript ions cover all app<1ratus 
recently tried out and in operation by the British 
Post Offin� Dt·partment. Lint> work , protection 
from power circuits and lightning and the tpsting 
of lines are dealt with in three chapters , while a 
fourth giYes an account of the construction of 
submarine cables and the methods of operation. 
lt is a pity the auth or has omitlt'd a description 
of the system of regeneratiYe rt>rwaters now used 
so succt>ssfully by cable companies , hut this, 
\\'e hope, will lw included in a later t'clition. 
:\I r. Stone should nott' also that a knot is 
a Yel ocity and not a ]pngth. .\ ,·erv useful 
cl iaptE'r on alt<'rnating curn·nts and the pro
pagation of signals along telegraph lines 
follows, and finally a brief summar.'· of the prin
ciples involved in radio-t<'legraph,· is included 
for the purpose of covering the 

.
Departmental 

examinations and Citv and Cuilds syllabus. Two 
appendices are embodied at the

. 
end of the 

volume, one treating of the new system of voice
frequency teleg·raphs and the other giving a tahle 
of exponential and hyperbolic functions. 

\Ve can thoroughly recommend the book to 
our readers. The illustrations are excellently 
drawn and reproduced; th1� theoretical matter is 
ably dealt with, and the formul;e arc evolved 
from first principles and clearly sratcd. A first 
class book on the subject. 
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STAFF CHANGES. 

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

Name. 

Lee, Lt.-Cul. .\. <;., O.B.E., 
(;reenham, (;. F., M.R.F.. 
Ilart, A. B. 
.\tkinson, J. \\". 
Brown, Major· II., O.R.E. 
Vick,,ry, \\". 
Booth, C. F. 

Sturgess, H. E. 
Luckhurst, J. E. 
Hollis, W. :\. 
\Iilford, T. S. 
Holt, H. L. 
Rigg, P. H. 

Name. 

Sinnott, J., 0. B. E. 
Johnson, T. B. 
Twells, W. E. 
(;ibbins, F. E. 
Mcintosh, D. 
Gardner, A. W. 
Morris, A. C. 
Hill, G. A. D. 
Lade, J. A. 
Fowlds, W. 
Bucklitsch, J. H. C. 
Hosgood, J. S . . . . 
Moon, F . .. 
Wallis, R. C. 
'.\Iarchant, J. A., 

Jackson, R. W. 
Yeadon, N. 

Name. 

Name. 

M.<'. 

--------- --- -----------------· 

Payne, C. F. 
Angus, J . ... 

PROMOTIONS. 

Grade. 

Staff Engineer E-in-C.O. 
1hsistant Staff Engineer E-in-C.O. 
Assistant Staff Engineer E-in-C.O. 

Assistant Suptg. Engineer, London 
Assistant Staff Engineer, E.-in-C.0. ! 

Assistant Engineer S.W. District. 
fnspector of Radio Section. 

E.-in-C.O. 
l nspector Rugby Radio. 
Inspector Cupar Radio. 

S.W.I. :\!. Wales District. 
S.\V. I., N. \Vale, District. 
S. \\!.I. S. Lanes. District. 

S.W.I. N.E. District. 

RETIREMENTS. 

Districts. 

E.-in-C.0. 
N.E. 
E.-in-C.O. 
N.E. 

E. 
N. Mid. 
E.-in-C.0. 
S. Wa. 
N. Wa. 
N.W. 
S. Wa. 
N.W. 
N.E. 
London. 

DEATJIS. 

District. 

N. 
E.-in-C.0. 

TR.\NSFER. 

From. 

Inspector S. Lanes. District. 
Inspector S. Lanes. District. 

Promoted to 

Assistant Engineer-in-Chief. 
Supty. Engineer S.E. District. 

Staff Engineer, E.-in-C.0. 
Supty. Engineer, N.E. District. 

Supty. Engineer, N. Mid. District. 
Executive Engineer, S.E. District. 

Chief Insp. Radio Section, E.-in-C.0. 

Chief Insp;ector Rubgy Radio. 
Chief Inspector, Cupar Radio. 
Inspector, N. Wales District. 
Inspector, N. Wales District. 
Inspector, S. Lanes. District 

Inspector, N.E. District. 

Grade. 

Assistant Engineer-in-Chief. 
Superintending Engineer. 

Assistant Staff Engineer. 
Assistant Suptg. Engineer. 

Assistant Engineer. 
Assistant Engineer. 
Assistant Engineer. 
Assistant Engineer. 

Chief Inspector. 
Inspector. 
Inspector. 
Inspector. 
Inspector. 
Inspector. 
Inspector. 

Gr;de. 

Assistant Engineer. 
Assistant Engineer. 

To 

N.W. District. 
N.W. District. 

Date. 

I 4-5-28 
1-8-28 

I-II-28 
1-6-28 
1-6-28 

I l-4-28 
17-3-28 

14-2-27 
23-6-27 

24-10-27 
24-10-27 

9-5-27 
: To be fixed 

later. 

Date. 

30-4-28 
3 1-5-28 

8-4-28 
6-4-28 

II-5-28 
25-3-28 

1-6-28 
30-4-28 
30-4-28 

3-3-28 
23-2-28 
30-3-28 
16-3-28 
I I-3-28 
29-2-28 

Date. 

Date. 



Name. 

Gomersall, E., O.B.E. 
Hunt, R. H. 
Bourdeaux, N. 
Arman, L. T. 
Stacey, P. A. 
Simpson, C. 
Young, J. E. 
Dore, L. J. 
Devereaux, R. C. 
Shrubsall, F. W. 
Henderson, V. R. 
Barrett, H. 
Barry, C. 
Blackburn, E. 
Reed, T. F. 
Waters, H. S. 
Howarth, H. 

Name. 

Whitehead, J. H. 

French, J. J. 

Coster, F. J. 

Coster, F. J. 

Emmett, H. H. 

Lay, J. W. 

Smith, W. B. 

Terrill, F. G. A. 

Mullens, H. W. 

Cousins, E. \V. 

Adams, H. G. 

Name. 

Name. 

STAFF CHANGES. 

I 
I 
I Probationary 

APPOINTMENTS. 

Inspector N. Mid. 
E.-in-C.0. 

N. !��land 
London. 
N. Waels 
London. 
London. 
E.-in-C.O. 
London. 
N.W. 
N.E. 
s.w. 
S.E. 
N.W. 

Deputy 
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Appointed to 
_ i ____ _ 

Suptg. Engineer, London. 
Inspector, N. Mid. 
Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 

E.-in-C.O. 
N. Ireland 
London 
N. Wales. 
London 
London 
E.-in-C.O. 
London 
N.W. 
N.E. 
s.w. 
S.E. 
N.W. 

I 

I 

I 
i 

1-6-28 
29-2-28 

1-5-28 

" 

CLERICAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
PROMOTIONS. 

Rank. 

Higher Clerical Officer. 
N. Wales District . 

. \cting Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

Clerical Officer, London. 

. \cting Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

Cleric_al Officer. 

Clerical Officer, E. District. 

Clerical OfficPr, S. Lanes. 

Retirements. 

Grade. 

Executive Officer, 
London. 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

TRANSFERS 

---�--Rank._
__

_ 

\ __ 
From 

Higher Clerical Officer \ E. District. 

Promoted to. 

Staff Officer, N. W. District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

Acting Higher Clerical Officer, 
London . 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

.\cting Higher Clerical Officer, 
London. 

Higher Clerical Officer, 
E. District. 

Higher Clerical Otlicer, Ireland ]\T 

To 

/ N. Wa. District. 

Date. 

1-5-28 

Date. 

31-5-28 

30-6-28 

Date. 

22-4-28 
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